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Introduction 1
In 1895 Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen made the discovery of X-rays [Rön49] for which
he was later awarded with the first Nobel prize. It is fascinating that the major fields
of application for the ”new kind of radiation” developed almost immediately after
his discovery. X-rays were first used for radiography in medical applications [Wil03]
and a couple of years later also in radiotherapy [Pus02; Sen03]. About a decade later
first experiments showed the diffraction of X-rays by a crystal [FKL13]. Radiography,
radiotherapy and X-ray diffraction are nowadays still the major applications of X-rays.
It is thus absolutely astonishing that it took less than 20 years after Röntgen’s discovery
that these fields have been developed.

The strength of X-rays in these applications is manifold. In X-ray diffraction from
crystals, the short wavelength λ, i.e. the high photon energyEph, of hard X-rays1 allows
for atomic resolution. In radiography, the weak interaction of X-rays with matter is
crucial as it allows to penetrate through thick objects. One important number in this
context is the complex refractive index n = 1− δ+ iβ. For hard X-rays n deviates only
very slightly from unity. For example, for graphite and 12 keV X-rays the decrement
δ, describing refraction, is on the order of 10−6, and the imaginary part β, describing
absorption, is on the order of 10−9 [Sch+11]. Concerning the weak refraction, Röntgen
reported already in his first letter that he could not observe any refraction by prisms
made of different materials [Rön49].

While this property of the refractive index benefits radiography, it simultaneously
imposes a difficulty on the fabrication of high-quality refractive, diffractive or reflective
X-ray optics2. Reflective optics, for example, can only be operated in grazing incidence
below the critical angle, which is on the order of a few milliradians. As a consequence,
the lack of high-quality optics impedes the design of resonators with low losses.

With high-quality resonators being the heart of (optical) lasers, the lack of X-ray res-
onators has severe implications for the design of X-ray lasers and thus for the generation
of coherent X-rays. In addition, the ratio of the Einstein coefficients for stimulated
1We define hard X-rays to be roughly in the range of Eph = 5 keV to 300 keV. In the following X-rays will
be used synonymously with hard X-rays, if not stated otherwise.

2See [Pag06] for an overview on X-ray optics.
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emission B21 and spontaneous emission A21 scales with B21/A21 ∝ E−3
ph [HW13].

The design of X-ray lasers in analogy to optical lasers is thus not only hampered by
the lack of high-quality resonators, but additionally by the scaling of the Einstein
coefficients impeding population inversion in a laser medium. For this reasons, the
coherent generation of hard X-rays with table-top sources is very limited. Applications
requiring high coherence are restricted to large-facility sources like synchrotrons or
X-ray free-electron lasers (XFEL).

In the soft X-ray and extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) regime, plasma lasers [Wan+08;
Dep+15; God+09; Roc99] and especially the process of high-order harmonic generation
(HHG) [McP+87; LSK91; Bar+02] allowed the generation of coherent radiation in the
laboratory. HHG sources, for example, recently enabled imaging experiments [Kfi+17]
with comparable quality to previous work at soft X-ray beamlines of synchrotrons and
XFELs [Wan+12; Sch+13; Wil+17].

In contrast to the improvements in the soft X-ray regime, the concept of generating
hard X-ray radiation in the laboratory has not changed much since Röntgens discovery.
Table-top hard X-ray sources emit characteristic radiation and bremsstrahlung after
electron impact onto an anode3 into 4π sr. As approximately 99% of the electron beam
power is dissipated in heat inside the anode, the achievable brightness (i.e. photons (ph)
per solid angle and per source area [phmrad−2mm−2]) of X-ray tubes is limited by the
heating of the anode [Dys90; Beh16]. In comparison to static anodes, X-ray tubes with
rotating anodes [Beh16] or liquid-metal-jet anodes [HOH03; Ote+08] dissipate the heat
in a larger fraction of anode material leading to a substantial brightness improvement.

With the improvement in coherence due to the advent of synchrotron radiation, X-ray
radiography developed from plain shadowgraphy to a phase-sensitive coherent imaging
technique [Jac+90; Sch+95; Clo+96; Mia+99]. A major advantage of phase-sensitive
imaging is the fact that especially for materials composed of elements with low atomic
number, such as soft tissue, the refraction is about a factor of 1000 higher than the
absorption [Sch+11]. A lensless implementation of X-ray phase-contrast imaging is X-
ray nearfield holography or synonymously propagation-based phase contrast imaging
[Sni+95; Clo+96; Lag+97]. The basis for this technique is the invention of holography
by Dennis Gabor [Gab48; GB49]. In X-ray nearfield holography the phase information
is encoded in the intensity by free-space propagation.

Most objects under investigation in, e.g., biology or medicine exhibit complex three-
dimensional (3d) structures. X-ray tomography enables the reconstruction of volu-

3X-ray anodes are commonly made of metal.
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metric information from a series of projections under different angles [KS01; MW14]
and thus allows to obtain 3d information. In phase-contrast tomography the contrast
advantage of phase-contrast imaging is combined with the capabilities of 3d imaging
[Mom+96; Clo+99].

The quality of the hologram in X-ray nearfield holography depends on the coher-
ence of the illumination, as we will further elaborate in section 1.1.2. The recent
brightness improvements of µ-focus X-ray tubes and the resulting increase in spatial
coherence4 advanced X-ray propagation-based phase contrast imaging and tomogra-
phy with table-top X-ray tubes and micrometer resolution [Bar+13; Bus+18; Töp+18].
Higher resolution, however, requires synchrotron or XFEL radiation with high bright-
ness [Bar+15a; Sch+15; Ced+17; Töp+18]. Even though synchrotrons provide beams
with high partial coherence and high brightness, for holography with highest reso-
lution (sub-100 nanometer), the lateral coherence needs to be further enhanced by
optics. X-ray waveguides are a powerful tool to create a diffraction limited source spot
with high numerical aperture and high spatial coherence [Pfe+02; Sal+15b]. To this
end, the synchrotron beam is coupled into an X-ray waveguide, acting as a spatial
coherence filter. With this technique resolutions below 25 nm have been obtained in
X-ray holography [Bar+15b]. X-ray waveguides exist as one-dimensional (1d) planar
structures [SS74] or two-dimensional (2d) channel waveguides [Pfe+02; Neu+14]
and have a typical dimension of the guiding core on the order of 50 nm. While this
sequential approach of first generating the X-rays and then filtering the spatially co-
herent part works well with synchrotron radiation with high brightness, a too large
fraction of the radiation is discarded for X-ray tubes with low brightness. For this
reason X-ray waveguides are largely irrelevant for laboratory sources today. One of the
few examples for a combination of a 2d waveguide with a laboratory X-ray tube is the
work of Fella et al., who used two crossed rather large waveguides (200 nm diameter)
in combination with a liquid-metal-jet source. Using this approach, the authors could
acquire phase-contrast images with acquisition times of ∼7.5min and a couple of
micrometers resolution [Fel+15]. For X-ray tomography requiring the acquisition of
roughly 1000 projections, this would scale to a total acquisition time of more than 5
days.

In chapter 2 we demonstrate a novel approach circumventing the sequential approach
of X-ray generation and coherence filtering by generating X-rays directly inside anX-ray
waveguide with a table-top electron gun. To this end we have designed an X-ray anode
forming a planar X-ray waveguide, which we bombard with an electron beam. The
4With spatial coherence we refer to lateral spatial coherence.
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electrons generate bremsstrahlung and characteristic radiation which are both directly
coupled into waveguide modes. The emitted radiation has a high degree of spatial
coherence. We discuss how the electron beam power can be increased to reach an
estimated brightness of 5× 1011 phmrad−2mm−2. Based on the Purcell effect [Pur46],
well known from cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED), we discuss the gain of
emission into the waveguide modes.

The observation of quantum optical effects [Ada+13; RES20; RE21] with X-rays have
been restricted to synchrotron radiation or XFELs so far. The combination of narrow-
banded undulator radiation and Mössbauer nuclei led to the observation of various
CQED effects with hard X-rays, such as the collective Lamb shift [Röh+10], sublumi-
nal propagation [Hee+15b], collective strong coupling [Hab+16], and Rabi splitting
[Hab+17]. Recently, synchrotron radiation enabled CQED experiments with electronic
resonances [Hab+19] as well. No CQED experiment has yet been performed with
table-top X-ray sources.

Synchrotron radiation with its high brilliance5 has advanced the field of X-ray phase-
contrast imaging and tomography for static and even for dynamic samples [Lee+12;
Wal+14; Ruh+17]. It is unsuitable, however, for the observation of fast dynamics with
picosecond time resolution, due to its pulse duration on the order of 40 ps [Bal10]
and a peak brilliance6 of ∼ 1025 ph/(mrad2mm2 0.1%BW) [Alt+06]. With a peak
brilliance eight orders of magnitude (1033 ph/(mrad2mm2 0.1%BW) [Alt+06]) higher
than for 3rd generation synchrotrons and pulse durations of less than 100 fs [SSY00],
XFELs enabled experiments in the ultrafast and non-linear optics regime [You+10;
Roh+12; Hal+20; Hab+20; Ada03; RES20] and has led to observation of new effects
not present in the visible regime, such as the anomalous nonlinear Compton effect
[Fuc+15]. Apart from promising atomic resolution from single molecules in diffract-
before-destroy schemes [Neu+00; Cha+06; Sei+11], XFELs are perfectly suited to
study fast dynamics [Bar+08; Ino+16].

In chapter 3 of this work we develop an experimental scheme to study fast dynamics
of laser-induced phase transitions with high spatial and temporal resolution and quan-
titative contrast in nearfield holography and demonstrate the setup with laser-induced
cavitation bubbles [Bre14; Col48]. Cavitation is the process of bubble formation in
a fluid. The laser-induced dielectric breakdown seeds a bubble nucleus, which is

5Brilliance is brightness per spectral width of the radiation, i.e. photons per solid angle, per source area,
and per spectral width. It is common to give the spectral width for undulator radiation in units of 0.1%
of the whole band width (0.1% BW) and for characteristic radiation per characteristic line.

6For pulsed sources peak brilliance is the maximum brilliance during the pulse.
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followed by a fast expansion of the bubble, driving a shockwave, i.e. a compressed
shell of fluid, in front of the bubble. We quantify the spatial pressure distribution
of this shockwave in close proximity to the bubble nucleus experimentally for the
first time, capturing the dynamics only nanoseconds after seeding. We observe dis-
crepancies to numerical simulations, suggesting that more sophisticated models are
necessary to describe the early dynamics after laser-induced dielectric breakdown.
In chapter 4 we extend the method by X-ray diffraction to obtain information on the
molecular structure during transient phase transition complementing the holography
signal. Using this additional experimental approach we observe the non-equilibrium
phase transitions after dielectric breakdown in a µ-fluidic water jet. After dielectric
breakdown we quantify the pressure increase in the water jet and witness a transition
of the molecular structure from a tetrahedral arrangement to the molecular structure
of a simple liquid. We will show how single-pulse holography and diffraction at XFELs
can complement each other to obtain quantitative information from the microscopic
length scale to the molecular level with time resolutions, which are only limited by
the pulse duration of the pump laser.

1.1 A need for bright sources: the example of
propagation-based phase contrast imaging

While synchrotrons and XFELs offer very high beam quality in terms of brilliance or
peak brilliance and ultrashort pulse durations, beam time is very restricted. Laboratory
sources, however, are readily available but lack brightness and are thus constrained to
low-coherence and low-photon flux applications.

In this section we will address these limitations by discussing the requirements for an
exemplary type of experiments, namely propagation-based phase contrast imaging.
To this end we will estimate the range of structure sizes which exhibit phase contrast
under conditions of partial coherence. In addition we will discuss the influence of
a finite resolution of the detector on the observable structure size. For a detailed
introduction to X-ray holography the reader is referred to [Pag06].

1.1.1 Propagation-based phase contrast imaging

Dennis Gabor’s invention of holography [Gab48; GB49] is the basis for X-ray near-field
holography or propagation-based phase contrast imaging. As a phase-sensitive imaging
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technique, it uses interference effects to encode phase information of the object in
the measurable intensity. Instead of using separate illumination and reference arms,
the object is illuminated in an in-line geometry. Let the incoming complex wavefield
Ψin(r⊥, z) be a plane wave with wavenumber k propagating along z. r⊥ is a vector
in the plane perpendicular to z. The disturbance by the object placed in the slab
z ∈ [z01 −∆, z01] can be described using the projection approximation, so that

Ψout(r⊥, z = z01) = Ψin(r⊥, z = z01) · exp [−ikn̄(r⊥)] ,

where n̄(r⊥) is given by the projection of

n̄(r⊥) =
1

2

∫ z01

z01−∆

[
1− n2(r⊥, z)

]
dz ≈

∫ z01

z01−∆

[δ(r⊥, z)− iβ(r⊥, z)] dz,

with the complex refractive index n = 1− δ + iβ. This approximation is valid as long
diffraction inside the object can be neglected. The wavefield Ψout(r⊥, z = z02) at the
plane of detection is described by free-space propagation, which can be expressed by
the Fresnel propagator in the near-field limit. The Fresnel propagator in its Fourier
representation is given by the operator (as detailed in [Pag06])

Dz12 = exp (ikz12)F−1
⊥ exp

(
−iz12
2k

k2
⊥

)
F⊥.

F⊥ and F−1
⊥ denote the Fourier transform in the sample plane and its inverse, re-

spectively, with k⊥ being the reciprocal vector of r⊥. The propagation distance z12
between sample and detector is often expressed by the dimensionless Fresnel number
F = d2/(λz12) with a characteristic length d. We choose d to be the pixel size of
the detector, which is a popular choice in X-ray holography. The measured intensity
I(r⊥) = |Ψout(r⊥, z = z02)|2 in the detection plane is given by the squared modulus
of the wavefield.

Holography experiments are often performedwith a diverging beam, i.e. in a cone beam
geometry (Fig. 1.1a), to take advantage of the geometricmagnification. According to the
Fresnel scaling theorem a cone beam geometry can be transferred into an equivalent
parallel beam geometry (see [Pag06] for details). The geometric magnification M
of the cone beam is given by the ratio of the source-to-detector distance z02 and
the source-to-sample distance z01, i.e. M = z02/z01. The Fresnel scaling theorem
states, that this situation is equivalent to a propagation by a parallel beam with a
rescaled propagation distance zeff = z12/M , a rescaling of the image on the detector,
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i.e. a rescaling of the characteristic length d to deff = d/M , and an effective Fresnel
number Feff = d2eff/(λzeff).

To understand the impact of the dimensionless Fresnel number on the imaging con-
trast, let’s consider a spherically shaped cavitation bubble phantom. The phantom
consists of two concentric spheres with constant electron density ρe inside a homoge-
neous slab of uncompressed water (Fig. 1.1a, c). The inner sphere with lower density
represents the gaseous bubble, whereas the outer shell has higher density than uncom-
pressed water and represents the shockwave of the cavitation bubble. The radial (3d)
electron density∆ρe and the projected density profile∆ρ̄e are shown as the difference
to the density of the homogeneous slab in Fig. 1.1c. The 2d image of the holographic
intensity for a Fresnel number of F = 10−2 is depicted in Fig. 1.1b. The radial inten-
sity of the hologram (Fig. 1.1d) shows how phase-contrast develops with decreasing
Fresnel number F from gentle edge enhancement to strong holographic fringes. The
direct contrast regime (F ≈ 10−1–100) is commonly used in propagation-based phase
contrast imaging with laboratory X-ray sources, whereas in synchrotron experiments
aiming at highest resolution experiments are performed in the holographic regime
(F . 10−2).

Quantitative information on the phase shift can be obtained from the holographic in-
tensity by phase-retrieval algorithms. A variety of such algorithms have been proposed
reaching from algorithms perfectly suited for the direct contrast regime [Pag+02; Bro02;
Wit+09] to the holographic regime with single-step [Clo+99] or iterative approaches
[Gur03; Gie+11; HTS18].

Why is phase-contrast imaging in the laboratory performed in a different regime, i.e at
different Fresnel numbers, than experiments aiming at highest possible resolution at
the synchrotron or XFELs?

1.1.2 Requirements for propagation-based phase contrast
imaging

Let us consider a cone-beam setupwith an incoherent source of finite source sizeσs and
let us assume a detector with finite resolution σd. Wewill now estimate which structure
sizes p are resolvable and exhibit phase contrast under experimental conditions of
partial lateral coherence and limited detector resolution. While we aim at equipping
the reader with an intuitive understanding of the key aspects, we refer to several studies
[PGW97; WL04; WL07; HS18] treating the topic in detail.
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Fig. 1.1: X-ray near-field holography. (a) Cone-beam geometry of an X-ray holog-
raphy setup. The source with size σs illuminates the sample which is placed in a thin
slab at z01 behind the source. The detector at a distance of z02 behind the source is
illuminated by the half cone angle αs. The sample consists of different materials and
densities. The sample depicted here is a phantom of a spherical cavitation bubble in-
side a homogeneous slab of water. The cavity of the bubble has lower density (vapour),
whereas the compressed water in the shockwave shell has higher density than the ho-
mogeneous slab. In red: A structure with size p diffracts into the cone with half angle
αp leading to an extent of the diffracted cone of Lp on the detector. (b)Holographic
intensity of a cavitation bubble phantom for a Fresnel number F = 10−2. (c) Radial
3d electron density profile∆ρe (red, right ordinate) of the cavitation bubble phantom,
showing the difference to the homogeneous water slab, and projected electron density
∆ρ̄e (blue, left ordinate). (d) Radial intensity of the bubble phantom for different
Fresnel numbers F . At high Fresnel numbers (F = 102) no phase contrast is visible.
Medium Fresnel numbers (F ≈ 10−1–100), typical for experiments with table-top
X-ray tubes and often referred to as direct contrast regime, show an edge enhancement
in the intensity. Holographic fringes become visible for even smaller Fresnel numbers
F . 10−2. Experiments with synchrotron radiation aiming at highest resolution are
typically performed in this holographic regime.
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A structure with size p in the sample plane diffracts under an angle7 of sin(αp) ≈ λ/p,
corresponding to a lateral extent of Lp = z12 · tan(αp) in the detection plane (cf.
Fig. 1.1a). For hard X-rays with a wavelength on the order of 0.1 nm and structure
sizes p & 1 nm, the angle αp is small, so that we can approximate the lateral extent on
the detector by

Lp ≈ λz12/p. (1.1)

For interference, and thus phase contrast, the diffracted wave needs to be within the
lateral coherence length Lc & Lp in the detection plane, with Lc ≈ λz02/σs. This
imposes a lower limit

p &
z12
z02

σs = σs

(
1− 1

M

)
for the structure size p to enable phase contrast, i.e. the structure size can not be smaller
than the demagnified source size. This relation has great similarity to the result of
[WL07] which was obtained by an approach based onWigner distribution functions.

Furthermore, the structure with size p has to be illuminated coherently in the sample
plane to enable interference. Thus the finite coherence length lc = λz01/σs in the
sample plane imposes an upper limit on p

p . lc =
Lc

M
=
λz02
Mσs

.

Hence, the finite source size and thus the finite coherence length impose an upper
and a lower limit on the structure size p. Both limits are visualized by the blue (lower
limit) and red (upper limit) solid lines in Fig. 1.2. All structure sizes p between these
two lines exhibit phase contrast. The range is maximized forM → 1, withM = 1

describing the situation where sample and detection plane coincide, so that both fall
in the plane with highest lateral coherence. While this is true for a perfect detector
with infinite resolution, this property changes with a finite resolution of the detector.

To resolve the interference caused by diffraction at the structure with size p, the
resolution σd of the detector needs to be smaller than the lateral fringe extent Lp ≥ σd

7The exact shape of the structure might induce a constant factor in this relation. For simplicity we do not
consider any exact shape and neglect this prefactor.
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on the detector. With (1.1) we can formulate the upper limit

p .
λz12
σd

=
λz02
σd

(
1− 1

M

)
.

Furthermore, we require the structure to be resolved by the detector, i.e.

p &
σd
M
.

Both limits imposed by the finite resolution of the detector are visualized by the dashed
lines in Fig. 1.2.

To conclude, both the finite source size and the finite resolution of the detector impose
an upper as well as a lower limit on the structure size p to enable phase contrast and
to be detected. Combining these four limits we obtain the following range for p

max
{
σs

(
1− 1

M

)
,
σd
M

}
. p . min

{
λz02
Mσs

,
λz02
σd

(
1− 1

M

)}
. (1.2)

As the inverse magnification 1/M is bound to the interval (0, 1) for a diverging beam,
there is only a solution for p if the condition

σd .
λz02
σs

= Lc

is fulfilled. This result is rather intuitive. It requires the resolution of the detector to
be smaller than the coherence length in the detection plane, as phase contrast is only
visible within the coherence length.

The white area in Fig. 1.2 contains all values p and 1/M for which the condition (1.2)
is fulfilled, for the example with σd = 1.5σs and λz02 = 4σs. Consequently, phase
contrast experiments can only be performed in that regime.

To maximize the range of the structure size p to develop phase contrast for any magni-
ficationM , there are three different options for a given wavelength λ. Firstly, a larger
source-to-detector distance z02 increases both upper limits on p and thus enhances
phase contrast for larger structures. However, an increase in z02 decreases the photon
flux on the detector with z−2

02 . Secondly, a better resolution of the detector (lower σd)
decreases the lower limit on p towards lowermagnificationsM and increases the upper
limit on p imposed by the detector. It thus increases the range for p in both directions
for low magnifications. The photon flux however scales with the area of one detection
element and thus the flux decreases with σ2

d. But even if an infinite photon flux was
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Fig. 1.2: Requirements for phase contrast. The finite source size σs and the finite
resolution of the detector σd impose both an upper (red) and lower limit (blue) on the
structure size p to enable and detect phase contrast in near-field holography. The white
area marks the structure sizes and magnificationsM for which all requirements are
fulfilled. The plot shows the situation for σd = 1.5σs and λz02 = 4σ2

s . In this example
the range for p is maximized for an inverse magnification of 1/M = 0.4.

available, the resolution of the detector would be limited by its technical realization.
X-ray detectors with highest resolution are scintillator-based and their resolution is
limited by the point-spread-function of the secondary radiation which depends on the
type of scintillator and its thickness. Thinner scintillators give a better resolution but
lower conversion efficiency. The resolution is limited to just below 1 µm [full width at
half maximum (FWHM)] with an detective quantum efficiency of 2–5% [Sta+02]. The
third option to extent the range of resolvable structure sizes is to decrease the source
size σs. A smaller source spot decreases the lower limit and simultaneously increases
the upper limit on p towards higher magnifications. Nevertheless a smaller source
spot σs typically decreases the photon flux as well. The scaling depends on the type of
source. Apertures or slits decrease the flux with σ2

s , whereas the maximum electron
beam power and thus the flux scales linearly with the diameter of the source spot σs
in the limit of thick anodes [GWA86]. A minimal source size using thick anodes is
imposed by multiple scattering of electrons, however. Thin anodes as commonly used
in transmission target X-ray tubes allow for smaller source spots, but only at the cost
of further reducing the flux [Beh16]. In conclusion, all three options to increase the
range for structure sizes p accessible with phase contrast decrease the photon flux.
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X-ray phase-contrast tomography of unstained tissue with a volume of ∼ 10003 resolu-
tion elements and 1.3 µm resolution (FWHM) at a liquid-metal-jet X-ray tube requires,
for example, a total acquisition time of ∼14 h [Töp+18]. A higher resolution thus
quickly increases the acquisition time to impractical values, as one has to consider
that the setup and especially the sample need to be stable over this period of time.
Whereas longer acquisition times might be to some extent an option for static samples,
there is no possibility to increase the acquisition time for dynamic samples and time-
resolved measurements. This prompts at the requirement for X-ray sources with high
brightness.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

This work presents experiments involving the full range of available X-ray sources.
On the one hand we exploit the extremely high peak brilliance of XFELs to observe
dynamics using single femtosecond pulses with propagation-based phase contrast
imaging. On the other hand we present a novel concept for the generation of spatially
coherent X-rays with high brightness, emitted directly into the modes of an X-ray
waveguide. Our results promise to shrink the gap in brilliance between table-top and
large-facility X-ray sources.

In chapter 2, we report on a novel X-ray source concept to generate spatially coherent
X-rays directly inside a planar X-ray waveguide by electron bombardment. The exper-
imental results are compared to simulations and to results from X-ray fluorescence
of the same waveguide systems at the synchrotron. We estimate the gain increase
and extrapolate our experimental results to get a realistic brightness estimation under
optimal conditions.

In chapter 3 we exploit the capabilities of highly brilliant X-ray sources with ultrashort
pulses for the observation of fast dynamics with high temporal and spatial resolution in
nearfield holography. In a pump-probe approach we use single-XFEL pulses to image
the dynamics of laser-induced cavitation bubbles with nanofocus X-ray holography.
We apply a tailored phase-retrieval approach to access the quantitative phase shift of
the cavitation bubbles. The phase information is used to calculate the spatial pressure
distribution of the shockwave driven by the expansion of the bubble. We compare our
results to numerical models.

In chapter 4 we explore dielectric breakdown in a µ-fluidic water jet. We complement
the X-ray holography approach from chapter 3 with time-resolved X-ray diffraction
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to obtain information on the molecular structure of water. We use the information
on the molecular structure to calculate the pressure dynamics following the dielectric
breakdown. In this combined approach we are able to obtain quantitative information
from the microscopic length scale to the molecular level with time resolutions, that
are only limited by the pulse duration of the pump laser.

We conclude with a summary and discussion of all results and provide an outlook in
chapter 5.





Observation of electron-induced
characteristic X-ray and
bremsstrahlung radiation from a
waveguide cavity 2
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reproduced1 from Science Advances 7, eabd5677 (2021) [VS21]

We demonstrate X-ray generation based on direct emission of spontaneous
X-rays into waveguidemodes. Photons are generated by electron impact onto
a structured anode target, which is formed as an X-ray waveguide or wave-
guide array. Both emission of characteristic radiation and bremsstrahlung
are affected by the changes in mode density induced by the waveguide struc-
ture. We investigate how the excited modal pattern depends on the positions
of themetal atoms and the distance of the focused electronbeamwith respect
to thewaveguide exit side. We compare the results to synchrotron-excited flu-
orescence. We then discuss how X-ray generation in waveguides can be used
to increase the brilliance and directional emission of table-top X-ray sources,
with a corresponding increase in the spatial coherence. On the basis of the
Purcell effect, we lastly show that the gain of emission intowaveguidemodes
is governed by the quality factor of the waveguide.

1©The Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. Distributed under a CC BY-NC 4.0 License.
Subject to minor corrections.
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2.1 Introduction

X-ray generation at the laboratory scale largely relies on electron impact sources and
generation of characteristic X-ray radiation or bremsstrahlung in metal anodes. The
continuous development of these sources has spurred fundamental science, partic-
ularly structure analysis by crystallography and X-ray diffraction, and benefits every
day applications of medical imaging or non-destructive testing [Beh16]. The recent
increase in brightness by µ-focus sources and especially liquid jet anodes [HOH03;
Ote+08] now enables new applications by phase-contrast imaging and high resolution
diffraction. Notwithstanding this progress, the principles of X-ray emission after K-
shell ionization or by bremsstrahlung interaction in an anode have been the same over
the past 120 years. In particular, the fact that non relativistic electron impact sources
emit X-ray photons into the entire solid angle of 4π sr, with only smooth modulations
due to polarization and self-absorption effects, severely limits their brightness [e.g.,
ph/(mm2 sr s), where ph denotes photons]. Collecting photons over a wide angular
range and refocusing them onto a sample is hampered by the fact that the X-ray index
of refraction n = 1− δ + iβ asymptotically approaches one for high photon energy
E. Resonators with sufficient quality factor Q to exploit effects of cavity quantum
electrodynamics, for example, seem to be out of reach for broad-band laboratory radia-
tion. Cavities based on dynamic single crystal reflection, for example, can be operated
only for extremely narrow-banded radiation, making synchrotron radiation indispens-
able [Shv+03; Cha+05; Shv+10; Hal+20]. This is in sharp contrast to visible light,
where the spontaneous emission is easily modified, already by placing the emitting
molecule near a single interface [DKS68]. When incorporated into a suitable resonator,
spontaneous emission can be suppressed or enhanced, known as the Purcell effect
[Pur46], by many orders of magnitude. Changes in the modal density by structured
matter, are in principle also known for X-rays since the discovery of the Kossel effect
in single-crystal anodes [KLV35], and as an extension, angular modulations of X-ray
fluorescence are also commonly observed in thin films and multilayers, both for exci-
tation with synchrotron radiation and electrons [Jon+02; KLS95; AJ10], including the
regime of relativistic electrons [Kap+11]. These effects have also been discussed in
view of possible use for X-ray lasers [AJ10].

A much stronger modification of the modal density, however, can be provided by
waveguides. Waveguiding becomes possible for X-rays by total reflection at grazing
angles within suitable thin-film structures [SS74; Fen+93; Lag+97; Zwa+99; Pfe+00],
or in two-dimensional channel waveguides [Pfe+02; Jar+05; CHS15], which can in
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principle offer much higher Q. In the simplest case, a planar guiding layer can be
formed for example by a thin film with low electron density, surrounded by a high
electron density cladding, enabling beam confinement down to sub-10 nm full width at
half maximum (FWHM) [Krü+12]. Planar X-ray waveguides have already been used
for fundamental X-ray quantum optics experiments in nuclear resonant scattering,
e.g. measurements of increased spontaneous emission of atoms in a cavity [Röh+05],
the collective Lamb shift of a cavity mode [Röh+10], electromagnetically induced
transparency [Röh+12], the collective strong coupling of X-rays and nuclei [Hab+16],
as well as for coupling to electronic resonances [Hab+19]. These X-ray quantum optics
experiments as well as coherent imaging with waveguide modes [Bar+15b] rely on
the coupling of highly brilliant synchrotron radiation into X-ray waveguides. While
feasible for synchrotron radiation, this sequential approach of first generating X-rays
and then coupling them into a waveguide is unsuited for laboratory X-ray radiation
because of the low brilliance of electron impact sources. For this reason, waveguide
optics is largely irrelevant for laboratory X-ray radiation today.

In this work, we present evidence for direct emission of characteristic and bremsstrah-
lung radiation into a waveguide. We directly generate X-rays inside a waveguide by a
µ-focus electron beam (e-beam). This is fundamentally different from first generating
the X-rays and then coupling into the waveguide, even if done in close proximity as
in [DKK95], and results in pronounced peaks in the angular far-field distribution.
Hence, X-ray emission into waveguide modes not only is of interest in view of X-ray
quantum optics but also could augment the performance of electron impact sources
since waveguides with Q � 1 could be exploited for a correspondingly increased
spatial coherence. Furthermore, we show that the distance∆z between the spot of
electron impact and waveguide exit can be used to control the far-field emission pat-
tern. Last, we compare the measured far-field distribution to waveguide emission of
X-ray fluorescence excited by synchrotron radiation, which we measure for the same
waveguides, again with a precise control of ∆z.

2.2 Experimental setup

To excite characteristic and bremsstrahlung radiation by electron bombardment inside
the waveguide structures, we used the e-beam and electron optics of a modified µ-focus
X-ray tube (R5 prototype, Excillum AB, Sweden). A custom anode chamber design
allowed the mounting of a planar waveguide structure on a grounded metal support.
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A main control parameter was the distance∆z between the exit side of the waveguide
structure and the point of X-ray generation (Fig. 2.1A), i.e., the position of the electron
spot, which was varied by adapting the current in the deflection coils. The e-beam was
focused to a spot size of 10 µm FWHM.We varied the acceleration voltage between 15
and 50 kV with a total e-beam power of 400–450mW. A silicon drift detector (SDD)
resolved the X-rays outside the anode chamber as a function of photon energy E
and angle θf with respect to the waveguide horizon (Fig 2.1A). For an increased
angular resolution ∆θf of the detection angle the SDD detector can be replaced by
the charge-integrative hybrid pixel detector MÖNCH (MÖNCH03 prototype, Paul
Scherrer Institut) [Ram+17]. Inside the waveguide anode, the X-rays are generated
(Fig. 2.1A) either in a small, nearly monoatomic layer [fluorescent metal layer (FL)]
within the low density guiding layer and/or inside the metal cladding layer. The X-rays
generated within a region enveloped within a waveguide mode can couple into the
mode, regardless of whether themetal is contained in the fluorescent layer, dispersed in
the guiding layer or contained in the cladding layer. The latter is of practical importance
since the high-density cladding is almost always composed of metal atoms. X-rays
that are emitted into the waveguide modes can exit either through the top for the
case of a leaky waveguide design based on a thin top cladding, or after propagation
in the guiding layer at the exit side, i.e., at the truncation of the thin-film structure
(Fig. 2.1B). The recorded intensity patterns (Fig. 2.1C) are interpreted with respect to
the simulated modes of the waveguide, with their characteristic nodes and antinodes.
For comparison, we excited X-ray induced fluorescence with a table-top µ-focus X-ray
tube and synchrotron radiation. The observation angle of the X-ray fluorescence was
at 90° to the primary X-ray beam (see Fig. 2.1A). The synchrotron setup was the GINIX
endstation [Sal+15b] at the beamline P10 (PETRAIII, DESY). The synchrotron beam
was focused to sub-micrometer spot size by a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system. Details
of all setups, instrumentation, and parameters used are given in Methods.

Samples: We performed experiments with three different planar waveguide systems,
to which we will refer as Cu/Co, Fe/Ni, andMo/C system. The exact layer compositions
are given in Table 2.1. The Cu/Co system is a single waveguide with a small nearly
monoatomic layer (∂-layer) of Co in the C guiding layer sandwiched between Cu
cladding layers. The thin top cladding allows for resonant beam coupling (RBC)
into and out of the guided modes from the top interface. The two other systems are
multiwaveguide systems, i.e., waveguides with multiple guiding layers. The Fe/Ni
system is a 50×-stack of waveguides with a small ∂-layer of Fe in the center of the C
guiding layer, sandwiched between Ni cladding. TheMo/C multiwaveguide system
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Fig. 2.1: X-ray generation in waveguides. (A) An e-beam (e) impinges onto a pla-
nar waveguide consisting of cladding layer (CL), guiding layer (GL), and a central
fluorescent metal layer (FL). The electron impact excites atoms, which emit charac-
teristic X-rays and bremsstrahlung into the waveguide. Angle- and energy-resolved
detection is implemented by scanning an SDD detector. To increase the angular reso-
lution, the SDD can be replaced by the MÖNCH detector. For excitation with X-rays:
The e-beam (e) is replaced by a focused X-ray beam (a) impinging the waveguide in
grazing incidence. Here, the detection is in an angle of 90° to the primary X-ray beam.
Both beams (e) and (a) can be scanned in∆z to change the propagation length of the
generated X-rays inside the waveguide. (B)Detailed view on the X-ray generation with
electron impact. Characteristic X-rays are emitted into waveguide modes with mode
numbersm. The X-rays exit the channel either through the thinned top cladding by
evanescent waves (r) or directly at the end of the channel (g). (C) Detected far-field
emission of characteristic X-rays generated inside the waveguide shows sharp emission
peaks at the structure’s horizon.
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contains 30 waveguides with a ∂-layer of Mo in the center of the C guiding layers. The
thickMo cladding layers suppress RBC and thus reduce X-rays, leaving the channel
through the top of the waveguide. Further details on the sample preparation are given
in Methods.

The three systems were chosen to investigate several different metal compositions and
geometric designs. While two systems allow the separation of fluorescent layer and
cladding layer contributions, theMo/C multiwaveguide system is designed in view of
higher signal with cladding layer and fluorescent layer emitting at the same energy.
The concept of amplification by waveguide multilayers is also particularly relevant for
future upscaling. Note that for most applications, it is not necessary to separate the
emission of different layers, as they would all emit into the same radiation cone.

Simulations: We simulated the X-ray generation inside the waveguides based on the
reciprocity theorem. Accordingly, the simulation process is inverted to the experimen-
tal conditions. Instead of asking for the far-field probability distribution of a photon
emitted from the location of a metal atom into a waveguide mode, propagating through
the guide, and then leaving through the thinned top cladding or the side face, we ask
for the field intensity at a given metal location inside the waveguide, when a far-field
solution, i.e., a plane wave, impinges onto the structure (Fig. 2.2). If the excitation is
far from the waveguide’s exit face and the radiation can enter and exit only through
the cladding (i.e., large∆z), the calculation of the wavefield inside the guides can be
carried out for semi-infinite media and beams by matrix methods (Parratt) [Par54].
To describe the ∆z dependence as required for the measurements close to the exit
side at small ∆z, we have used a finite-difference propagation code [MS17], taking
into account the finite size and, if needed, the full dimensionality of the structure. We
have verified that for semi-infinite systems and infinite beams, the two simulation
approaches (finite difference and Parratt) give identical results. Fig. 2.2A shows the
spatial intensity distribution inside a single waveguide channel with the same layer
composition as the Mo/C multiwaveguide system. The intensity of the propagated
field was calculated by finite-difference simulations [MS17]. The internal intensity
distribution in the yz plane is shown for different plane wave angles of incidence θPW,
eachmatching a different mode. In terms of the reciprocity theorem, the maps indicate
the probability that a photon emitted at the given location exits to the corresponding
far-field angle θf . Note the symmetries of the modes along y and the breaking of
translational symmetry invariance along z that is induced by the truncation of the
waveguide (exit side). Fig. 2.2B shows the intensity variation in the central metal layer
with peaks corresponding to the modes. The broad maximum at θPW ' 0 corresponds
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Table 2.1: Waveguide samples. The layer composition of the three samples is listed from top to bottom.

Sample Cu/Co Fe/Ni Mo/C

Top layers 1×


Cu, 5 nm
C, 20 nm
Co, 2 nm
C, 20 nm

50×


Ni, 10 nm
C, 24.5 nm
Fe, 1 nm
C, 24.5 nm

30×


Mo 25 nm
C, 16 nm
Mo, 1 nm
C, 16 nm

Bottom layer Cu, 40 nm Ni, 30 nm Mo, 30 nm
Buffer layer – – Cr, 10 nm
Substrate Si Si Si

Fabrication process Pulsed laser deposition Magnetron sputtering Magnetron sputtering
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to side coupling. As an interesting interference phenomenon, if one ”moves” an excited
atom along z in the cavity, the emission rate into a waveguide mode oscillates with z,
i.e., with the distance∆z to the exit side. This effect highlights that the emission into
specific modes is modified by both dimensions of the waveguide structure. While the
interpretation in terms of modal propagation is comparably simple for a structure with
a single waveguide, the interference effects when simulated for the multiwaveguide
system become both more complex and much more pronounced.

2.3 Results

Fig. 2.3 shows the recorded far-field patterns of the characteristic Co and Cu radiation
for the Co/Cu waveguide excited by electron bombardment, and for comparison, also
fluorescence induced by a laboratory µ-focusX-ray source for the same sample structure.
The data were recorded by the SDD detector with an angular resolution of ∆θf =

250 µrad for X-ray induced fluorescence and∆θf = 285 µrad for electron impact. The
Co-K radiation, which is excited in the central ∂-layer, couples preferably to the even
modes of the waveguide cavity, namely m = 0 and m = 2 with antinodes in the
central Co layer (Fig. 2.3A for Co-Kα and Fig. 2.9 for Co-Kβ). For the e-beam-excited
characteristic radiation, the radiant flux Φp per e-beam power [ph/(smrad2W)] is
given on the right ordinate. The modal pattern of the Cu-Kα radiation, excited in the
cladding, peaks at even and uneven modes, as expected since all modes exhibit strong
evanescent tails in the cladding (Fig. 2.3B). For the signal detected from both layers,
electron and X-ray excitation show similar patterns. The peak positions agree with the
simulations. For better comparability, we have convolved the angular distribution of
the simulated data with the instrumental resolution of ∆θf = 250 µrad. Synchrotron-
excited fluorescence of this structure with higher angular resolution and where the
radiation exits through the side edge of the waveguide are shown in Fig. 2.10.

To investigate the emission of X-rays into multiwaveguides we first turn to synchrotron-
excited fluorescence inside the Fe/Nimultiwaveguide system before investigating this
effect for characteristic radiation generated by electron bombardment. The synchro-
tron setup has two advantages for the interpretation of the experimental data: (i) The
monochromatic 8 keV beam allows for the excitation of the central Fe layers only,
whereas the K-edge of the Ni cladding layers is above the primary photon energy. (ii)
The nanofocused synchrotron beam excites a small region only, such that the distance
∆z to the side edge of the waveguide structure is well controllable with negligible
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Fig. 2.3: Characteristic radiation in the Co/Cuwaveguide. Far-field intensity of
the characteristic Kα lines, exhibiting modal peaks as a function of angle θf with
respect to the waveguide horizon. Intensities measured with an SDD detector excited
with electron impact and, for comparison, fluorescence excited with a laboratory X-
ray tube. The right ordinate shows the Kα radiant flux Φp per e-beam power for the
characteristic (e-beam excited) radiation. (A) Co-Kα radiation excited in the central ∂-
layer. (B) Cu-Kα radiation excited in the cladding. Peak positions match the simulated
intensities.
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primary beam size. Fig. 2.4A shows the Fe-K signal of an exemplary detector image
of the MÖNCH. By interpixel interpolation of the MÖNCH, we obtain a sampling
corresponding to∆θf ' 25 µrad. The signal shows strong modulations along the θf
direction. Along the θ⊥ direction, perpendicular to θf , the intensity is constant, as ex-
pected because of the planar geometry. By integration over the horizontal extent (along
θ⊥) of the detector, we obtain the intensity curve IFe(θf ) (Fig. 2.4B). Fluorescence
photons trapped in a waveguide mode can either leak out via an evanescent wave to
the top (the equivalent of RBC), or at the side face of the waveguide (the equivalent of
front coupling). The second fraction of fluorescence radiation results in an interference
pattern near the horizon, and is emitted from an effective source of small cross-section
with high divergence, controlled by the waveguide structure, i.e., mainly the guiding
layer thickness. Both beams are spatially coherent, hence, the fraction leaking through
the top originates from a large source spot and has low divergence [JD04].

By scanning the synchrotron beam toward the edge of the waveguide, we obtain
for each position∆z an intensity curve IFe(θf ). Fig. 2.4C shows these curves as an
intensity map IFe(θf ,∆z). The intensity map highlights the periodicity in∆z of the
radiation exiting at the side face of the waveguide (θf ' 0). Themodal structure, which
we already observed for the single waveguide (cf. Fig. 2.3), appears again for radiation
”leaking” through the top but is nowmodified bymultiwaveguide interference. Note the
pronounced interference effects at the truncated side face of the waveguide structure.
Fig. 2.4D shows simulated data for comparison.

As we show next, the strong modulation effects of X-ray emission in truncated wave-
guide arrays can also be exploited for characteristic radiation with electron impact
sources. For the generation of characteristic X-rays with electron impact inside multi-
waveguides we chose theMo/C structure. The 25 nm thickMo cladding suppresses
radiation leaking evanescently through the top cladding and thus enhances the fraction
of radiation exiting at the edge of the waveguide structure. Furthermore, the cladding
and the central metal layer, contribute to the same characteristic lines. We used the
MÖNCH area detector with 4× subpixel interpolation, resulting in an angular resolu-
tion of ∆θf ' 25 µrad. A 35 µm thick Ag foil was used as spectral filter, to enhance the
contrast between the bremsstrahlung background and characteristicMo-K emission.
Since the e-beam spot is substantially larger than the focused synchrotron beam, we
expect the intensitymodulations along∆z to be less sharp than in the synchrotronmea-
surements. We have used the Monte Carlo software package PENELOPE2014 [Sal15]
to simulate the electron dose distribution in the structure for a given acceleration
voltage, verifying that the e-beam reached deep into the buried waveguide structure.
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Fig. 2.4: Synchrotron-excited fluorescence inside the Fe/Nimultiwaveguide. Modification of Fe-K fluorescence intensity
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image of IFe, shows strong modulations as a function of θf , whereas IFe is constant along the lateral direction θ⊥. Radiation exits
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absorption in the substrate. (B) IFe(θf ) is obtained after integration along θ⊥ of the detected intensity. The simulated intensity is
shown for comparison. The zoom in the inset shows Fano-like lineshapes. (C) The variation of fluorescence intensity close to the
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Fig. 2.5: Characteristic radiation of the Mo/C multiwaveguide. Variation of
characteristicMo-K intensity when scanning the e-beam toward the truncated side
of the waveguide array. (A) IMo as a function of the exit angle θf and the distance
∆z between the e-beam position and the waveguide edge. For better visibility of the
interference effects of the radiation exiting through the side edge, the intensity map
IMo(θf ,∆z) has been corrected for the damping of the waveguide, by a division with
Φfit

p (see below). (B) Total radiant flux Φp per incident e-beam power of Mo-K radia-
tion exiting through the side face of the waveguide, i.e., between the angular range
|θf | ≤ 2.9mrad [green rectangle in (A)]. The least square fit Φfit

p of a bi-exponential
decay to the radiant flux Φp yields two characteristic decay lengths (1/e-lengths), a
slow decay∆z1/e = 622(11) µm and a faster decay∆z1/e = 82(2) µm, which can be
attributed to the 0th and 1st mode, respectively. The right ordinate shows theMo-K
brilliance per e-beam power of the radiation leaving through the side edge. The color
in (A) scales with the intensity in arbitrary units on a logarithmic scale.
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Fig. 2.5A shows theMo-K radiation as a function of angle θf and distance∆z, recorded
by scanning the e-beam over theMo/C waveguide target along z. Fig. 2.5B shows the
intensity exiting through the side face of the channels (integrated intensity within
|θf | ≤ 2.9mrad; cf. green rectangle in Fig. 2.5A) in terms of radiant flux Φp per unit
e-beam power for characteristicMo-K emission. A bi-exponential decay Φfit

p is fitted
to Φp to determine the characteristic decay lengths∆z1/e of the intensity inside the
waveguides. The least square fit yields a slow decay with∆z1/e = 622(11) µm and a
fast decay with 82(2) µm. The slow decay can be attributed to the damping of the 0th
mode (m = 0), whereas the fast decay can be attributed to the 1st mode (m = 1), with
a higher fraction of the modal intensity in the cladding and, thus, stronger absorption.
We can estimate an effective X-ray source spot of AX-ray ' 9.9 µm2 for the radiation
leaving through the side face of the waveguides, given by the guiding layer thickness
times the number of waveguides 33 nm× 30 in the y direction and the width of the
e-beam of 10 µm in the lateral direction. Dividing Φp by AX-ray yields the brilliance Bp

of theMo-K radiation leaving through the waveguide’s side edge per e-beam power
(cf. right ordinate in Fig. 2.5B). To improve the visibility for the interference effects
of the radiation leaving the waveguide array at the side face, we have corrected the
intensity map I(θf ,∆z) in Fig. 2.5A for the absorption inside the channel, i.e., by
division with the bi-exponential fit Φfit

p . The intensity leaving through the side face
shows strong modulations with ∆z. The modulations are not only a redistribution
of intensity to different angles θf but also visible as small oscillations in the radiant
flux Φp (cf. Fig. 2.5B). Fig. 2.11 shows Φp divided by Φfit

p to highlight these oscillations
for different integration ranges in θf . For angles of |θf | ≥ 4mrad, Fano-like intensity
modulations are visible. In Fig. 2.12, similar measurements are shown for character-
istic Ni-K radiation excited in the cladding of the Fe/Nimultiwaveguide system for
experimental and simulated data.

Last, we show that the observed effects of electron impact X-ray generation in wave-
guides are not limited to characteristic radiation but also change the phase-space
distribution for bremsstrahlung. To this end, we inspected energy dispersive data of
the SDD detector for the Fe/Nimultiwaveguide system excited with electron bombard-
ment. The energy resolved intensity map I(θf , E) (Fig. 2.6) shows the characteristic
Fe and Ni radiation as horizontal lines, with local maxima at the external angles of the
waveguide modes. In between these horizontal lines the bremsstrahlung background
shows the same local maxima, all lying on hyperbolic functions, which describe the
external angles of the waveguide modes as a function of E (see inset in Fig. 2.6). This
shows that not only characteristic radiation but also the bremsstrahlung continuum is
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directly emitted into the waveguide modes.
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Fig. 2.6: e-beam excited characteristic and bremsstrahlung radiation in the
Fe/Ni multiwaveguide system. The X-ray spectrum is measured with the SDD
detector as a function of exit angle θf . The mode pattern for each of the characteristic
emission lines—Fe-Kα, Fe-Kβ , Ni-Kα and Ni-Kβ—is observed as horizontal lines
with the local maxima at the angles of the waveguide modes. The bremsstrahlung
background in between the horizontal lines of characteristic radiation also shows
the modulation of the waveguide’s mode pattern. The inset shows the theoretical
positions of themodes for the characteristic radiation (dots) and for the bremsstrahlung
continuum (lines), with mode numbersm = 0 to 6 (from left to right). The color scales
with the intensity in arbitrary units on a logarithmic scale.

2.4 Discussion

The results show that waveguide anodes affect the emission phase space of character-
istic X-rays and bremsstrahlung. The far-field distribution of the emission changes
with the distance between the exciting e-beam and the side edge of the waveguide.
The observed intensity profiles are highly modulated with sharp features that are
in good agreement with simulations based on finite differences and the reciprocity
theorem. Notably, the angular emission profile of the fluorescence and characteristic
radiation excited in the waveguide (cf. Figs. 2.4B–D and 2.5A) exhibits a Fano-like
lineshape, which can be attributed to the interference of the radiation of the waveguide
modes (”narrow” resonance) with fluorescence that did not couple into the waveguide
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(forming a ”broad” background channel). The Fano lineshape parameter changes as
a function of the phase shift between the two contributions with θf , as observed for
nuclear resonant scattering [Hee+15a], giving rise to a sequence of different lineshape
features: Lorentzian, inverted Lorentzian, and Fano profile with cusp/dip or dip/cusp,
respectively, as described in general and in great detail in [Lim+17].
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Fig. 2.7: Increasing the brilliance of the Mo/C waveguide with elongated e-
beam spots. The brilliance B of the characteristicMo-K radiation generated inside
theMo/C waveguide system can be increased substantially by expanding the e-beam
spot on top of thewaveguide along the z direction. The area power density of the e-beam
is kept constant at the value used in the experiments pe = 4 kW/mm2. We calculated
the brilliance by numerical integration of the data in Fig. 2.5B. The integration limits
of the e-beam are from z0 to z1 = z0 + ze (see inset). Note that the effective X-ray spot
size of the modes leaving the waveguide through the side face does not change with a
variation of ze. The e-beam power P (ze) is given on the upper abscissa.

For the Mo/C waveguide system, we have already achieved a brightness of Bp ≈
5× 108 ph s−1mrad−2mm−2W−1, with an experimental setup which was not at all
optimized for high brightness. We will next discuss how the brightness can be in-
creased experimentally. For conventional X-ray sources, the effective size of the X-ray
source spot is directly proportional to the size of the e-beam. However, the source spot
of the radiation generated in an X-ray waveguide and leaving the waveguide through
the side face does not depend on the size of the e-beam in the z direction, but only on
the waveguide’s geometry. Hence, an elongation of the e-beam along z with constant
area power density will increase the radiant flux without increase of the effective X-ray
source spot and hence will directly benefit brilliance. We have calculated this brilliance
increase for theMo/C waveguide. To this end, we numerically integrated the brilliance
Bp(∆z) shown in Fig. 2.5B for a given range of ∆z. Fig. 2.7 shows the resulting bril-
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liance. Note that the area power density does not changewith increasing e-beam size ze.
For ze = 700 µm, we obtain aMo-K brilliance of B ≈ 5× 109 ph s−1mrad−2mm−2

at an area power density of 4 kWmm−2 of the e-beam. This area power density was
chosen to be deliberately low to not saturate the MÖNCH detector (a flux as low as
∼ 1 photon per 100 pixel and frame is required for energy-resolved detection) and is
substantially lower than the damage threshold. With proper heat management, a two
orders of magnitude higher power density could be applied to the waveguide target,
resulting in a brilliance increase to B ≈ 5× 1011 ph s−1mrad−2mm−2. To increase
heat dissipation, the Si substrate of the waveguides could easily be replaced by diamond
wafers with substantial increase in heat conductivity.

Next, we discuss the changes in emission, when an atom is placed in a waveguide
resonator. Fig. 2.5B indicates that a variation of ∆z substantially changes the far-field
distribution of the radiation emitted through the side face of the waveguide. Apart
from damping due to mode propagation, small oscillations are observed, which do
not vanish after integrating the intensity spectrum along θf (cf. Fig. 2.11 for a detailed
presentation). Together with the rich interference profiles as a function of angle and
position in the resonator, this supports the view that the emission process itself is
already modified by the emitter position in the cavity. This is conceptually similar to
the emission of Mössbauer atoms in thin film structures, which have already been
described successfully in the framework of cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED)
[Len+20]. Hence, the Purcell effect describing the enhancement of the spontaneous
photon emission of atoms in a cavity is the natural starting point for this problem. For
a 3d cavity, the enhancement factor with respect to free space emission is given by
[Pur46]

FP =
3

4π2

(
λ

n

)3
Q

V
,

whereQ is the quality factor of the resonator, V is the modal volume, n is the index of
refraction, and λ is the wavelength. Note that the Purcell effect can also be calculated
on the basis of the reciprocity approach, as recently shown theoretically for emission
from a source inside a resonator into an open optical system [Sch+18]. In the following,
we sketch out a simple argument of how to estimate the gain factor G for a source
where the anode is structured such that it supports photon emission into bound modes,
for example, in the form of a planar waveguide or an array of cylindrical fibers. The
metal for emission of characteristic radiation can be a component of the cladding or can
be integrated into the guiding core. The simplest structure would be an array of planar
waveguides deposited onto a substrate, which could be used either in transmission
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or in reflection (Fig. 2.8C), as it was used in this manuscript. More challenging to
fabricate, but leading to a higherG, would be an array of channelwaveguides (Fig. 2.8B),
formed for example, by macroscopically long cylindrical holes with radius a ' 50

to 200 nm etched into a metal. Starting from Fermi’s golden rule for the transition
rate of spontaneous emission into just one waveguide modeWif = 2π/h̄|Hif |2δ(Ei −
Ef ) with dipolar interaction H = −µ · E and waveguide modes of vector potential
with magnitude Am = cm exp(iβmz)ψm(r⊥), the quantized field of the cavity mode
becomes [Tum+09; DGK96]

E(r⊥, t) =
∑
m

√
h̄ωm

2

(
iame

−iωtAm(r⊥)− ia†me
iωtA∗

m(r⊥)
)
.

We now consider the shape function of the guided mode ψm(r⊥) in such a (planar or
channel) waveguide. The mode intensity distribution Im ∝ |ψm|2 has a width∆ that
is smaller than the guiding channel cross section a because of the mode confinement
but is on the same order. The modes are orthogonal and normalized∫

dr⊥ ψm(r⊥)ψ∗
n(r⊥) = δnm ,

where the integral is in the plane orthogonal to the optical axis. At the waveguide exit,
the mode propagates (diffracts) into free space with a divergence given by θ = ca λ/∆,
where the prefactor ca depends on the exact functional shape of the mode. θ can, of
course, also be regarded as a numerical aperture, and∆ can be regarded as a resolution-
defining beam confinement. Let the guiding core (or cladding) contain atoms in an
excited state, for example, due to K-shell ionization following electron impact, and
hence be a source of X-ray emission. Since the mode density differs from free space, the
emission rate of X-ray photons is modified by the cavity. Analogous to the optical case,
where 1d and 2d emission into cavity modes is well established [Jun+09], we can also
use the Purcell factor here, generalized from 3d cavities to one- and two-dimensional
resonators and set n ' 1 for hard X-rays. The enhancement factor for spontaneous
emission into an X-ray waveguide mode then becomes [Tum+09]

1d: F1d =
λ

4

Qplanar

deff
,

2d: F2d =
1

π

(
λ

2

)2
Qchannel

Aeff
,

for planar and channel waveguides, respectively. Here,Q is the quality factor of the
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cavity mode, which can be calculated for a leaky cavity by numerical field propagation
based on the reciprocity relation. For this purpose, one computes the field intensity
enhancement in the resonator, when a free-space solution impinges onto the resonator
from infinity with suitable boundary conditions and under angles fulfilling the res-
onance condition. While plane wave solutions are used for the planar case, Bessel
functions are suitable for the cylindrical waveguides, yielding typical values in the
range of Qplanar ' 101 to 102, andQchannel ' 102 to 104, depending on the parameters;
see also [Bro95] for calculations of Q in the analog case of optical waveguides. The
effective confinement deff and Aeff is obtained from the mode intensity distribution
|ψ|2 and hence is approximately the width∆ < a of the mode. For the typical mode
confinement of hard X-ray waveguides we always have (λ/a) ≤ 10−2, so that emission
into free space completely dominates the emission into the mode. However, compared
to the photons emitted into the particular solid angle Ωθ of the mode in the absence of
the waveguide, we still can have a substantial gain, namely

Gplanar = F1d
4π

2π θ
=

1

2ca
Qplanar

∆

deff
= cm Qplanar ,

with unitless mode-specific prefactor cm = ∆/(2cadeff). For a channel waveguide,
we obtain the same relation with the correspondingQ factor and cm = ∆2/(c2aAeff).
Since∆ ≈ deff, the value of cm is of order O(1) and can be determined from precise
numerical calculations, which can also take the distribution of the metal source atoms
into account. As we see, the gain in the directional brilliance of the source, i.e., the
brilliance measured when only the far-field radiation cone of the mode is evaluated, is
essentially given by the quality factor of the waveguide; hence,G ' Q.

Last, we discuss the experimentalQ factor of the waveguide resonators in the current
work. Starting from the definitionQ = 2πE0/EL, where E0 denotes the stored energy
and EL denotes the lost energy per cycle in the waveguide resonator, we have to
consider the exponential decay of the waveguide’s exit intensity, as the generating
e-beam is moved away from the edge, i.e., the curve measured in Fig. 2.5B. Expressed
in number of cycles nc, where a cycle is defined by one period of the internal total
reflection of the guided beams, we can write for the stored energy in the resonator
ES = E0e

−µnc . Hence,Q = 2π/µ = 2πz1/e/(2∆l), with z1/e as the 1/e-length of the
decay and ∆l as the distance between two consecutive reflections, calculated from
the internal mode propagation angle θint and the effective width of the waveguide
modeDeff. With θint given by Snell’s law and the external angle of the mode calculated
from the Parratt formalism, Q can be directly computed from the measured z1/e.
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From the bi-exponential fit in Fig. 2.5B, we obtain z1/e = 622(11) µm and z1/e =

82(2) µm, for the 0th and 1st mode, respectively, and hence Q0 = 64(2) and Q1 =

11.0(3). The experimentally determined values for z1/e also indicate that a much
higher photon number could have coupled into the waveguide mode by expanding the
e-beam, while keeping the X-ray source size constant. The width of the e-beam could
be increased to the measured modal decay length z1/e (see Figs. 2.7 and 2.5). However,
at the current setup, increasing the beam size and beam power was not possible for
reasons of e-beam optics. Furthermore, it would have resulted in detector saturation.
Conversely, a correspondingly upgraded experimental setup would directly result in
the corresponding brilliance gain as shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.5 Summary and Outlook

We showed the direct emission of spontaneous X-rays into waveguide modes, as a
manifestation of the Purcell effect. As a result of this work, we demonstrated a novel
X-ray source concept based on X-ray photon emission directly into X-ray waveguide
modes. Instead of first generating a beam in an X-ray tube and then coupling it
into an optic, photons are generated directly in a structured anode target, forming
an X-ray waveguide or waveguide array. The metal for emission of characteristic
radiation can be a component of the cladding or can be integrated into the guiding
core. The simplest such structure is an array of planar waveguides deposited onto a
substrate, which can be used either in reflection geometry, as was done in this work,
or in transmission geometry (see Figs. 2.8B–C). If the geometry is properly chosen,
then the size of the effective X-ray source spot does not depend on the e-beam spot
size for the generation of X-rays in table-top sources with waveguide anodes. This
observation results in an estimated brilliance of B ' 5× 1011 ph s−1mrad−2mm−2

for a ”fully filled” cavity (Fig. 2.7), operated at the presumed power threshold for solid
targets. This will require a suitable heat management. Two-dimensional waveguide
cavities could be realized by an array of channel waveguides, formed for example by
macroscopically long cylindrical holes with radius a ' 50 to 200 nm etched into a
metal. For these waveguide channels the mode density calculations yield even higher
mode densities andQ factors in the range of 102 to 104, depending on photon energy,
optical constants of the materials and geometric parameters. Directed emission of
characteristic radiation and bremsstrahlung into waveguide modes along with an
associated increase of spatial coherence in the corresponding angular cone could
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greatly benefit applications such as coherent imaging without synchrotron radiation.

B

C

z01

sample

A

Fig. 2.8: X-ray source based on direct emission into waveguide modes. (A) A
source can, for example, be realized by exchanging the conventional diamond-
supported W layer in transmission targets with a diamond-supported waveguide
structure. The waveguide anode emits into a narrow radiation cone (dark red) with
increased brilliance in comparison to the emission cone of a conventional anode (light
red). The diamond forms the vacuum window and, at the same time, supports the
waveguide structure, which can consist of cylindrical (B) or planar guides (C).

2.6 Methods

2.6.1 Waveguide structures

In this work, we used three different waveguide systems (cf. Table 2.1). Two systems
(Fe/Ni, andMo/C multiwaveguides) were fabricated by magnetron sputtering by In-
coatec GmbH (Geesthacht, Germany). The Fe/Ni system consists of 50 waveguides
each with layer sequence of [Ni (10nm)/C (24.5nm)/Fe (1nm)/C (24.5nm)] deposited
on a buffer layer of 30 nm Ni. TheMo/C system consists of 30 waveguides each with
a layer sequence of [Mo (25nm)/C (16nm)/Mo (1nm)/ C (16nm)] deposited on a
layer of 30 nmMo and an additional 10 nm thick buffer layer of Cr. Both systems were
deposited on a 3mm thick Si substrate. The third waveguide system is a single wave-
guide Co/Cu system fabricated by pulsed laser deposition. The exact layer sequence is
[Cu (5 nm)/C (20 nm)/Co (2 nm)/C (20 nm)/Cu (40 nm)] on 1mm thick Si substrate.
TheMo/C and the Fe/Ni system were diced by a wafer saw (DAD321, DISCO, Tokyo,
Japan); the Co/Cu waveguide was cut by scribe and break with a diamond tip. No
further processing was done to the edges of the samples.
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2.6.2 Cavity modes excited by synchrotron radiation

The experiments with synchrotron radiation were carried out at the GINIX endsta-
tion [Sal+15b] of the beamline P10 at the PETRAIII storage ring (DESY, Hamburg,
Germany). The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1B. The
8 keV synchrotron beam was focused by a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system to about
500 nm × 350 nm [horizontal × vertical (h × v)], with a divergence of 1.6mrad ×
1.0mrad (h × v). Instead of the SDD detector and an entrance slit (Fig. 2.1A), we
used the hybrid pixel area detector MÖNCH (see below) for the X-ray detection. The
detector was placed at 90° to the incoming synchrotron beam. The distance between
primary beam and detector was 200mm. We used an interpolation factor of 5, resulting
in a pixel size of 5 µm. Hence, the angular resolution∆θf of the observation angle θf
is 25 µrad. The energy resolution of about 1 keVwas sufficient to separate fluorescence
and primary radiation, whereas it was not sufficient to separate Kα and Kβ radiation.
We used this setup in combination with the Co/Cu waveguide (cf. Fig. 2.10) and the
Fe/Ni system (cf. Fig. 2.4). The angle of grazing incidence θin of the synchrotron beam
was 4.1mrad for the Co/Cu and 7.6mrad for the Fe/Ni waveguide. Note that in both
systems with 8 keV primary radiation only the central ∂-layer (Co and Fe) was excited,
whereas the K-edge of the cladding material (Cu and Ni) is above the excitation energy.

2.6.3 Cavity modes excited at a µ-focus X-ray source

We used a liquid-metal jet µ-focus X-ray source (MetalJetD2, Excillum AB, Kista,
Sweden) with Galinstan anode, operated at 70 kV acceleration voltage, a total power of
60W, and an electron spot size of 6 µm×10 µm (h× v). The primary beamwas focused
by a Montel multilayer optic (ELM43GA, Incoatec GmbH, Geesthacht, Germany) to
a spot size of 100 µm and a divergence of 7.5mrad. The reflection of the focusing
optic is optimized for the Ga-Kα radiation. A schematic of the setup is shown in
Fig. 2.1B. The SDD detector (see below) was placed at 90° toward the primary beam.
The distance between the detection entrance slit and the primary beam was 200mm.
The width of the entrance slit was∆y = 50 µm, resulting in an angular resolution∆θf
of the observation angle θf of 250 µrad. We used the Co/Cu waveguide at this setup
(cf. Fig. 2.3). In this experiment the incoming Ga-Kα radiation excites fluorescence in
both the Co ∂-layer and the Cu cladding.
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2.6.4 Cavity modes excited with electron impact

We used the electron gun and electron optics of a µ-focus X-ray source (R5 liquid-metal
jet prototype, Excillum AB, Kista, Sweden) with a customized anode chamber design.
The chamber enables the mounting of planar waveguide structures as anode with
orthogonal electron impact onto the top surface of the waveguide. The e-beam was
scanned along the waveguide’s surface by the deflection coils of the electron optics.
The following settings were used:

Co/Cu waveguide: 35 kV acceleration voltage, 450mW e-beam power, SDD detec-
tor with 100 µm entrance slit, 350mm source to detector-slit distance, ∆θf ≈
285 µrad angular resolution of detection angle, and 40 s exposure time (cf. Fig. 2.3).

Fe/Ni waveguide (SDD detector): 15 kV acceleration voltage, 450mW e-beam
power, SDD detector with 50 µm entrance slit, 370mm source to detector-slit dis-
tance,∆θf ≈ 270 µrad angular resolution of detection angle, and 10 s exposure
time (cf. Fig. 2.6).

Fe/Ni waveguide (MÖNCH detector): 15 kV acceleration voltage, 450mW e-
beam power, MÖNCH detector, 165mm source to detector distance, 25 µm phys-
ical pixel size, 5 µm interpolated pixel size (5× interpolation),∆θf ≈ 30.3 µrad
angular resolution of detection angle, 1ms exposure time per frame and 500,000
frames per e-beam position. A 20 µm thick steel foil was used as chromatic filter
(cf. Fig. 2.12).

Mo/C waveguide: 50 kV acceleration voltage, 400mW e-beam power, MÖNCH
detector, 250mm source to detector distance, 25 µm physical pixel size, 6.25 µm
interpolated pixel size (4× interpolation),∆θf ≈ 25 µrad angular resolution of
detection angle, 1ms exposure time per frame, and 500,000 frames per e-beam
position. A 35 µm thick Ag foil was used as chromatic filter, to increase the
contrast between theMo-Kα/Kβ radiation and the bremsstrahlung’s background
(cf. Fig. 2.5).

2.6.5 Energy width and finesse (Mo/C waveguide)

For the Mo/C waveguide, we can calculate the energy width (FWHM) of the m-th
resonant mode with photon energy E as δEm = E

Qm
. With the previously deter-

mined Q factors for the 0th and 1st mode [Q0 = 64(2) and Q1 = 11.0(3)], we get
δE0 = 0.273(5) keV and δE1 = 1.60(4) keV. The energy linewidth (FWHM) of the
characteristicMo-Kα and Kβ radiation is between 6 and 7 eV [Men+19]. The finesse
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of the waveguide is given by [Pas08]

F =
π

2 arcsin
(

1−√
ρ

2 4
√
ρ

) ,
where ρ is the fraction of energy stored in the resonator after one full cycle. With
Q = 2π/µ and 1/µ as the number of cycles, where the fraction of energy in the
resonator drops to 1/e, we get ρ = exp(−µ). Hence, the finesse is F0 = 65(2) and
F1 ≈ 11(1) for the 0th and 1st mode, respectively.

2.6.6 Detectors

We used two different detectors, an SDD and a hybrid-pixel area detector. The SDD
detector (AXAS-M1 H50-139V, KETEK GmbH, Munich, Germany) has a single pixel
with a detection area of 65mm2, 450 µm sensor thickness and a built-in 100mm long
multilayer collimator. The energy resolution is specified to be 139 eV (FWHM) at
5.9 keV. To increase the angular resolution of the SDD detector, we used slit blades in
front of the built-in collimator. We mounted the detector on a motorized stepper stage
enabling the acquisition of angular dependent intensity measurements.

As a second detector, we used the MÖNCH03 prototype detector [Ram+17], devel-
oped at the Paul Scherrer Institute (Villigen, Switzerland). The MÖNCH is a charge-
integrating hybrid-pixel area detector with 25 µm physical pixel size and a number of
400×400 pixels. By counting single photon events within an area of 3×3 pixels, we are
able to access the deposited charge distribution of each individual photon. This enabled
the calculation of the photon energy, which is proportional to the deposited charge
and to interpolate the exact photon hit position with subpixel accuracy [Car+14]. In
this work, we used an interpolation factor of 5, resulting in an interpolated pixel size
of 5 µm. The theoretical energy resolution is 0.85 keV, in this experiment we observed
an energy resolution of about 1 keV (FWHM).

2.6.7 Calculation of radiant flux and brilliance

We calculated the radiant flux of the Co/Cu waveguide (cf. Figs. 2.3 and 2.9) from the
photon counts of the SDD detector. The air absorption of the path between source and
detector is corrected, with a transmission of about 55% for Co-Kα, 64% for Co-Kβ and
66% for Cu-Kα [Sch+11]. The solid angle of the detector is given by the detection area
0.8mm2 (slit gap × sensor width) and the source-to-detector distance (350mm).
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TheMo-K radiant flux Φp and brilliance Bp of theMo/C waveguide (cf. Fig. 2.5) are
calculated from the registered photon counts on the MÖNCH detector. The counts are
corrected by the absorption of the 35 µm thick Ag filter, with a transmission of about
38% at 17.5 keV [Sch+11]. Furthermore, the absorption cross section of the 300 µm
thick Si sensor of the MÖNCH is corrected. The absorption of the sensor is about 37%
at 17.5 keV [Sch+11]. The solid angle of a single pixel is given by the pixel size and
source-to-detector distance. For the calculation of the source brilliance Bp exiting
through the truncated side face of theMo/C multiwaveguide system, we estimated
the effective X-ray source spot size to be given by the guiding layer thickness times the
number of waveguides 33 nm× 30 in the y direction and the spot size of the e-beam
(10 µm, FWHM) in the lateral direction. Hence, the size of the effective X-ray source
spot is Asource ≈ 9.9 µm2.

2.6.8 Finite-difference simulation

We used PyPropagate [MS17] for simulating the propagation of the electromagnetic
field inside the waveguide cavities. The angular-dependent intensity maps were cal-
culated using the reciprocity theorem (cf. Fig. 2.2). Hence, we used PyPropagate to
calculate the internal field inside the waveguide at a given position IθPW(y,∆z) for
different angles of plane wave incidence θPW. According to the reciprocity theorem,
these intensities correspond to the observed angular intensity distribution if a molecule
emits photons at the given position (y,∆z).
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Fig. 2.9: Characteristic radiation in the Co/Cuwaveguide. Far-field intensity of
the characteristic Co-Kβ line, exhibiting modal peaks as a function of angle θf with
respect to the waveguide horizon. Intensities measured with an SDD detector excited
with electron impact and, for comparison, fluorescence excited with an laboratory
X-ray tube. The right ordinate shows the Kβ radiant flux Φp per e-beam power for
the e-beam excited characteristic radiation. Peak positions match the simulated X-ray
generation in the waveguide.
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Fig. 2.10: X-ray excited fluores-
cence in the Co/Cu waveguide.
Far-field intensity of the Co-K flu-
orescence lines, exhibiting modal
peaks as a function of angle θf with
respect to the waveguide horizon.
The intensities aremeasuredwith the
MÖNCH detector at the synchrotron
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Peak positions match the simulated
X-ray generation in thewaveguide for
a superposition of Co-Kα and Kβ ra-
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Fig. 2.11: Intensity modulations when moving the e-beam along ∆z. Radiant
flux Φ of theMo/C waveguide system divided by the bi-exponential fit (cf. Fig. 2.5).
The data show modulations of Φ by about 5% for an angular range of θf from
−2.9 to 2.9mrad (small θf range, corresponding to the green rectangle shown in
Fig. 2.5) and of about 1–2% for an angular range θf from −7.1 to 7.1mrad (large
θf range). For the larger θf range the signal was corrected for background variations
for better visibility of the modulations.
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Fig. 2.12: Characteristic Ni-K radiation in the Fe/Ni multiwaveguide system.
(A) Measured characteristic Ni-K radiation INi(θf ,∆z) excited in the Ni cladding
layers for different e-beam positions∆z and observation angles θf . (B) Ni-K intensity
for∆z = 500 µm for measured data (blue) and simulated data (red). (C) Simulated Ni
intensity map INi(θf ,∆z). For the measurements, a 20 µm-thick steel foil was used as
chromatic filter. The color scales with the intensity in arbitrary units on a logarithmic
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Cavitation bubbles can be seeded from a plasma following optical breakdown,
by focusing an intense laser in water. The fast dynamics are associated with
extreme states of gas and liquid, especially in the nascent state. This offers
a unique setting to probe water and water vapor far-from equilibrium. How-
ever, current optical techniques cannot quantify these early states due to con-
trast and resolution limitations. X-ray holography with single X-ray free-elec-
tron laserpulseshasnowenabledaquasi-instantaneoushigh resolution struc-
tural probe with contrast proportional to the electron density of the object.
In this work we demonstrate cone-beam holographic flash imaging of laser-
induced cavitation bubbles in water with nanofocused X-ray free-electron la-
ser pulses. We quantify the spatial and temporal pressure distribution of the
shockwave surrounding the expanding cavitation bubble at time delays short-
ly after seeding and compare the results to numerical simulations.

1©The Authors; Publisher: Springer Nature. Distributed under a CC BY 4.0 License. Subject to minor
corrections.
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3.1 Introduction

Small transient or strongly driven cavitation bubbles in liquids exhibit a wide range
of interesting nonlinear effects. They can experience violent collapse [LK10; BHL02],
which is associated with shockwave emission into the liquid, high compression, heat-
ing of the bubble medium, light emission (sonoluminescence) or chemical reactions.
In the vicinity of a solid surface or interface they can form liquid jets, resulting in
erosion of the material. In ultrasonically driven multi-bubble systems (acoustic cav-
itation) [CM17], the mutual interaction of bubbles and their interaction with the
sound field can lead to structure formation and collective behavior. Apart from funda-
mental aspects of non-equilibrium physics, these processes are relevant for a range
of medical procedures, for example to emulsify tissue in cataract surgery [Bre15] or
bubble-mediated drug delivery [Lip+18]. The understanding of cavitation bubbles and
dynamics is important as well for sonochemistry, ultrasonic cleaning and corrosion
prevention. For well-controlled experiments on cavitation bubbles, short laser pulses
are commonly used, which seed cavitation bubbles by the transition from a laser-
generated plasma to a hot, compressed bubble nucleus, and finally to an expanding
gas and vapour bubble in the liquid environment. This transition from the plasma
to a bubble, the plasma growth, subsequent cooling of the plasma and generation
of shockwaves in the medium, as well as the precise states of matter in the bubble
remain elusive. For several decades, the main tools to study cavitation dynamics
have been acoustic methods, optical pump-probe spectroscopy [Vog+99] and optical
imaging [Lau72], with up to 100 million frames per second by high-speed ICCD cam-
eras [LL03]. Increasing sensitivity of optical sensors has more recently allowed for
direct imaging of bubble oscillations and sonoluminescence light emission in multi-
bubble fields [CM17]. Likewise, the initial bubble formation and shockwave emission
after dielectric breakdownwasmeasured with acoustical methods and optical methods,
such as bright and dark field imaging, optical interferometry, Schlieren photography,
and streak imaging [VBP96; Tok+09; Tag+16; Vey+16; Vey+18; Hay+16; Sin+19;
Kim+20c]. However, due to the small scales and the fast dynamics, imaging of the
bubble interior and its close environment during dielectric breakdown and collapse
still poses unmet challenges. Optical methods are limited by the numerical aperture
of long-distance objectives, required to image cavitation bubbles sufficiently far from
interfaces. Sub-nanosecond time resolution and sub-micrometer spatial resolution are
required to follow the motion of the phase boundary and the dynamics of the bubble
interior. In the absence of direct imaging methods, knowledge of the collapsed bubble
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state has been inferred from spectroscopic measurements of the emitted light [FS05],
and has been based on model calculations [MCY97; WR93; Sch+12; VSY99]. Sev-
eral models have been developed to describe the nonlinear phenomenon of dielectric
breakdown in liquids and the following cavitation dynamics [Sac91; Vog+96; NV96;
KHR97; CGV97; NV99]. However, many aspects of the dynamical evolution of the
bubble and the structure of the phase boundary remain unclear. Open questions relate
to e.g. the presence of inhomogeneities, the existence of converging shocks, and even
more fundamentally to the exact spatial density and pressure profile of the bubble and
the surrounding shockwave in different states.

In this work we demonstrate near-field holographic imaging of cavitation bubbles with
single X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) pulses. This experimental approach offers a
quasi-instantaneous high resolution structural probe at different stages after seeding,
particularly useful to investigate extreme states of bubble generation and collapse.
The method offers higher resolution and penetration depth than ultra-fast optical
microscopy, and importantly a unique direct sensitivity to the electron density profile,
which is not accessible by the aforementioned optical methods. Such experimental
data are required to assess the validity and limits of current numerical models and the-
oretical hypotheses and improve our basic physical understanding of these processes.
More generally, near-field X-ray holography with nano-focused single FEL pulses is a
promising tool to study driven condensed matter and warm dense matter. Cone beam
holography with XFEL pulses was previously used to image shockwave propagation
in diamond [Sch+15]. In contrast to the shockwave propagation in solids, we image
the dynamics of complex phase transitions in liquid water after dielectric breakdown,
with higher geometrical complexity. Compared to the recently demonstrated X-ray
microscopy of laser-induced dynamic processes with parallel beam optics [Ibr+15;
Vag+19] or an incoherent plasma X-ray source [Ant+19], the present method offers
higher spatial resolution and sensitivity, not limited by the detector pixel size. We have
measured micrometer-sized cavitation bubbles in a pump-probe imaging scheme with
single XFEL pulses. For a quantitative analysis, we have developed a high-throughput
workflow of the geometrically magnified near-field holograms. To this end, we in-
troduce a phase retrieval approach, which makes use of the radial symmetry of the
cavitation bubbles. With this analysis, the three dimensional (3d) mass-density dis-
tribution of the bubble’s interior, of the interface between bubble and shockwave, as
well as of the shockwave surrounding the cavitation bubble is obtained at a spatial
sampling of about 100 nm pixel size and a temporal resolution of a few nanoseconds,
only limited by the pulse duration of the pump laser. The density profiles allow to
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extract the 3d-pressure distribution of individual shockwaves in space and time in
close proximity to the cavitation center. This pressure distribution is not accessible
with other methods. Optical methods only measure a single pressure value directly
at the shockfront [VBP96], leaving the pressure distribution in between bubble and
shockfront unknown. Hydrophones for acoustic methods cannot be placed in close
proximity to the cavitation center. We compare the measured pressure distribution
with simulations based on the commonly used Gilmore-Akulichev model for cavita-
tion [Gil52]. In total, density and pressure distributions are evaluated for more than
3000 individual cavitation events, which can then be used to compute histograms of
physical properties beyond simple ensemble averages.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Instrumentation and implementation

To observe cavitation dynamics with X-ray near-field holography (NFH), an infrared
(IR) laser-pump and X-ray-probe scheme is employed. The main components of the
experimental setup (Fig. 3.1a) are the focusing optics of the X-ray beam, a pulsed IR
laser generating cavitation inside a water-filled cuvette and an X-ray camera recording
the X-ray holograms. The experiment is performed at the MID (Materials Imaging
and Dynamics) instrument [Mad+21; Tsc+17] of the European XFEL [Alt+06]. The
XFEL provides ultra-short X-ray pulses on the order of 100 fs, or less, with a photon
energy of 14 keV at a repetition rate of 10Hz and 3× 1011 photons in average per pulse.
X-rays are focused with a set of Beryllium compound refractive lenses to a focal spot
size of ∼78 nm (calculated full width at half maximum, FWHM) [BS19]. A focused
IR laser with wavelength 1064 nm, numerical aperture 0.2, 6 ns pulse duration and
24mJ pulse energy, excites cavitation events inside a water-filled cuvette. The cuvette
is placed in a distance of z01 = 144mm behind the X-ray focus. The holographic
contrast is formed by free-space propagation towards the scintillator-based (LuAg:Ce,
thickness 20 µm) X-ray camera positioned at a distance of z02 = 9578mm behind
the X-ray focus. The geometric magnification of M ≈ 66.5 yields an effective pixel
size in the sample plane of deff = 98 nm and a Fresnel number of F = 7.6× 10−4.
The setup is operated in air, but an 8m long evacuated flight tube between the setup
and X-ray camera reduces absorption losses. The X-ray data is complemented with
additional measurements. A high-speed (HS) optical camera observes the cavitation
process simultaneously to the X-rays (Fig. 3.1a, c). The acoustic signal of the cavitation
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events is recorded by a piezo-ceramic microphone glued to a wall of the cuvette. The
following measurement scheme is operated with 10Hz repetition rate (Fig. 3.1b): (i)
The IR pump laser shoots into the water-filled cuvette inducing a cavitation bubble
with probability η. (ii) After a time delay∆t the FEL X-ray pulse probes the excited
bubble and the X-ray camera records the hologram. (iii) The HS optical camera records
multiple frames, where the first frame is synchronized to the IR laser pulse to detect
the plasma spark. (iv) A digital oscilloscope records the signal of the microphone.
The cavitation dynamics are recorded by measurements for different time delays∆t
between IR laser pump and X-ray probe (Fig. 3.1d). Details on the experimental setup
and the timing scheme are given in the Methods section and in [Ost+21]. With this
measurement scheme, we acquired X-ray holograms for more than 20000 individual
cavitation events. To extract the quantitative phase of the cavitation bubbles from
the holograms, we present a tailored phase retrieval approach for objects with radial
symmetry. The phase retrieval gives access to physical quantities of the cavitation
bubbles and enables to resolve the density and pressure in space and time. In the
following we analyze single individual cavitation events, followed by an automated
procedure to extract phase, density and pressure individually for an ensemble of over
3000 cavitation events. The automated selection was carried out based on criteria to
ensure that the hologram contained a single cavitation bubble only, which did not
exceed the field of view. Based on the spatial density and pressure distributions, we
show how key properties of the cavitation dynamics change with the deposited laser
energy. If not stated otherwise, we always refer to the shockwave generated by the
dielectric breakdown rather than the shockwave emitted by the bubble collapse.

3.2.2 Phase retrieval reveals the bubble density profile

Near-field holographic X-ray imaging encodes the object’s phase shift and absorption
properties in intensity modulations based on self-interference of the undisturbed pri-
mary beam and its modulations by the sample. Phase retrieval denotes the process of
decoding the sample’s properties from the intensity measurements, i.e. the hologram.
In a first pre-processing step, contributions of an imperfect illuminating wavefront
have to be identified and removed. In synchrotron experiments this is typically done by
a simple empty-beam division, i.e. dividing the measured intensity with sample by the
intensity of the empty beam. This approach requires stable beam properties. However,
the spontaneous nature of the SASE process of FEL radiation leads to strong pulse to
pulse fluctuations, including strong variations in the total intensity and pointing of
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Fig. 3.1: Holographic imaging of cavitation at theMID instrument. a, The FEL
X-ray pulses are focused to nanometer spot size by the beryllium CRLs. A cuvette
with water is placed behind the X-ray focus. The pump laser is focused by a lens
and reflected by a subsequent plane mirror into the water to seed the bubble. The
X-ray and the laser beam are antiparallel. The X-ray beam passes through a small
hole in the laser mirror to the X-ray detector. The distance between X-ray focus and
laser focus, i.e. the seeding point of cavitation, is z01 = 144mm and between X-
ray focus and detector z02 = 9578mm. A high-speed optical camera observes the
bubble formation perpendicular to the X-ray beam. A microphone at the cuvette’s wall
registers the acoustic signal of cavitation events. b, Timing scheme of the experiment.
The pump laser excites a cavitation bubble at a time∆t prior to the FEL pulse. The
optical high-speed camera acquires a series of images with the first frame synchronized
to the pump laser pulse. The microphone signal of the acoustics is recorded (mic).
c, Image sequence of the optical high-speed camera. The first frame (left) shows the
plasma spark. The following frames have time delays of 40 µs, 140 µs and 160 µs (left
to right) with respect to the first frame. d, Empty-beam corrected X-ray holograms of
cavitation events at different times∆t, indicated in the top left corner. The holograms
show strong contrast at the inner interface (gas/shockwave) and at the outer interface
(shockwave/equilibrium water). Scale bars: 50 µm (a, d), 500 µm (c).
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the X-ray beam, impeding empty-beam correction. To overcome these challenges, we
acquire a set of single-pulse empty beams and decompose this set into its statistical
contributions by a principal component analysis (PCA). The best suited linear combi-
nation of components is determined for each single-pulse hologram individually and
used for empty-beam correction. This approach was initially proposed for synchrotron
data [Van+15] and is described in more detail for FEL radiation in [Hag+21].

A variety of phase retrieval algorithms are available, including single step [Clo+99]
and iterative approaches [Luk05; Loh+20; Hag+21]. Here, we use a phase retrieval
approach, which exploits the radial symmetry of the cavitation bubbles to reduce
complexity and requirements on the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured holograms.
We denote this approach the Radially Fitted Phase (RFP). RFP is a forward-model
approach, minimizing the difference between the measured intensity and the numeri-
cally propagated intensity of the sample’s phase shift φ̄, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2a–c.
The radial intensity Imeas(R) is calculated by averaging over the polar angle of an
empty-beam corrected and center-shifted hologram (Fig. 3.2a, b). The phase retrieval
approach is formulated as an optimization problem, searching for the projected ra-
dial phase φ̄(R) (Fig. 3.2c) minimizing the `2-norm between the numerically forward
propagated intensity I(φ̄) and the measured radial intensity Imeas. A fast and efficient
Hankel-transform based Fresnel-type propagator is used for the propagation in radial
coordinates. Furthermore, we exploited the fact that the stoichiometry of water in the
cuvette is constant, albeit at different density, i.e. our sample consists of a single mate-
rial with non constant complex-valued index of refraction n(R) = 1− δ(R)− i β(R),
but with constant ratio β/δ. Details on the propagator, the optimizer, and the calcula-
tion of the center coordinates of the cavitation bubble are given in the Methods section.
For comparison, Fig. 3.2d shows the two-dimensional projected phase, retrieved by
the iterative Alternating Projections (AP) scheme [HTS18]. The polar angle average of
the AP reconstruction is compared to the RFP reconstruction in Fig. 3.2e.

The phase retrieval gives access to the projected phase φ̄. However, to obtain infor-
mation on the 3d-density distribution of the cavitation bubble, a projection inversion
is needed. Assuming sphericity of the bubble, the projection inversion is given by
the inverse Abel transformation. We use a regularized version of the inverse Abel
transform, which stabilizes the inner voxels with low volumetric weight against noise
(see Methods), to obtain the 3d phase shift φ(R) of the cavitation bubbles (Fig. 3.2f).
Themeasured phase describes the difference of the sample to the surroundingmedium,
which is in this case water at equilibrium. Thus, a positive/negative phase shift cor-
responds to an electron density lower/higher than uncompressed water, respectively.
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Fig. 3.2 (next page): Holographic phase retrieval and cavitation bubble density.
a, X-ray hologram (normalized intensity I/I0) of a cavitation bubble at ∆t = 10 ns,
exhibiting strong contrast at the inner interface (gas/shockwave) and outer interface
(shockwave/equilibriumwater). For phase retrieval, the hologram is averaged along the
polar angle to obtain the radial intensity distribution. b, Radial intensity distribution of
(a) and intensity obtained from numerical propagation of the RFP retrieved phase (see
(c)). c, In a forward model approach the projected phase φ̄ of the bubble is retrieved
by minimizing the difference to the radial intensity distribution (Radially Fitted Phase,
RFP). d, Retrieved phase of (a) using the AP algorithm, for comparison. The phase
distribution reflects the deficit density in the core and excess density in the shockwave.
e, The average along the polar angle of the AP reconstruction is compared to the result
obtained from RFP (c). f, radial three dimensional phase φ reconstructed from the
RFP projected phase (c). The right ordinate shows the calculated density distribution
of the cavitation bubble for an ellipticity factor ε ≈ 0.8. Scale bars: 10 µm (a, d).

φ(R) describes the phase shift induced per voxel as a function of distance R to the
center of the bubble and is proportional to the mass density ρ(R) at a given distance
R as ρ(R) = ρ0(1 − ε φ(R)/(k δ)), with k being the wavenumber of the X-rays and
ρ0 ' 1 g cm−3 the equilibrium density of water. We determine the radius of the bubble
boundary RB and shock front RSW at the FWHM of the respective slope of the density
profile. These key values are indicated by the vertical dotted lines in Fig. 3.2f. To
compensate for an initial ellipticity of the cavitation bubble, originating from a plasma
elongation in the direction of the laser during dielectric breakdown, we introduce
an ellipticity factor ε to relax the constraint on sphericity to axisymmetric ellipsoidal
bubbles. We define the ellipticity factor to be the ratio of the two principal axes of the
ellipsoid ε = a⊥/az , where az is the principal axis along the direction of the X-ray
beam and a⊥ the principial axis perpendicular to the beam. ε is chosen such that the
density of the vapor inside the bubble cavity corresponds to the density of water vapor
ρ ≈ 0. Fig. 3.2f shows the phase profile (left axis) and density profile (right axis) of an
exemplary cavitation bubble, consisting of gas phase core (phase maximum/density
minimum) and shockwave shell (phase minimum/density maximum). For this bubble,
the ellipticity factor evaluates to ε ≈ 0.8. The shockwave exhibits a density excess of
∼ 0.3 g/cm3. The ellipticity of the bubble changes quickly with the time delay∆t (cf.
Fig. 3.6c). The median of the ellipticity decreases to the minimum value of ε ≈ 0.7

within the first ∼6 ns and relaxes to 0.9–1 at ∼18 ns.
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3.2.3 Pressure distribution

Based on the mass density ρ(R) we calculate the spatial pressure distribution p(R) of
the shockwave using the empirical Tait equation of state [Hay67]

p(R) +B

p0 +B
=

(
ρ(R)

ρ0

)n

,

with the hydrostatic pressure p0 = 0.1MPa and the constantsB = 314MPa and n = 7

for water [Rid88]. Fig. 3.3 shows the 3d radial phase distribution φ(R) and the pressure
distribution of the shockwave p(R) for three different time delays, without ellipticity
correction. For each∆t two different bubble energies EB are shown. The energy of
the cavitation event was estimated from the bubble lifetime τ , i.e. the time between
dielectric breakdown and collapse, measured by the signal of the microphone at the
cuvette’s wall. The energy driving the bubbleEB scales approximately linearly with the
third power of the lifetime τ [Lor17] (see Methods for details). Fig. 3.3 demonstrates
that with X-ray holography the pressure distribution of the shockwave p(R) can be
obtained in close proximity to the center of the cavitation event. The cavitation events
with high bubble energy EB show an initial peak pressure of more than 20GPa, the
low energy events have peak pressures ∼10-times lower. Note that we have some
uncertainty in the pressures due to the exact shape of the bubble along the projection
direction (X-ray beam axis). It is certainly reasonable to assume axial symmetry, and
we can also correct for an ellipsoidal shape, as discussed above. However, higher order
contributions (in particular cone- or pear-like distortions) may also be present. This
would, however, not affect the overall features of the extracted distribution such as the
sign of the pressure slope or the width of the pressure distribution. Before we compare
the obtained pressure distribution with simulated data, we will have a closer look at
the dynamics of cavitation bubbles and the shockwave pressure in the next part.

3.2.4 Density and pressure dynamics

Out of 20000 holograms of individual cavitation events, we processed an automatically
selected subset of over 3000 events. For each event the 3d-spatial phase distribution
was retrieved. A summary of the results is shown in Fig. 3.4. The evolution of the
bubble boundary radius RB (radius of the interface bubble to shockwave) and the
shockwave radius RSW (outer boundary of shockwave to equilibrium water) shows a
faster decrease of bubble wall velocity for lower energetic cavitation events (Fig. 3.4a).
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Fig. 3.3: Phase and pressure distributions of individual bubbles. a–c, Radial
phase φ(R) and spatial shockwave pressure p(R) for∆t = 2 ns, 5 ns and 15 ns, respec-
tively. For each delay two exemplary cavitation events with energy of EB ≈ 22(6) µJ
(dashed) and 119(4) µJ (solid) are compared. The 3d-phase distribution φ(R) is shown
on the left ordinate (orange), the pressure distribution of the shockwave p(R) on the
right ordinate (blue). The phase shift of vacuum to water φvac (dotted) is shown for
comparison. A phase profile exceeding this line (as is typically the case for small∆τ
and highEB) indicates a non-spherical bubble, and hence the necessity to introduce the
ellipticity factor ε (see text). The pressure distribution of the shockwave was calculated
using the Tait equation.
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Fig. 3.4 (next page): Cavitation dynamics. a, Radius of bubble and shockwave
boundary RB and RSW. Each scatter dot represents one processed cavitation event.
The color scales with the bubble’s energy (shared colorbar with (b), logarithmic scale).
b, Radial 3d phase profiles φ(R) of cavitation events with 2–3 µm bubble boundary
radius (dashed box in (a)). The radial phase was reconstructed from the RFP phases φ̄.
The color represents EB. The median of all phase distributions is shown in black. The
phase shift of vacuum towaterφvac is shown for comparison c, Median of phase profiles
for different ranges of RB, showing how the median phase evolves with time. Here,
only cavitation events with EB between 66–130 µJ were used. The color represents
the median of the time delay∆t. The (smoothed) envelope of the shockwave’s phase
shift (black) is used to calculate the shockwave’s peak pressure ppeak as a function of
the distance to the bubble center R. d, ppeak(R) obtained from the envelope of the
shockwave’s phase shift for energy ranges EB between 7–66 µJ (low EB), 66–130 µJ
(med. EB) and 130–250 µJ (high EB).

Each of the scatter dots shown in Fig. 3.4a represents one cavitation event with an
individually retrieved phase distribution φ(R). In the following, we narrow the data
down to describe the density and pressure dynamics for different energy ranges of
the ensemble. To this end, we process the median of the 3d phase shift φmed(R) of all
events of the ensemble for which the bubble boundary radiusRB and the energy values
EB are within a specified range. Fig. 3.4b shows the median of the phase shifts for
cavitation events with RB between 2–3 µm. This step is repeated for different ranges
of RB (Fig. 3.4c), color-coded with the median time delay∆t. Here, only cavitation
events with energy EB between 66–130 µJ were used. From the envelope of the shock-
wave’s phase shift (median profiles), we calculate the peak-pressure distribution of
the shockwave ppeak(R) as a function of the distance R to the center of the cavitation
event. This value describes the average peak pressure that an observer measures in a
distance R when the shockwave travels by. Fig. 3.4d shows ppeak(R) calculated from
the median 3d phase profiles for three different energy ranges. Note, that here we
did not compensate for ellipticity in the pressure calculation. Fig. 3.12 shows the
same data with ellipticity correction. However, in this case the evolution of the peak
pressure ppeak(R) does not monotonically decrease after reaching its maximum. This
hints at the fact that cone- or pear-like shape distortions are more important at these
time scales [VBP96]. In this case, the shockwave of the bubble is better modeled by a
sphere than an ellipsoid, even if the cavity is not. We will see in the next section that
the overall average pressure of the shockwave without ellipticity correction indeed fits
reasonably well with the simulations.
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3.2.5 Comparison to numerical simulations

We will now compare our data to results obtained from numerical simulations us-
ing the Gilmore-Akulichev model [Gil52] (in the following referred to as Gilmore
model). The Gilmore model describes the dynamics of the bubble wall accounting
for compressibility of the liquid and sound radiation. It allows the calculation of the
shockwave, that is emitted during the rapid bubble expansion, via the Kirkwood-Bethe
hypothesis [KB42]. Both steps use the modified Tait equation of state (3.2.3) for water
(see Methods for further details).

For two exemplary energy ranges of the bubble energy EB, we optimized the starting
conditions of the simulations (similar as in [VBP96]) to fit the trajectory of the bubble
wall radius RB(∆t). The low EB simulation was optimized for data in the energy
rangeEB between 20–33 µJ and the highEB simulation for 111–130 µJ. Fig. 3.5a shows
the trajectories RB(∆t) and RSW(∆t) for the high EB simulation together with the
experimental values in the corresponding energy range (cf. Fig. 3.14 for the low EB

trajectories). The Tait equation overestimates the shockwave speed for shock pressures
exceeding 2.5GPa [Vog+96]. To compensate this overestimation in our simulations,
we treat the valueB as an effective parameter of the Tait equation. With an adjustment
(see section 3.5.4 for further details) of B to 2B0 (B0 = 314MPa [Rid88]) we achieve
a good agreement of the shockfront trajectories RSW(∆t) with our data (cf. Fig. 3.5a
and Fig. 3.14a-c).

The numerical simulations yield spatial pressure distributions p(R)which we compare
to the experimentally determined profiles in Fig. 3.5b for the low EB and in Fig. 3.5c–e
for the high EB simulations. Regarding the average pressure and not the functional
form of the profile p(R), we observe reasonable agreement for both energy ranges (see
also ppeak(R) in Fig. 3.14d), only the average pressure for late∆t ≈ 15 ns and high EB

(Fig. 3.5e) lies significantly below the experimental data. The line shapes of p(R) agree
well only at lowEB, even though also here the experimental curves show some distinct
features not found in the simulated profile. More importantly, for highEB, pronounced
deviations appear. The experimental profiles p(R) are more highly peaked or exhibit a
higher slope, which is at intermediate and late∆t not even correctly predicted in its
sign. To show that this deviation is not a matter of our selection of events, we include
a variety of different p(R) distributions for individual cavitation bubbles within the
corresponding energy range in Fig. 3.5c–e.
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3.3 Discussion

In summary, we have demonstrated that extreme states of cavitation bubbles can be
probed by holographic imaging with nano-focused femtosecond FEL pulses, at high
spatial and temporal resolution. Quantitative analysis of near-field diffraction patterns
in the holographic regime gives access to physical conditions within the cavitation
bubble, including the transition from early plasma state to a cavitation bubble, density
profile, and shockwave pressure at different time delays∆t after seeding. The technique
offers the possibility of studying structural dynamics under different conditions (liquid
parameters, external driving) in detail for a large ensemble of cavitation events. This
makes it possible to study not only individual events, but simultaneously the entire
ensemble, without uncontrolled ensemble averaging. In particular, all structural
parameters can be sorted into bins of bubble radius, time after seeding, and/or bubble
energy.

The shockwave shell bounded by the bubble radiusRB and the outer shockwave radius
RSW can be precisely quantified in terms of width and spatial density and pressure
distribution as a function of time and bubble energy. Within this shell, the density
and hence also the corresponding pressure is not constant, but exhibits a peak, which
quickly builds up with∆t or correspondinglyRB, reaching a maximum pmax at around
RB ' 10 µm, before it decays again more slowly with RB. pmax is a function of bubble
energy and can exceed 20GPa (Fig. 3.3a, b). The pressure profile as a function of R is
asymmetric, in particular for largeRB, where the maximum is near the inner interface
and the pressure then decreases almost linearly to the equilibrium value (cf. Fig. 3.3c).
Contrarily, at RB ' 10 µm, i.e. when compression is highest in the shockwave, density
and pressure accumulate at the outer interface (Fig. 3.3b). Note that the density profile
extracted from the holograms is independent of assumptions regarding any equation-
of-state, while the pressure profile is not. Here we have used the Tait equation as the
simplest empirical model, but the density profile can of course also be analyzed with
respect to different equations of state. The widths of both interfaces (gas-shockwave
and shockwave-liquid) are also of interest. The profiles exhibit a smooth transition
from compressed vapour to liquid with no sharp phase boundary, in contrast to the
interface profile of equilibrium bubbles. Of course, the apparent width could also result
from effects of non-spherical bubble shape, but this can—at least to some extent—be
excluded for bubbles with lower energy (blue/magenta curves in Fig. 3.4b) and higher
RB (green/yellow curves in Fig. 3.4c). Note that in these cases the phase profiles do not
exceed the maximum vacuum/water phase shift (dashed lines), which is an indication
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Fig. 3.5 (next page): Simulations. a, Trajectories of the bubble wall radius RB and
the shockfront radius RSW for the high EB simulation for both values of B. The
energy range of EB for the experimental data shown here is between 111–130 µJ.
The radius of maximal expansion of the simulations yields a bubble energy of 91 µJ.
b, comparison of the measured shockwave’s pressure profile p(R) with the simulated
p(R) (low EB simulation, EB ≈ 20–33 µJ) for three different time delays, again for
both values of B. The time delay of the simulated profile was chosen such that it
represents the experimental profile best. The exact time delays of the experimental
data is∆t = 2 ns, 5 ns and 15 ns, and∆t = 1.4 ns, 6.5 ns and 13.3 ns for the simulations.
The experimental pressure profiles are the same as in Fig. 3.3 with EB ≈ 22(6) µJ.
c–e, same as b, but now for the high EB simulation. The three different time delays∆t
are indicated in the top left corner. The bold black curve shows the pressure profiles
from Fig. 3.3 with EB ≈ 119(4) µJ. The gray curves are a selection of pressure profiles
within the energy range shown in (a).

for the sphericity of the bubbles.

The spatial density or pressure distribution close to the bubble nucleus can not be
measured with optical or acoustic methods. Optical measurements could only deter-
mine a single pressure value at the shockfront from shockfront velocity measurements.
For this reason we find significantly higher peak pressures, even for lower bubble
energies, within the shockwave shell compared to optical shockfront observations
[VBP96]. Hydrophones for acoustic measurements disturb the shock evolution when
placed in too close proximity to the cavitation center. Additionally, the hydrophones
average over different radii, as the hydrophone dimensions are large, compared to the
shockfront curvature at early times. For the first time we were able to measure the
spatial shockwave pressure close to the cavitation center, and to compare it to numer-
ical simulations. The comparison with numerical simulations showed a reasonable
agreement with the overall peak pressure evolution (cf. Fig. 3.14d). However, the func-
tional form of the pressure profiles shows a pronounced discrepancy (cf. Fig. 3.5b–e).
The deviations of the high EB simulations to the data is stronger than for the low EB

case. In order to rule out that this discrepancy is an artefact of elliptical or conical
shape deformations along the beam axis, which would not be correctly accounted for
in the reconstruction, we have carried out analytical and numerical simulations, see
section 3.5.3 of the Supplementary information. These show that for realistic defor-
mation amplitudes, the density profile in the shockwave, if reconstructed under false
shape assumption, would only be scaled but not altered in shape. At the same time,
the orthogonally positioned optical camera helped to rule out events with multiple
plasma cores and correspondingly stronger deformations. At the same time, we cannot
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exclude that already moderate deformations could lead to variations of the shockwave
along the directions parallel to the the bubble surface. Also, the optical camera cannot
resolve the early stages with potentially stronger asymmetry. However, by reducing the
laser power to the sub-threshold regime of bubble seeding, the probability of strongly
asymmetric events was significantly reduced. It is also important to note, that the
higher order modes of bubble deformations are strongly damped, see section 3.5.3
of the Supplementary information. In future, the bubble shapes could be further
controlled by observing the cavitation bubbles perpendicular to the pump-laser beam
axis. In such a geometry, a possible variation of the shockwave density in different
directions from the bubble center could be probed, which would be an interesting
effect in itself to be targeted in a follow-up experiment. In that case one would need to
use a 2d-phase retrieval approach (e.g. AP, cf. Fig. 3.6d, e) and the Abel transform for
cylinder symmetry. A comparison with numerical simulations carried out with full
spatial dimensionality (3d) [Koc+16] could also shed light on how crucial the exact
shape of the bubble influences the spatial pressure distribution of the shockwave.

Importantly, however, realistic shape distortions can not explain the inversion of the
pressure slope between simulation and data. We therefore must attribute the main
discrepancy to the model assumptions. Notably, the Gilmore model approximates the
Mach number up to the first order. Cavitation bubbles of higher energy and velocity
are therefore less accurately described by the model. With the capability to probe
the density profile directly by holographic X-ray imaging, new theoretical approaches
beyond the current models are now timely and promising, since the predictions could
be put under direct experimental validation. Correspondingly, the pressure profiles
presented here could guide novel theoretic work.

The direct accessibility of density profiles also motivates evaluation and development
of more advanced models in the future. In such efforts, the equations of state of
water should be put into question. Incorporation of more details of optical break-
down, plasma growth [Liu+03], phase transition and heat exchange [BK04] could
be addressed as well as higher-order liquid compression terms in spherical bubble
models, as well as non-spherical laser plasma shapes, which can be treated by 3d fluid
dynamics simulations [CGV97; Koc+16].

The methodology presented here can also be applied to more complex environments,
such as cavitation interaction with a wall or interface. More generally the method can
be extended to different sample systems, from driven complex fluids, to plasmas and
warm dense matter. The spatial resolution was limited to about . 500 nm, which can
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be attributed to the dispersive focusing effects of the SASE pulses by the CRL. By either
increasingmonochromaticity with, e.g. seeded SASE pulses or by the use of achromatic
nanofocusing optics with high numerical aperture, the resolution could be scaled up by
more than an order of magnitude, see section 3.5.2 of the Supplementary information
for a detailed discussion of resolution and scalability. While we have focused here
on the bubble trajectory after seeding in a regime where a nanosecond-pump laser
was sufficient, picosecond or femtosecond pump pulses would allow to investigate
the ultra-fast time scales of optical breakdown in water, plasma generation and the
nascent state of bubble generation.

With a future extension of the presentedmethod, vital questions on the bubble collapse,
associated with single-bubble sonoluminescence, could be answered. To this end, the
collapse of the bubbles needs to be predictable with nanosecond accuracy. This could
be achieved by trapping the cavitation bubbles in a stationary ultrasonic field [LK10;
BHL02], synchronizing the bubble trajectory to the ultrasound (see section 3.5.5 for
more details). The exact radii of collapsing bubbles are not known experimentally,
but are smaller than 1 µm in diameter and can therefore not be resolved with visible
light. Numerical models [MCY97; WR93; Sch+12; VSY99] predict an inhomogeneous,
fast evolving distribution of pressure, density and temperature for the bubble collapse,
with converging compression or shockwaves, demixing, chemical reactions and the
formation of a nanoscopic thin-plasma core [CM17; MCY97; LL03] which is supposed
to be the source of cavitation luminescence. With the presented methodology, direct
experimental validation of this scenario is now within reach.
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3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Experimental design

X-ray optics

The experiment was performed at the MID (Materials Imaging and Dynamics) in-
strument [Mad+21; Tsc+17] at the European X-ray Free-Electron Laser [Alt+06] in
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Schenefeld, Germany. The FEL was operated at 14GeV electron energy and an undu-
lator line delivered ultra-fast (100 fs or less) X-ray pulses with 14 keV photon energy,
10Hz repetition rate in single-bunch mode and 600(300) µJ average pulse energy or
about 3(2)× 1011 photons per pulse. The X-rays were focused by a stack of 50 nano-
CRLs, aberration corrected by a custom-made phase plate [Sei+17b], with a focal
length of 298mm and a numerical aperture of 4.3× 10−4. Prior to the nano-CRLs, the
CRL-1 system of the MID instrument [Mad+21] was used to prefocus the X-rays. The
prefocus was chosen such that the beam size at the nano-CRLs overilluminated the
nano-CRLs’ aperture. The X-ray focus to sample distance was z01 = 144mm and focus
to detector distance z02 = 9578mm. The X-ray detector was a five mega pixel sCMOS
camera (Andor Zyla 5.5, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, United Kingdom) with a fiber-
coupled scintillator (LuAg:Ce, thickness 20 µm) converting X-rays to optical photons
with a pixel size of 6.5 µm. The cone-beam geometry led to 66.5×magnification and
98 nm effective pixel size in the sample plane. The Fresnel number, describing the
wave-optical properties of the imaging system, was F = 7.6× 10−4. In the sample
cuvette, the X-rays passed two quartz-glass windows with 150 µm thickness and about
5mm of water.

Laser optics

We used a Litron Lasers Nano L 200-10 (Litron Lasers, Rugby, United Kingdom) laser
system with 1064 nm wavelength, 6 ns pulse duration and 200mJ maximum pulse
energy, which was reduced to 24mJ by an internal attenuator. The beamwas expanded
to increase the numerical aperture to 0.2 , with a focal length of 50mm. A flat mirror
with a through-hole allowed co-linear alignment of the laser and X-ray beam. The
focal spot size is expected to exceed the diffraction limited FWHM of 1.7 µm, since
in addition to spherical abberations of the lens, the through-hole on the last mirror
introduced aberrations to thewavefront and a fine adjustment of the laser focus position
was used to match the laser and X-ray focus after focal alignment of the laser. The
seeding rate of the cavitation events was about 23%with a Root-Mean-Square variation
of 3%. Multi-bubble events have been observed for about 30% of the cavitation events.
The radius of maximum expansion of the cavitation bubbles was typically in the range
of 500–700 µm, with lifetimes of 100–150 µs. A detailed analysis of these properties is
published separately in [Ost+21].
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Optical high-speed measurements

Observation of the individual cavitation events with the optical high-speed camera
(Photron Fastcam SA5, Photron, Tokyo, Japan) allows to capture the full bubble dynam-
ics, including plasma breakdown, expansion, first collapse and bubble rebound from
the side. Images where recorded with background illumination with a continuous
halogen light source (LS-M352, Sumita, Japan) using a long-distance microscope (K2
Distamax, Infinity, USA). Incoming light is refracted by the cavitation bubble, creating
a shadow in the bright-field image. From the optical imaging we deduce the number
and shape of plasma luminescence spots and follow the full bubble motion, including
the measurement of its maximum expansion radius Rmax. Due to limitations in the
data download speed from the optical camera’s internal memory, optical measure-
ments are conducted for approximately half of all runs. Additional information and
exemplary high-speed recordings can be found in Fig. 3.6.

Timing equipment

In order to process each cavitation event individually, precise timing, as well as the
ability to relate each data source to one unique cavitation bubble is necessary. The FEL
provided a unique train ID for eachX-ray pulse, whichwas stored alongwith the signals
acquired by the MID instrument. However, custom equipment, not fully integrated to
the FEL’s data acquisition system (DAQ), was necessary for this experiment. To this
end, an AND gate was used to synchronize data sources not integrated in the FEL’s
DAQ with the FEL’s unique train IDs. The AND gate provided a centralised first pulse,
so that pump laser, high-speed camera, and the data recording of the microphone
started simultaneously. The output of the AND gate was fed to the FEL’s DAQ, so that
this first pulse could be attributed to the unique train ID of one X-ray pulse.

For the precise timing, we used a pair of low jitter delay generators (DG535, Stanford
Research Systems) controlling the delays of the lasers flash lamp, Pockels cells, and
the high-speed optical camera to the FEL’s master trigger. The delay between the
flash lamp and Pockels cells was kept constant at 160 µs for maximal laser output. The
signals of the microphone, the FEL’s master trigger, the output of the laser Pockels
cells and the shutter output of the high-speed optical camera were digitised by an USB
oscilloscope (PicoScope 6402C, Pico Technology, St Neots, United Kingdom). Further
details on the timing setup, including cabling schemes and all electronic components
are published in [Ost+21].
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3.4.2 Data analysis

Phase retrieval: Radially Fitted Phase

Propagation of radially symmetric wavefields: The two dimensional (2d) Fourier
transform F of a 2d signal f(x, y) with radial symmetry f(x, y) = f(r cos θ, r sin θ)
is related to the zeroth-order Hankel transformH0 as [Bad09]

H0 [g] (ν) =
1

2π
F [f ](ν cos θ, ν sin θ). (3.1)

As the zeroth-order Hankel transform is self-inverse, the 2d Fourier transform of a
radially symmetric signal is (up to prefactors) self-inverse as well. The 2d Fresnel
propagator is written as [Pag06]

ψ(x, y, z = ∆) ≈ exp(ik∆) ·

F−1

[
exp

(
−i∆(ν2x + ν2y)

2k

)
F [ψ(x, y, z = 0)]

]
,

withψ(x, y, z) thewavefield at position (x, y, z), where z is the direction of propagation
and∆ the propagation distance. F is the 2d Fourier transform in a plane perpendicular
to the propagation distance and (νx, νy) the Fourier coordinates. F−1 is the inverse
Fourier transform, respectively. Note that the Fresnel kernel is radially symmetric,
as it only depends on ν2x + ν2y =: ν2⊥. This implies that the propagated wavefield
ψ(x, y, z = ∆) of a radially symmetric wavefield ψ(x, y, z = 0) = ψ(r⊥, z = 0) at
z = 0 has radial symmetry as well and thus only depends on (r⊥, z). Using eq. (3.1)
we can write the propagated wavefield as

ψ(x, y, z = ∆) = ψ(r⊥, z = ∆) = exp(ik∆) ·

H0

[
exp

(
−i∆ν2⊥

2k

)
H0[ψ(r⊥, z = 0)]

]
. (3.2)

The discrete Hankel transform can be written as a matrix multiplication of anN ×N

matrixH0 with anN × 1 vector representing a discretization of a function f [BC15].
With a discrete kernel of the Fresnel propagation D∆, this gives a fast and efficient
Fresnel-type propagator in radial symmetric coordinates

ψ(ri, z = ∆) = exp(ik∆)H0D∆H0ψ(ri, z = 0).
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The propagation matrix P∆ = H0D∆H0 has to be calculated only once and can be
used for propagation of different wavefields ψ, so that the Fresnel propagation reduces
to the matrix multiplication of P∆ with a wavefield ψ.

Radially Fitted Phase: The phase retrieval approach Radially Fitted Phase makes
use of the radial symmetry of the cavitation bubbles and is formulated as an optimiza-
tion problem, searching for the object’s phase φ̄(R)minimizing the `2-distance of the
calculated radial intensity I(φ̄(R)), when propagating φ̄ numerically to the detector, to
the measured radial intensity Imeas, i.e. ||Imeas(R)− I(φ̄(R))||2. For the calculation of
I(φ̄), the object’s exit field is calculated in a first step, using a constant β/δ-ratio κ. The
assumption of constant κ is perfectly satisfied for the cavitation bubbles containing
water and water vapour at different pressures only. In a second step, the object’s exit
wavefield ψobj(R) = exp

[
(i+ κ)φ̄(R)

]
is propagated to the detector, using the matrix

approach from eq. (3.2). The minimization of the `2-norm is done by the BFGS algo-
rithm [NW06], a quasi-Newton method by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno
implemented in the minimize function of SciPy’s optimization submodule (version
1.4.1) [Vir+20]. Themethod can be easily extended to be regularized by further penalty
terms, such as total variation (TV) norm or Tikhonov regularization. For the data
shown in this work the algorithm was stable without further regularization.

Regularized inverse Abel transform: The phase retrieval gives access to the
projected phase of the cavitation bubbles, but to access physical quantities, the 3d
phase of the cavitation bubble is indispensable. The inverse Abel transform [BB00]
gives a fast and efficient way to calculate the 3d phase from its projection as a linear
map, with the assumption of spherical symmetry. However, the reconstruction of
the central voxels of the 3d-phase distribution is strongly affected by noise, as the
number of voxels per shell with radius R decreases quadratically. To stabilize the
inverse Abel transform against noise, we regularized the inner voxels with an `1-norm
total variation penalty term up to a radius RTV which is 60% of the radius RB where
the bubble transitions into the shockwave. This regularizes about 36% of all voxels of
the gaseous bubble and even less of the whole volume, including the shockwave. The
optimization uses SciPy’sminimize function as described in the paragraph above.
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Acoustic signal

The acoustic signal is detected by a piezoelectric microphone, glued to the outside of
one of the cuvette walls. The acoustic waves emitted by the optical breakdown and
the collapse are recorded by the USB oscilloscope (PicoScope 6402C, Pico Technology,
St Neots, United Kingdom), with a sampling rate of 38.4 ns. At the position of the
microphone, in a distance of ∼15mm from the breakdown position, the shock and
sound waves are dispersed. Noise originating from reflections from the cuvette walls,
and further scattering from impurities and satellite bubbles are present. The lifetime τ
is obtained as the time interval between the first two strongest peaks of the convolved
microphone intensity (rectangular kernel with awidth of 38.4 µs). For random samples,
we verified that these two peaks correspond to the breakdown and first collapse of the
cavitation events.

Classification of cavitation events

Individual cavitation events are classified in terms of the mechanical bubble energyEB

that is deposited by the IR laser pulse. This value can be accessed from the maximum
expansion radius of the cavitation bubble Rmax, related by [Lor17; PP77]

EB =
4

3
π(p0 − pv)R

3
max.

Here p0 = 100 kPa is the ambient hydrostatic pressure and pv = 2.34 kPa the vapour
pressure at ambient temperature of T0 = 20◦C [Lid+95]. Since direct measurement of
Rmax by the high-speed optical camera is available only for about half of all events, we
extrapolated the relation between the lifetime τ , which is obtained from the acoustic
signal, and Rmax. For a spherical collapse this relation is given by [Lor17; KDH71]

τ = 2 · 0.915Rmax

√
ρ0

p0 − pv
,

with ρ0 ' 1 g cm−3 the equilibrium water density. Note that the lifetime τ is assumed
to be twice the collapse time. We observe a linear relation of Rmax = m · τ + b

with m = 4.45(3)ms−1 and b = 84(3) µm. Hence the measured collapse time is
prolongated by a factor of 1.22 with respect to the spherical case, given by the Rayleigh-
Plesset model. In part, this is expected to be induced by boundary interaction of the
cavitation bubble with the entrance window. The offset b can not fully be attributed to
the initial size of the breakdown plasma. Further details are published in [Ost+21].
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3.4.3 Numerical modeling of cavitation and shockwave dynamics

Bubble dynamics

The dynamics of the early bubble growth was simulated with a Gilmore-Akulichev
model [Gil52] in combination with shockwave propagation based on the Kirkwood-
Bethe hypothesis [KB42]. This model is usually used for simulations including acoustic
radiation as it incorporates both liquid compressibility as well as a pressure-dependent
sound velocity [LV13]. We implemented a time-dependent absorption of the laser
pulse energy into the Gilmore model as was previously used in [VBP96].

The calculation is based on two steps — the first step is the simulation of the bubble
boundary motion via the solution of the following system of differential equations for
the position R and velocity U of the bubble wall:

Ṙ = U

U̇ =

[
−3

2

(
1− U

3C

)
U2 +

(
1 +

U

C

)
H +

U

C

(
1− U

C

)
R
dH

dR

]
·
[
R

(
1− U

C

)]−1

,

with the pressure dependent sound velocity C, the enthalpyH and pressure P at the
bubble wall, given by

C = c0

(
P +B

p0 +B

)n−1
2n

,

H =
n(p0 +B)

ρ0(n− 1)

[(
P +B

p0 +B

)n−1
n

− 1

]
,

P =

(
p0 +

2σ

Rn

)(
Rn

R

)3κ

− 2σ

R
− 4ηU

R
.

Here, c0 = 1483m s−1 is the sound velocity in water at normal pressure p0 = 100 kPa
[Lid+95], n = 7 and B = 314MPa are empirical parameters of the Tait equation
of state [Rid88], ρ0 = 998 kgm−3 is the density of water, σ = 72.538mNm−1 the
surface tension at the water-vapour interface, κ = 4/3 the polytropic exponent and
η = 1.046mPa s the dynamic viscosity of water at room temperature [VBP96]. The
bubble interior is modeled as an ideal gas. The laser pulse is assumed to be Gaussian-
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shaped, and incorporated by the time-dependent rest radius

Rn(t) = Rnb

[
0.5

(
1 + erf

(
t− ta

σl
√
2

))] 1
3

.

The increase of vapour volume of a sphere with radius Rn(t) is proportional to the
deposited laser energy. In this way, Rn expands during the presence of the laser pulse
and is constant afterwards, driving the rapid expansion of the cavitation bubble. We
used the error function erf(t)with the width σl to compute the energy deposition of the
Gaussian shaped pulse with a FWHM width of τl = 2σl

√
2 ln(2). The effective initial

bubble radius Rna = Rn(t = 0) is varied via ta. We typically choose Rna ≈ 1 µm,
being significantly smaller than the radius of the initial plasma spark observed by the
optical camera.

Shockwave propagation

The second step of the simulation is the calculation of the pressure profile for radii
r beyond the bubble wall radius R (r > R), via shockwave propagation. To this end,
we compute the trajectories of the characteristics using each state of the bubble wall
trajectory as initial conditions for the propagation of the invariant quantityG = r(h+

u2/2) = R(H+U2/2) by solving the following system of differential equations [KB42;
KDH71; Hol10]:

ṙ = u+ c

u̇ =
1

c− u

(
(u+ c)

G

r2
− 2c2u

r

)
ṗ =

ρ0
r(c− u)

(
p+B

p0 +B

) 1
n
(
2c2u2 − c2 + uc

r
G

)
Here, r is the position, u the velocity and p the pressure of the characteristic. Further
parameters, such as the pressure-dependent sound velocity c, are given in the previous
paragraph.

Pressure profiles are found as plane-intersections of constant t = ∆t in the p(r, t)-
space spanned by all characteristics. At the shock front, a discontinuity is present,
indicated by ambiguous distributions u(r) and p(r). As prescribed by the conservation
laws of mass-, momentum- and energy-flux through the discontinuity, the position
of the shock front rs is determined to be at the position, where the area below and
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above the ambiguous part of the respective u(r) curves are equal [LL91; VBP96]. For
∆t where a shock has not yet formed, the front of the pressure profile was determined
as the width where the pressure surrounding the bubble drops to 1/e2 of its peak
pressure. The model assumes a constant gas pressure p(r < R) = P inside the cavity,
and equilibrium pressure p(r > rs) = p0 beyond the shock front.

We optimize the parameters Rna, Rnb, τl, and t0, so that the simulated trajectories of
the bubble wall RB(∆t) and shock front position RSW(∆t) fit with the experimentally
determined values from X-ray imaging, as well as with the optical and acoustic mea-
surements. The time shift t0 is used to determine the arrival of the seeding laser with
respect to the FEL pulse.

Alternatively, we are able to compare directly the simulated pressure profiles p(r > R)

to the data obtained by X-ray holography.

3.5 Supplementary Materials

3.5.1 High-speed optical imaging and plasma shape

Here, we show additional images of the optical high-speed camera, including images
of the breakdown plasma luminescence. The optical camera observes the cavitation
events from the side, perpendicular to the X-ray beam. An exemplary bubble cycle
is depicted in Supplementary Fig. 3.6a. Note that this is the same cavitation event as
shown in Fig. 3.2 of themainmanuscript. As described in detail in theMethods section
of the main manuscript, the maximum radius of expansion Rmax of the cavitation
bubble in combination with the lifetime τ measured with the microphone signal is
used to determine the deposited bubble energy EB. Furthermore, we can analyse
the shape of the initial breakdown plasma, which is usually visible in the first frame
of the high-speed video. We determine the number of plasma cores, each of them
leading to the generation of a cavitation bubble and shockwave. Additionally, we can
estimate an ellipticity factor εopt = h/b of the breakdown plasma with the height h and
width b of the plasma luminescence spot. Note that the image containing the plasma
spark was exposed for the shutter opening time of 1.01 µs, during which the plasma
already expanded to its maximum extent. The change of the plasma luminescence
shape becomes obvious as εopt varies significantly already upon a shift of the optical
camera trigger delay of multiples of 10 ns. In Supplementary Fig. 3.6b the first frame
of a high-speed video is shown as a close-up, with two illustrated ellipses representing
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ε of the X-ray measurements and εopt of the optical camera for comparison. We observe
different sizes and ellipticities in bothmeasurements. Note that theX-ray hologramwas
taken with an ultra-fast flash at∆t = 10 ns whereas the optical image was taken with a
shutter time of 1.01 µs. The ellipticity ε extracted from the X-ray data decreases with∆t.
In the early expansion phase, the cavitation bubble is more elliptical (Supplementary
Fig. 3.6c). However, we did not find a substantial correlation between εopt of the optical
camera and the ellipticity ε of the X-ray data. This is not surprising not only in view
of the different integration times, i.e. single pulse X-ray exposure versus >1 µs long
exposure time of optical camera, but also the different contrast mechanisms. In the
X-ray data, we probe the density profile of bubble and shockwave, whereas we primarily
probe the plasma luminosity in the optical data.

As we induce cavitation in a sub-threshold regime of the seeding laser’s irradiance,
we mostly observe almost point-like or elliptical plasma cores which fluctuate in
their position along the IR laser axis. In Supplementary Fig. 3.7a some examples of
individual cavitation events are depicted. Supplementary Figures 3.7b and c show
enlarged images of two cavitation events. The latter is a rather rare event (in the sub-
threshold regime) with multiple elliptical plasma cores and is not further processed in
the X-ray analysis workflow (vetoed out). Note that in this run, the timing of the 1.01 µs
optical shutter was chosen such that the camera is illuminated until 260(25)ns after
optical breakdown. The outer limit of the bubble thus corresponds to its maximum
expanse at a time of about 260 ns.

In Supplementary Fig. 3.6d–f we show a cavitation event with two breakdown plasma
cores. The double event is visible in both measurements, in the side view of the optical
camera and in the 2d phase reconstructed hologram (Alternating Projections [AP]
phase retrieval [HTS18]). Such events, including evenmore chaotic scenarios as shown
in Supplementary Fig. 3.16, are not suited to compute φ(R) with the radial symmetric
phase retrieval approach RFP, however can be reconstructed with the 2d approach.
For instance, in Supplementary Fig. 3.6f one clearly recognizes the two compression
waves emanating from the plasma cores. Events like this could be further analyzed
in terms of bubble and shock densities of nascent or even crossing shock waves from
different breakdown positions. However in the presented work, such events have been
excluded from the analysis.
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Fig. 3.6 (previous page): Observations of the plasma shape. a, Optical high-speed
measurements of a full bubble cycle. The first frame is synchronized to the X-ray pulse
with a time delay of∆t = 7 ns after the IR-pump pulse. b, Enlarged view of the plasma
luminescence, with indicated ellipticity and scale of the optical (red) and X-ray (blue)
measurements. The two ellipses are drawn to scale. The same cavitation event is shown
as in Fig. 3.2. c, Box-whisker plot of the ellipticity ε from the X-ray measurements,
with respect to 2 ns bins of ∆t (green line, median; the box contains 50% of the data;
whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentile). d, single frame of optical high-speed
measurement featuring a double-breakdown event. e, Normalized intensity I/I0 of
the X-ray hologram of the event in (d). Note, that the observation direction of the
optical and X-ray imaging are perpendicular. f, AP phase reconstruction of the event
in (d). Scale bars: 750 µm (a), 200 µm (b, d), 25 µm (e, f).

3.5.2 Spatial resolution and scalability

We briefly discuss the spatial resolution and its scalability for the method of single
pulse holography using cone-beam geometry. Importantly, X-ray holography is not
subject to the resolution restrictions known for optical imaging of cavitation bubbles.
In fact, as stable seeding of cavitation bubbles requires substantial distances from the
cuvette wall optical imaging with high numerical aperture objectives is impeded, and
resolutions in the range 2–10 µm are already quite exceptional. This is not the case for
X-ray imaging in cone-beam geometry, which in principle can achieve the resolution
given by the focal spot size. The present experiment was designed for sub-100 nm spot
size (CRL focus), and a well matched geometrical magnification of 66, resulting in
an effective pixel size of 98 nm. However, different resolution deteriorating factors
have to be taken into account, including possible aberrations of the incoming beam,
bandwidth of the XFEL radiation, detector PSF, etc.

To obtain an estimation on the resolution of the presented method, we analyze the
interface profile of a stably floating bubble. This seems a better choice than a cavitation
bubble, since the out-of-equilibrium nature of a cavitation bubble could result in a
broadened interface between the gas and aqueous phase. Supplementary Fig. 3.8a, b
show the X-ray hologram of a floating bubble and the angularly averaged intensity,
respectively. The highest spatial frequency encoded in the hologram can be estimated
by the maximum scattering angle of the interface, or more precisely the angular
range of fringe visibility. Supplementary Fig. 3.8b shows fringes extending over an
angular range of 0.14mrad, corresponding to a half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM)
resolution of 3.8 px, or 370 nm. Note that the possible resolution given by the entire
illuminated detector area and the numerical aperture of the CRLs with a theoretical
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Fig. 3.7: Optical observations of the plasma and cavitation bubble. a, Exemplary overview of individual cavitation events.
The position of the plasma core fluctuates along the laser beam axis. b, Enlarged view of a cavitation event with an ellipsoidal
plasma core. The early state of the expanding bubble is visible as the dark region surrounding the plasma spark. The bubble-water
interface is blurred due to its motion. We extract semi-major and -minor axes of ap = 44 µm and bp = 22 µm for the plasma core
(red) and ab = 114 µm and bb = 103 µm for the expanding bubble (blue). c, Cavitation event with multiple plasma cores. Such
events can be identified by the optical measurements and are vetoed out in the X-ray analysis workflow. In this measurement, the
timing of the optical shutter was chosen such that the camera illuminates until 260(25)ns after optical breakdown. Scale bars:
200 µm.
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a b

c d

Fig. 3.8: Resolution estimation: a, Normalized intensity I/I0 of the X-ray holo-
gram of a freely floating bubble, i.e. no cavitation bubble. b, Angular average of the
intensity of the X-ray hologram (a). The upper abscissa shows the diffraction angle
α on the detector. The angle of maximum Fresnel diffraction (fringe visibility), i.e.
the range spanned between the bubble wall and the outermost fringe is given by
αmax ≈ 0.14mrad, corresponding to a resolution of about 370 nm (HWHM). c, AP re-
construction of the projected phase φ̄ of the floating bubble (a). In the marked regions
line profiles have been extracted for further analysis of the resolution. d, Reconstructed
radial (3d) phase profiles φ(r) as a function of the radius R. The HWHM resolution is
determined from an error function fitted to the data. The blue, red and green curves
show the radial 3d phase φ(r) of the line profiles from the AP reconstruction in (c). For
better visibility, the curves are offset by 5mrad. The dashed lines indicate zero phase
shift for each color. The obtained HWHM resolution is 500(40) nm (horizontal, blue),
480(60) nm (vertical, red), and 620(20) nm (angular average, green). The black curve is
obtained from the phase retrieved by the RFP algorithm. The HWHM resolution of
the RFP phase is 460(20) nm. Scale bars: 25 µm corresponding to a detection angle of
0.18mrad in (a); 25 µm in (c).
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focal spot size of 78 nm (FWHM) is in principle much higher.

To quantify the influence of the phase retrieval on the resolution, we analyze line
profiles of the reconstructed phase. Supplementary Fig. 3.8c shows the reconstructed
phase (2d projected phase) of the equilibrium bubble, as reconstructed by the AP
algorithm. Profiles along the horizontal and vertical direction as well as radially
averaged profiles are then used for a regularized inverse Abel transform to obtain the
reconstructed phase φ(r) (3d phase), which is proportional to the electron density. A
modified error functionwithwidth σ is fitted to the curve to obtain the interfacial width.
We find 500(40)nm for the horizontal profile, 480(60)nm for the vertical profile and
620(20)nm for the radial average. Furthermore, we calculate the edge steepness from
the density profile, obtained by the RFP reconstruction algorithm. Here, the interfacial
profile φ(r), fitted to an error function, results in a HWHM of 460(20)nm. Note that
all given values represent the HWHM of the edge, given by HWHM = 1.17σ, with σ
the RMS-width of the error function. Importantly, the achieved resolution is sufficient
to probe the interface profiles of the cavitation bubbles. The cavitation event shown in
Fig. 3.2 of the main manuscript, for example, exhibits an edge width of 1270(10)nm
for the bubble boundary and 690(20)nm (HWHM from RFP) for the shock front, well
in excess of the resolution limit. We can take this as an indication that the interfacial
width of cavitation bubbles is intrinsically broader than the equilibrium gas-water
interface.

Nevertheless, the theoretically achievable resolution of sub-100-nm is not reached.
We have identified the spectral bandwidth of the SASE radiation of the XFEL with
approximately 60 eV (FWHM) to be a major cause for a focus broadening and thus a
degradation of the resolution. CRLs are chromatic optics, i.e. different photon energies
are focused with a different focal length. The focal length f is proportional to the
inverse of the decrement δ of the refractive index f ∝ δ−1 [Sch+01] and the decrement
scales with δ ∝ E−2. Hence, for small variations∆E in the photon energy we get a
deviation∆f of the focal length of approximately∆f/f ≈ 2∆E/E. If we approximate
the spectral bandwidth of the XFEL pulses to be on the order of ∆E/E ≈ 4× 10−3

(FWHM), we get for f = 298mm a deviation in the focal length of ∆f ≈ 2.4mm
(FWHM). This value is almost 15-times the Rayleigh length of 160 µm. The beam
diameter at∆f/2 ≈ 1.2mm defocus is already larger than & 600 nm (FWHM). The
superposition of the different longitudinal modes of the XFEL radiation thus results
in a substantial broadening of the X-ray focus and consequently to a degradation of
the holographic resolution. The approximated focal width of & 600 nm (FWHM) is in
good agreement with the resolution obtained from the maximum scattering angle of
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the holograms of 370 nm (HWHM).

Next, we briefly comment on scalability. Cone-beam X-ray holographic imaging has
been demonstrated at resolutions down to 25 nm [Bar+15b], based on waveguide-
filtered synchrotron radiation. For the present single pulse holographic imaging exper-
iment, scaling up the resolution would require higher longitudinal coherence or an
achromatic optic, to achieve a truely diffraction-limited spot size in the sub-100 nm
range. To this end, either the longitudinal coherence of the beamline needs to be
improved by e.g. seeded SASE radiation or achromatic optics like X-ray waveguides,
with even higher numerical apertures, could be exploited.

Last, we briefly compare the present spatial resolution to optical imaging of cavitation
bubbles. As cavitation is usually investigated in bulk water, i.e. a cuvette with signifi-
cant extent, long-distance objectives are used for imaging. As a benchmark example we
can refer to [VBP96], where the detailed shape of a large plasma cone of laser seeded
cavitation bubble is resolved at a working distance of 35mm, and with a resolution
stated as 4 µm. Stan et. al [Sta+16] imaged XFEL-induced explosions of a water jet
with optical imaging. In this special case of an experiment without the need for a
water-filled cuvette, they obtained a resolution of 780 nm (half cycle) for a test pattern
and ∼1 µm for the water jet. To our knowledge, however, such resolution values were
not yet achieved in imaging for cavitation in bulk water. Furthermore, in contrast to the
present approach, it is impossible for optical cavitation imaging to scale the resolution
up. More importantly, optical contrast does not allow for a direct measurement of
the shockwave density close to a cavitation nucleus, let alone a quantitative pressure
profile.

For visual appreciation of the high spatial sampling in the present x-ray imaging ap-
proach, we include Supplementary Fig. 3.9, showing two enlarged images of early
states of laser-induced cavitation events. Both the flat-field corrected X-ray hologram
as well as the AP reconstructed phase shift φ̄ is shown in each image. Sub-micrometer
scale density fluctuations are visible both in the X-ray hologram as well in the recon-
structed phase. These can be attributed to fluctuations in the initial breakdown plasma
which still persist after plasma growth.

3.5.3 Influence of ellipticity

In the present experimental setting, no lateral X-ray view of the cavitation bubble was
recorded. While the high-speed optical camera can help to control ellipticity ε and
to veto out strongly asymmetric cavitation events, e.g. due to formation of multiple
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Fig. 3.9: X-ray holograms and retrieved phase image. Cavitation events probed
at a,∆t = 1 ns and b,∆t = 4 ns respectively, during optical breakdown and plasma
expansion. The upper left part of the images shows the normalized intensity I/I0 of
the X-ray hologram. The bottom right part shows the X-ray phase shift φ̄ in the sample
plane, obtained by AP phase reconstruction. Scale bars: 10 µm.

plasmas (see Supplementary Fig. 3.6), the illumination times of the optical camera are
too long to match the X-ray acquisitions. They hence can only inform on bubble shapes
at later times, or more precisely, show shapes whichmust be regarded as a time integral.
For this reason, the assumption of a spherical or elliptical shape when reconstructing
a radial profile of the cavitation bubble, has to be critically questioned. Non-spherical
shapes of cavitation bubbles have been investigated by methods of linear stability
analysis, showing that the growth process is stable [PS78], with perturbations subject
to either damped or over-damped relaxation. For viscous fluids the latter is true and the
perturbation amplitude tends to zero as the bubble grows [PS78]. At the same time, the
initial conditions for laser seeded bubbles result in axial-symmetric but not spherical-
symmetric initial conditions. We therefore must expect elliptical or even pear-formed
bubble deformations at the early times, see Supplementary Fig. 3.6, and the discussion
in the main manuscript regarding the constraint of positive electron density in the
bubble center. Hence, while one observes a spherical shape with bubble radiusR0 from
the projection image (or equivalently the hologram), the actual radius of curvature may
be higher R ≥ R0. In the simplest case we would expect an elliptical half axis along
the optical axis z withRz = R0/ε, but in the beginning, pear-like shapes are also likely.
Importantly, both elliptical and non-elliptical (but differentiable) shape deformations
can be treated in the same manner in form of a Taylor expansion around the spherical
(or even the elliptical) case. Since, however, the projection of an ellipsoid is again an
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ellipse, an ellipsoidal deformation results in a projection profile P (x) which is scaled
by a prefactor, but preserves its functional form, see the schematics in Supplementary
Fig. 3.10. In the same manner, a spherically bulged slab of radius R and thickness d
with, for example, a flat radial profile (hat profile), projects to a profile

P (x) =


2
(√

(R+ d)2 − x2 −
√
R2 − x2

)
, x ≤ R

2
√
(R+ d)2 − x2 , R < x ≤ R+ d

0 , x > R+ d .

Written in unitless coordinates x′ = (x − R)/d and R′ = R/d, and expanding for
R′ � 1, the projected profile becomes [Bee+09; Mel09]

P (x′) '


2
(√

1− x′ −
√
−x′

)
, −R′ ≤ x′ ≤ 0

2
√
1− x′ , 0 < x′ ≤ 1

0 , x′ > 1 .

Hence an inverse Abel transform, falsely assuming radial symmetry and not accounting
for ε 6= 1 would still yield the correct flat hat profile of the slab. Since arbitrary
profiles can be approximated by concentric shells (each with a hat function), the shapes
of the projection profiles are preserved unless the deformations become excessively
large or non-differentiable. Supplementary Fig. 3.11 presents numerical solutions
to corroborate the conclusions drawn from the analytical slab model. Again, we see
that the hat profile reflecting a flat density profile of compressed water in the shock
wave around a distorted gas bubble projects to the same functional form P (x), when
restricting the range of x to the range of the projected shock wave. More relevant
still, is the radial density profile ρ(r) computed by the inverse Abel transform from
P (x), which clearly reconstructs a flat hat profile for all cases shown. Altogether,
this confirms our conclusions in the main text. The deviations of the experimental
shock waves from the fluid dynamical model predictions, as shown in in Fig. 3.5c–e of
the main manuscript, cannot be explained by parameter choices regarding the radius
of curvature, or equivalently ε or even more general shape deformations along the
optical axis. Instead the deviations, and in particular the inversion of the pressure
slope has to be attributed to shortcomings of the model, which were previously not
observed, since the density and pressure profile could not be properly accessed. At the
same time, we stress that in the relatively simple scenario treated here, the density
of the shockwave does not vary along the directions parallel to the bubble surface,
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a b c

Fig. 3.10: Projection of ellipsoids and shapeswith local deviation of the radius
of curvature. a, Schematic of the projection of an elliptically deformed bubble. While
one observes a spherical shape with bubble radius R0 from the projection image (or
equivalently the hologram), the actual elliptical half axis along the optical axis z is
Rz > R0. This results in a different prefactor of the projection profile P (t). The
functional form of P (t) is preserved. b, c, Projection of a spherically bulged slab of
thickness d, and radius R. Up to quadratic order in d/R, the shape of the projection
profile P (x) in the range R < x < R+ d remains constant, i.e. P (x) is only scaled by
a prefactor proportional to R. Hence small deviations around the assumed spherical
shape would not affect the shape of the radial profile obtained from the inverse Abel
transform. This can be shown analytically for a hat profile, and by linearity translates
to general analytical radial profiles.

which could be expected for deformed bubbles. In the main text, we therefore suggest
experimental geometries which are able to probe also such effects.

3.5.4 Modification of the Tait equation

TheTait equation fits experimental data for pressure values up to 2.5GPa [RAH47]. For
higher pressures however, the shockwave velocity us is overestimated [Vog+96]. This
leads to an overestimation of the simulated shockwave radii RSW(∆t). Supplementary
Fig. 3.13 shows us(ps) calculated using the Tait equation for different values of B
compared to the Rice-Walsh equation of state, with validity of up to ∼25GPa [RW57].
As the Rice-Walsh equation of state cannot easily be incorporated into the Gilmore
model equation [VBP96], we compensate for this deviation, by treating B as an effec-
tive parameter in the Tait equation. Increasing B effectively decreases the shockwave
velocity us(ps) for high pressures. It can be interpreted as an increase in the effec-
tive bulk modulus of water for high pressures. With an adjustment of B to 2B0

(B0 = 314MPa [Rid88]), we underestimate us(p) for low values of p, but get a better
agreement with the Rice-Walsh data for higher pressures. As our simulations quickly
grow to high pressures, we obtain better agreement of RSW(∆t) with the data for
B = 2B0 (cf. Fig. 3.5a and Fig. 3.5a–c). Note that the adjustment of B has strong
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Fig. 3.11: Numerical calculation of radial profiles from bubble phantoms with shape deformations. For each case the
phantom (2d) is shown on the left with X-ray optical parameters set to the experimental values, for shockwave (white), and bubble
(black), immersed in bulk water (gray). z denotes the direction of propagation of the X-rays. The center shows the corresponding
projected phase profile and on the right the radial profile extracted from the inverse Abel transformation is shown, i.e. falsely
assuming spherical symmetry. The following cases, including unrealistically high shape distortions, all lead to the same and correct
functional form for the radial density profile of the shockwave, here assumed as a flat profile: a, Perfect spherical symmetry for
reference, b, elliptical distorted bubble, c, ’bullet’ shape, and d, bubble with a bud.
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Fig. 3.12: Cavitation dynamics with ellipticity correction. a, Median of the phase profiles for different ranges of the bubble
radius RB, showing how the median phase evolves with time (EB = 66–130 µJ). In comparison to Fig. 3.4c, the phase profiles have
been corrected with the bubbles ellipticity ε before calculation of the median. The color represents the median of the time delay
∆t. The (smoothed) envelope of the shockwave’s phase shift (black) is used to calculate the shockwave’s pressure as a function of
the distance to the bubble center R. b, Peak pressure ppeak as a function of the distance to the bubble center R, obtained from the
envelope of the ellipticity corrected shockwave’s phase shift for energy ranges EB between 7–66 µJ (low EB), 66–130 µJ (med. EB)
and 130–250 µJ (high EB).
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Fig. 3.13: Equations of state. Comparison of theRice-Walsh equation of state [RW57]
to the Tait equation of state with different constants B. The Tait equation of state
with B = B0 approximates the Rice-Walsh equation of state well for pressures below
∼2.5GPa [RAH47]. Consequently, the shockfront velocity is overestimated by the Tait
equation for higher pressures. We compensate this effect by adjusting the constant B
of the Tait equation to 2B0.

impact on the trajectory RSW(∆t), whereas RB(∆t) is only slightly changed.

3.5.5 Imaging of the bubble collapse

So far, we have focused on imaging and analysis of the optical breakdown, shockwave
emission and the early states of bubble expansion. However, the presented experimen-
tal technique is in principle also suited to image the bubble collapse. The present timing
scheme does not facilitate a synchronization of the FEL pulse and the bubble collapse,
hence does not allow a systematic measurement of the bubble collapse. We find a
mean bubble lifetime τ = 120 µs with a standard deviation of σ = 24 µs [Ost+21].
With the 10Hz repetition rate of the XFEL and a 25% seeding rate of the cavitation
bubbles we might image the bubble collapse within a time window of 5 ns by chance,
once in 1.5 hours.
In Supplementary Fig. 3.16a–c a cavitation event is depicted where we observed the
bubble close to the collapse. Supplementary Fig. 3.16a shows the optical high-speed
video, Supplementary Fig. 3.16b the near-field hologram recorded with the parallel
X-ray beam (without nanofocusing CRLs) and Supplementary Fig. 3.16c the phase
retrieval using the single materials approach [Pag+02]. The X-rays capture the col-
lapsing bubble within the exposure of the fourth frame of Supplementary Fig. 3.16a,
with a time delay∆t = 132 µs after seeding. From the bubble lifetime and the delay
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Fig. 3.14 (next page): Simulations. Simulated trajectories of bubble wall radius RB
(a) and shockwave radius RSW (b). The data is shown as scatter dots for comparison.
The color scales with the bubble’s energy (shared colorbar, logarithmic scale). The
simulationwas runwith 2 different sets of parameters to fit to lower energetic cavitation
events (EB ≈ 20–33 µJ) and to fit higher energetic cavitation events (EB ≈ 111–130 µJ),
as well as with two different values for the constant B (see main text). Whereas the
bubble wall trajectories fit the data well for both values of B, the shockwave trajectory
overestimates RSW of the data for B = B0. The radius of maximal expansion of
the simulations yields a bubble energy of 22 µJ for the low EB and 91 µJ for the high
EB simulation. c, Trajectory of RB and RSW for the low EB simulation. Here, only
experimental data in the energy range of EB ≈ 20–33 µJ is shown. d, peak shockwave
pressure ppeak in a distance R to the bubble center for three energy ranges of the
experimental data (cf. Fig. 3.4d) and the simulations. The pressure profiles of the
simulations have been convolved with a Gaussian function (500 nm FWHM) before
calculation of the peak pressure ppeak.

between seeding laser and FEL pulse, we estimate that the bubble was probed∼300 ns
before the collapse. The parallel beam geometry was chosen in this run to illuminate a
larger field of view, so that also large bubbles at such high time delays and collapse
rebounds fit into the field of view. Supplementary Fig. 3.16d–f shows a high-energy
cavitation event with a high elongation and jetting during the collapse, due to multi-
ple plasma sparks [LK10]. The video of the HS camera is shown in Supplementary
Fig. 3.16d with the X-ray flash during the 8th frame at 204 µs after seeding. Supple-
mentary Fig. 3.16e depicts the X-ray hologram and Supplementary Fig. 3.16f the phase
retrieval using [Pag+02]. The hologram was recorded after the second collapse during
the second rebound. Supplementary Fig. 3.16f clearly shows the torus-like bubble
shape with the liquid region in the center, originating from the jet. Furthermore, a
liquid bridge can be recognized traversing the torus sideways. This demonstrates that
such recordings can image details of non-spherical bubble collapses that are otherwise
obscured to optical imaging. The parallel beam geometry comes at the cost of lower
resolution and lower quality of the phase retrieval. Nevertheless, we emphasize the
versatility of the method and the experimental setup, enabling also single-shot imaging
of millimeter-scale involved structures.

However, high-resolution phase contrast images are necessary to image the fine details
during the bubble collapse. For this reason, we plan to synchronize the bubble collapse
with the FEL pulse by acoustic trapping of the laser-induced cavitation bubbles. The
ultrasonic field drives the bubble periodically, with frequencies locked to the FEL’s
repetition rate, so that the X-ray flash comes at a fixed point of time in the life cycle
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Fig. 3.15: Pressure distribution with compensated ellipticity. a–c, comparison of the measured, ellipticity corrected, shock-
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Fig. 3.16 (next page): Capturing the bubble collapse. a, Optical high-speed mea-
surement of a bubble cycle. The 5th frame was synchronized to the X-ray pulse, with a
time delay of ∆t = 132 µs to the IR-pump pulse. b, Normalized intensity I/I0 of the
X-ray hologram of the collapsing bubble in parallel beam geometry. The 5th frame of
the optical images is shown at the same scale for comparison in the inset. c, Paganin-
type phase reconstruction of the projected phase φ̄ of the collapsing bubble. d, optical
high-speed measurement of a bubble cycle. The 8th frame was synchronized to the
X-ray pulse, with∆t = 204 µs. e, hologram of the chaotic bubble rebound after the
collapse, of the event shown in (d). f, Paganin-type phase reconstruction of the chaotic
bubble rebound. Scale bars: 750 µm (a, d), 200 µm (b, c, e, f).

of the bubble. In this case, the X-ray flash can be synchronized to the collapse of the
bubble with a tunable delay, to measure the collapse dynamics with high-resolution
holography setup and the presented method.
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We explore the pressure evolution and the dynamics of transient phase tran-
sitions in a µ-fluidic water jet after laser-induced dielectric breakdown in a
combined approach of nearfield holography with single femtosecond X-ray
free-electron laser pulses and X-ray diffraction. To this end, we relate the
changes in the arrangement of thewatermolecules to pressures and compare
the non-equilibrium phase transition to results under static pressure. We ob-
serve chaotic perturbationswith thinfilamentation during the gas expansion
after dielectric breakdown in nearfield holography and witness a transition
of the molecular structure in diffraction. We show how single-pulse hologra-
phy and diffractionwithX-ray free-electron laser radiation complement each
other to obtain quantitative information from themicroscopic length scale to
the molecular level.
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4.1 Introduction

X-ray techniques have revealed numerous interesting and surprising insights on the
molecular structure of water that help to understand its anomalous behaviour in the
thermodynamical response functions. These discoveries are summarized in great detail
in various review articles [NP20; NP15; MS98; Deb03]. X-ray diffraction with table-top
X-ray tubes has revealed the molecular structure of ice in at least two amorphous forms
with different densities, namely high-density [BOM35] and low-density amorphous ice
[MCW84]. But not only ice was found to exist in two different density configurations.
Neutron scattering experiments reported liquid water in two molecular configurations
with different densities [SR00]. In its low-density liquid (LDL) form, water molecules
tend to arrange in a tetrahedral structure, whereas for the high-density liquid (HDL)
the second coordination shell of water molecules seems to collapse [Ski+14].

The development of X-ray sources with higher brilliance, such as synchrotrons and
X-ray free-electron lasers (XFEL), has spurred observations on water in extreme con-
ditions [Sel+14; Per+17; Kim+20a; Kim+20b]. As an example, the exact transition
from HDL to LDL was subject to controversial discussion [NP20]. A synchrotron
experiment gave strong evidence for a liquid-liquid transition (LLT) between HDL
and LDL [Per+17], which has been recently directly observed in an XFEL experi-
ment [Kim+20a]. In addition, the latter experiment gave strong implications for a
liquid-liquid critical point [Kim+20a].

Apart from these extreme states in the low temperature regime, themolecular structure
of water was investigated for ambient conditions, high temperatures, and high pres-
sures [Wec+09; Kat+10; Str+06; ODG94]. While these experiments show that phase
transitions under static conditions can be observed with diffraction experiments with
synchrotron and neutron sources, the observation of non-equilibrium phase transitions
is limited. The question arises whether the molecular dynamics behave differently
when driven in a fast pressure increase when compared to static conditions. XFELs
with pulse durations below 100 fs [SSY00] are very well suited to answer this question.

The combination of X-ray holography [Sni+95; Clo+96] with X-ray diffraction proved
to be a powerful tool for structural analysis over a broad range of spatial frequen-
cies, for example to quantify the orientation of biological structures in cells [Nic+17].
While X-ray diffraction can give information on the molecular structure or orientation,
nanofocus X-Ray nearfield holography (NFH) [Sal+15b; Sch+15] provides details on
the microscopic level, with resolutions of down to sub-25 nm [Bar+15b] and field-of-
views (FOV) of up to several 100 µm. NFH delivers quantitative contrast, as the phase
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images φ̄ obtained from holographic phase retrieval [Clo+99] are proportional to the
projected electron density ρ̄e of the sample. Seiboth et al. combinedWAXS and X-ray
holography at the XFEL to follow the dynamics of laser-induced shocks in germanium
in a pump-probe scheme [Sei+18]. However, no quantitative analysis of the phase
shift was done on the holograms, i.e. no phase was retrieved.

Compared to synchrotron experiments, holographic phase retrieval approaches at
XFELs are especially demanding as the spontaneous nature of the SASE radiation poses
an additional challenge for the emtpy-beam correction. An empty-beam-correction ap-
proach tailored for SASE fluctuations [Hag+21] has enabled quantitative holographic
imaging with single-XFEL pulses of laser-induced dielectric breakdown in water in a
µ-fluidic jet [Hag+21] and in bulk water (see chapter 3). With detailed quantitative
analysis, the spatial and temporal pressure distribution inside the shockwave of laser-
induced cavitation bubbles has been experimentally determined (see chapter 3) for
the first time within nanoseconds after seeding. In a first step, the mass density of the
compressed water in the shockwave was deduced from the X-ray phase shift, and in
a second step, the pressure was calculated from the mass density using equations of
state. In this approach, two premises have to be met to deduce the pressure inside
the shockwave: (i) a prior assumption is necessary to reconstruct the 3d-shape of the
cavitation bubble from a single projection image, and (ii) the calculation of pressure
frommass density relies on the validity of equations of state for a broad pressure range.

Here, we combineWAXS andNFHwith single XFEL pulses to investigate the dynamics
of dielectric breakdown [Bre14] in a µ-fluidic water jet. In contrast to chapter 3 we use
the information on the molecular structure obtained from the WAXS data, without
prior assumptions, to quantitatively evaluate the pressure dynamics inside the water
jet. We relate this information to the mass densities obtained from the quantitative
phase retrieval of the holographic images to cover length scales from the molecular
level to microscopic ranges.

4.2 Instrumentation and data analysis

The experiments were performed at the Materials Imaging and Dynamics (MID) in-
strument [Mad+21] of the European X-ray Free-Electron Laser [Tsc+17; Alt+06].
Focused nanosecond infrared (IR) laser pulses were used to induce dielectric break-
down in a µ-fluidic water jet (Fig. 4.1a). A pump-probe scheme with variable time
delay∆t [Ost+21] was implemented to record bothWAXS and NFH signals. In both
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configurations, WAXS as well as NFH, the IR laser was focused into the water jet (cf.
section 4.5). With 6 ns pulse duration and 17 µJ pulse energy, the IR laser delivered
peak intensities of about. 3× 1010Wcm−2. The XFEL was operated in single-bunch
mode with 10Hz repetition rate, at 17.8 keV photon energy, 660 µJ average energy per
pulse, and a pulse duration of less than 100 fs [Alt+06; SSY00]. A stack of aberration-
corrected, nano-focus compound refractive lenses (CRLs) [Sei+17a; Len+05; Sei+20]
was used to focus the XFEL beam to a diffraction-limited focal spot [Sch+01; BS19]
of 94 nm (FWHM). In NFH configuration (Fig. 4.1c), the water jet was positioned
behind the X-ray focus in the diverging beam. The X-ray holograms were recorded
by a sCMOS camera equipped with a fiber-coupled scintillator and was positioned
on-axis in the diverging beam at 9.94m distance behind the focus (Fig. 4.1d), resulting
in a geometrical magnification of 36 and an effective Fresnel number of 1.71× 10−3.
In WAXS configuration (Fig. 4.1a), the water jet was placed in the X-ray focus. Two
off-axis charge-integrating hybrid pixel detectors (ePix100 [Dra+14; Kla+19]) recorded
scattered photons in a scattering vector range of q ≈ 1.4Å−1 to 2.7Å−1 (Fig. 4.1b).
The detectors were placed in the vertical and horizontal scattering plane, with main
scattering components ~qv and ~qh, respectively. The on-axis X-ray camera was used as
an intensity monitor inWAXS configuration. Further details on the experimental setup
are given in section 4.5. A detailed description on the timing and instrumentation is
given in [Ost+21].

Next, we briefly sketch the processing steps for the phase retrieval of the holographic
data. The spontaneous nature of the SASE process does not only result in strong
pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations, but also in fluctuations of the modal composition
of the wavefront, impeding a simple empty-beam division for NFH. We have shown
in [Hag+21] that SASE pulses are well described by a low-dimensional configuration
space, and more importantly, that for a given hologram an individual empty-beam
image can be synthesized by a suitable linear combination of components from a
principal component analysis (PCA) of a set of empty-beam images. The phase retrieval
(PR) of the holographic images is described in detail in [Hag+21] and can be divided
into the following two steps: (1) empty-beam correction with the PCA-based approach,
and (2) phase retrieval with the iterative algorithm alternating projections (AP) [LBL02;
HTS18]. Examples of an empty-beamcorrected single-pulse hologramand the retrieved
phase φ̄ are shown in Fig. 4.1d, e, respectively. Note that the retrieved phase φ̄ is
proportional to the projected electron density of the sample, and thus proportional to
the projected mass density of water.

The WAXS detection geometry was calibrated with a polycrystalline LaB6 sample
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Fig. 4.1: Diffraction from awater jet – experimental setup. (a) A µ-fluidic water
jet is excited by a focused nanosecond laser pulse and, after time delay∆t, probed by
the XFEL pulse. For X-ray diffraction (WAXS configuration), the foci of the pump laser
and XFEL beam are aligned to the same spot in the water jet. Themain X-ray scattering
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(cf. Fig. 4.5). The intensity measurements were first corrected for a dark current by
pedestal subtraction followed by a gain map correction to take gain variations between
individual pixels into account (cf. Fig. 4.6). An X-ray polarization factor was applied
to correct for the polarization dependent scattering amplitude (cf. Fig. 4.9). After
azimuthal averaging, a low-pass filter suppressed high frequency noise (cf. Fig 4.8).
Fig. 4.1a shows the corrected diffraction signal of unperturbed water on both detectors.
The azimuthal average of the scattered intensity I(q) (Fig. 4.1b) was normalized to the
peak intensity.

The pulse-to-pulse SASE fluctuations do not only complicate the empty-beam correc-
tion of NFH, but also the analysis of theWAXS data. Variations in the total intensity are
easily corrected using the intensity measured by the on-axis X-ray camera. However,
slight fluctuations in the beam pointing of the XFEL result in varying background con-
tributions of different optical elements. To mitigate these effects, the WAXS signal was
averaged over multiple pulses, even though the signal-to-noise ratio of a single-pulse
diffraction pattern was already sufficient. For further details on the analysis and data
processing see methods section 4.5.

4.3 Results

Using the experimental system and data analysis schemes described above, a time-lapse
series of (i) phase images and (ii) diffraction patterns was obtained. This data provides
a quantitative insight into the the structural dynamics of the water at molecular scales
following dielectric breakdown, combined with observations of the mesoscale hydro-
dynamics. In particular, it allowed us to deduce the non-equilibrium build-up of high
pressures in the shockwave.

The pulse-averaged phase shift1
〈
φ̄
〉
(Fig. 4.2, color) visualizes the growing perturbation

in the water jet after dielectric breakdown in a time series of images. Details on
individual perturbations without pulse-averaging become apparent when inspecting
the phase shift φ̄ retrieved from single-pulse holograms (cf. Fig. 4.1e). To highlight
the variability of the dynamics from an individual perturbation (single-pulse phase
shift φ̄), compared to the ensemble dynamics (pulse-averaged phase shift

〈
φ̄
〉
), we

display the difference phase shift∆φ̄ =
〈
φ̄
〉
− φ̄ (Fig. 4.2, gray scale) for a sequence

of time delays ∆t. A small cavitation bubble is visible in ∆φ̄ at a time delay of 1 ns,
followed by a fast expansion at later time delays ∆t. Here, we do not only observe
1The averaged phase shift

〈
φ̄
〉
contains∼90 phase reconstructions of single-pulse holograms.
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the dynamics of the elliptic growth of the perturbation, pushing the outer walls of
the water jet apart, but also the fine details of water filamentation. A decrease in the
magnitude of the average phase shift

〈
φ̄
〉
, and hence a decrease in the projected mass

density, starts to become visible at∆t = 3 ns. For later time delays, the projected mass
density decreases further to a cavity with ellipsoidal shape.

Fig. 4.3 shows the diffracted intensity recorded inWAXS configuration for the same
time delays as the NFH measurements. The diffraction signal is dominated by the
oxygen atoms in the water molecules, with only very weak contributions from the
hydrogen atoms. The diffracted intensity I(q) is proportional to the scattering of a
single oxygen atom, i.e. the squared form factor f2(q), and the coherent scattering
of the oxygen atoms, described by the structure factor S(q), hence I(q) ∝ f2(q)S(q)

[AM11]. The Fourier transform relates the structure factor S(q) to the pair distribu-
tion function g(r), describing the structure of the liquid phase in real space [AM11].
A change in the measured diffracted intensity I(q) directly reflects changes in the
structure factor S(q) by short range liquid coordination of the water molecules. A
time series of the diffracted intensity of the perturbed water jet Ion and the difference
intensity Ion − Ioff between perturbed and unperturbed water is depicted in Fig. 4.3.
Both scattering directions ~qh and ~qv show similar diffracted intensities, as expected
based on the isotropic distribution of the water molecules, since the laser field is not
intense enough to change the orientation of water molecules. The first slight shift in
the diffracted intensity becomes apparent at a time delay of 2–3 ns and is clearly visible
for time delays∆t ≥ 3 ns. The magnitude of the main diffraction peak at q ≈ 2.0Å−1

decreases, whereas a second maximum appears at q ≈ 2.5Å−1, indicating a change
in the molecular distances due to rearrangement of the molecules. The latter peak
reaches its maximum intensity at about∆t ≈ 6 ns, whereas the initial peak vanishes
roughly at the same time delay. For later time delays, the overall diffracted intensity in
the measured q-range shrinks. The vanishing initial peak indicates that the amount of
water molecules in its initial ambient conditions (atmospheric pressure, room temper-
ature) decreases, and more water molecules rearrange under different thermodynamic
conditions, represented by the second peak. The decline in the total scattered intensity
is most likely caused by an overall reduction of water along the beam path.

Comparing the diffraction signal with the NFH data, first changes are observed in the
averaged signal at around ∆t = 2 ns to 3 ns. The single-pulse holograms, however,
show first changes already from ∆t = 1 ns onward. There are two reasons for this:
(1) The seeding rate at small∆t is lower, due to a spread of the time point of seeding
within the beginning of the 6 ns-long pulse of the pump laser, i.e. not all cavitation
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Fig. 4.2: Time series of phase-shift images from X-Ray holography. Pulse-
averaged phase shift

〈
φ̄
〉
(color) and an exemplary difference phase shift∆φ̄ = φ̄−
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φ̄
〉

(gray scale) for multiple pump-probe delays∆t after laser irradiation. The time series
shows the growth of the perturbation in the water jet after dielectric breakdown.
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Fig. 4.3: Time series of the diffracted intensity. Diffracted intensity of the per-
turbed water jet (Ion, left ordinate, orange) and difference of the diffracted intensity
with and without laser irradiation (Ion − Ioff, right ordinate, green) for different values
of the pump-probe delay∆t. Both detectors (~qv , solid; ~qh, dashed) showed a similar
change in the diffracted intensity. Time delays as in Fig. 4.2.
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bubbles are seeded in the very early beginning of the laser pulse. (2) Variations in the
position of the perturbation are on the same length scale as the perturbation itself,
since the perturbation is still quite small for small∆t. In the NFH data, the decrease
in the magnitude of the averaged phase-shift for∆t & 3 ns implies a reduction of the
projected mass density within the region of the perturbation. The decreasing number
of water molecules along the beam path should manifest itself in a reduction of the
total scattered intensity in the WAXS data, however, this decrease becomes clearly
visible only at∆t & 8 ns. This might be caused by the limited measured q-range.

In principle, the calculation of the pair distribution function g(r) as the inverse Fourier
transform of S(q) would enable us to deduce thermodynamical quantities from the
molecular arrangement in real space. This inversion, however, requires S(q) to be
measured over a large q-range, impeding the direct inversion of the present data. We
therefore compared S(q) obtained from the present experiment to published structure
factors of water measured for different pressures and temperatures [Wec+09; Kat+10]
to access the pressure dynamics in the water jet after dielectric breakdown. Both
studies measured the diffraction of water under well-defined static pressure and tem-
perature conditions in thermal equilibrium, using diamond anvil cells and synchrotron
radiation. Weck et al. obtained data up to a pressure of 4.1GPa (cf. Fig. 4.4a), whereas
Katayama et al. measured up to a maximum pressure of 17GPa. Their data shows
a shift of the left-most peak (the peak at lowest q) of S(q) towards higher values of
q for increasing pressures p (cf. Fig. 4.4a). Using the data of [Wec+09; Kat+10], we
extracted the position qp of this peak from S(q) for different pressures p and obtained
an estimate of the functional relation qp vs. p by fitting a power-law function to the data
(cf. Fig. 4.4b andmethods section 4.5 for more details). We did not take the influence of
the temperature into account, as it has a negligible influence compared to the pressure
(cf. data in [Kat+10]). The deduced power-law fit gives us a valid estimation of qp(p)
for values of p & 0.4GPa and thus enables us to determine pressure values from our
data here with sufficient accuracy, despite its limited q-range.

Fig. 4.4c shows the structure factor S(q) obtained from our measurements for different
time delays ∆t (cf. Fig. 4.10 for the full time series). We have calculated S(q) from
the diffracted intensity Ion(q) by division of the squared atomic scattering factor f2(q)
for O2− ions [Bro+04]. The structure factor was normalized to the maximum value
of unperturbed water. At ambient conditions (∆t ≤ 0 ns) we observed indications
for the typical doublet structure (cf. Fig. 4.4a, c), albeit not entirely covered by the
measured q-range. For intermediate time delays (∆t ≈ 4 ns), the main peak of S(q)
shifts towards higher q, but a shoulder remains at the position of the initial maximum
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Fig. 4.4: Dynamics of the structure factor. (a) Structure factor S(q) of water for
different static pressure values p from Weck et al. [Wec+09]. (b) Position qp of the
main peak of S(q) for different pressure values p on a double logarithmic scale. The
peak position qp was extracted from data of Weck et al. [Wec+09] (a) and Katayama
et al. [Kat+10]. The power-law fit (black) yields a good approximation for pressure
values of p & 0.4GPa. Only values with p & 0.4GPa have been used for fitting. (c)
Time evolution of the structure factor S(q) of the water jet after dielectric breakdown
obtained from our WAXS measurements I(q) (cf. Fig. 4.3). S(q) is normalized to the
maximum value of S(q) for unperturbed water (negative∆t). (d) Pressure evolution
of the water jet after dielectric breakdown. The pressure values were calculated from
the position qp of the main peak of S(q) from (c), using the power-law fit from (b). The
error is dominated by the fit errors (error bars). The pressure values for∆t = 3 ns and
4 ns (light red) were obtained from an extrapolation of the data to the peak position
qp, as qp was outside or close to the edge of the measured q-range. The black-dashed
line indicates the pressure value corresponding to the maximum q value within the
measured range, the corresponding error interval is shown in gray.
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(q ≈ 2.05Å−1), indicating amixture of water at ambient conditions andwater at higher
pressures p. This observation agrees well with the holographic data, as the region of
lower phase shift magnitude in

〈
φ̄
〉
, corresponding to a lower mass density, covers

roughly half of the diameter of the water jet for ∆t = 4 ns. For longer time delays
(∆t ≈ 6 ns), the contribution of water at ambient conditions quickly vanishes and the
structure factor is dominated by water at higher pressure. Again, this observation is
supported by the holographic data, where the initial jet completely vanishes at a time
delay between 6–7 ns leaving a diffuse cloud of lower mass density. At this delay, the
main peak of S(q) starts to shift towards lower values of q. The transition from the
typical doublet structure to a single dominating peak can be attributed to a transition
from a tetrahedral arrangement of the watermolecules towards themolecular structure
of a simple liquid, as reported before [SR00; Kat+10]. We extracted the peak position
qp from our measurements of S(q) and used the power-law fit to calculate the pressure
p for different time delays ∆t (see methods section 4.5). For the time delays 3 ns
and 4 ns the peak position qp was outside or close to the boundary of the measured
q-range of S(q). We therefore manually extrapolated qp for these two time delays.
The resulting pressure evolution (Fig. 4.4d) shows a peak pressure of ∼10GPa which
quickly decays within 7 ns resulting in a pressure of ∼1.5GPa. Note the impressive
pressure differences of five orders of magnitude within the thin water jet at early time
delays where parts of the jet are still at ambient conditions and parts of the perturbation
are at ∼10GPa. This observation is well supported by the NFH data (cf. Fig. 4.2).

4.4 Summary and conclusion

We have shown that single-pulse holography andWAXS at XFELs complement each
other to obtain information over multiple length-scales, with time resolutions in
principle only limited by the pulse length of the XFEL. Importantly, the molecular
rearrangements and hydrodynamic effects at the mesoscale become jointly accessible.
Similar to chapter 3, we were able to obtain images with quantitative contrast and fields
of view on the order of ∼100 µm with single-pulse X-ray holography. The additional
diffraction measurements gave access to the molecular structure, which we related
to quantitative pressure values. In contrast to chapter 3, this approach thus enabled
us to determine the pressure without any 3d inversion of the projected phase images.
Importantly, the pressure values obtained from the diffraction data agree well with the
pressure dynamics of cavitation bubbles after dielectric breakdowndescribed in chapter
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3. By comparing our data to data from literature measured at static pressures, we were
able to attribute the change in the structure factor S(q) after dielectric breakdown,
resulting in a transition of the molecular structure from a tetrahedral arrangement to
the molecular structure of a simple liquid [SR00; Kat+10].

For a direct calculation of themolecular arrangement described by the pair distribution
function g(r), measurements with a wider q-range are necessary. To this end, either
the diffraction detectors could be replaced by detectors with a larger detection area
(e.g. AGIPD-detector [All+15]) or a higher photon energy could be used. Comparing
g(r) to molecular dynamics simulations can further provide a tool to obtain a more
complete picture of the thermodynamical state, including pressure as well as temper-
ature. Moreover, the simultaneous observation of the macroscopic mass density by
holography and the molecular arrangement and density by calculation of g(r) from the
diffraction data could provide a means to detect local ’defects’ in the liquid structure or
presence of domain boundaries. This is of particular interest for the observation of
water in different density configurations and its transitions (LDL to HDL).

In this study the signal-to-noise ratio of single-pulse WAXS proved to be sufficient
for a calculation of S(q), even though background scattering prevented us from an
analysis of the WAXS intensity on a single-pulse basis. With a better control of the
background scattering, single-pulse diffraction [BFH18] would thus deliver insights in
pressure dynamics without ensemble averaging. This would enable to determine g(r)
with a time resolution only limited by the pulse length of the XFEL (less than 100 fs),
providing the possibility of movies with molecular time resolution [NM12]. This is of
particular interest for the observation of molecular rearrangements during the early
plasma states of cavitation after dielectric breakdown. Experiments with better time
resolution would additionally require to use a pump-laser with pulse durations of
femtoseconds.

To conclude, we have combined two X-ray methods at the XFEL to study the dynamics
of water after dielectric breakdown. This allowed us to relate structural information at
the molecular scale and corresponding thermodynamical states to quantitative images
at microscopic length scales. The quantitative character on length scales from the
molecular to microscopic level and the possibility to observe ultrafast dynamics, make
this method a promising tool for the observation of fast dynamics in strongly driven
matter.
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4.5 Methods

4.5.1 Experimental details

XFEL specifications: The experiments have been performed at the Materials Imag-
ing and Dynamics (MID) instrument [Mad+21] at the European X-ray Free-Electron
Laser [Tsc+17; Alt+06]. The linear accelerator of the XFEL accelerated the electrons
to an energy of 16.5GeV into the 175m-long undulator. A repetition rate of 10Hz
with one pulse per train was used. The undulator delivered photons with an energy
of 17.8 keV. The resulting SASE pulses had a pulse width of less than 100 fs [Alt+06;
SSY00] and an average pulse energy of 660 µJ.

X-ray optics: A stack of 50 beryllium compound refractive lenses (CRLs) [Len+05],
aberration corrected by a customized phase plate [Sei+20; Sei+17a], focused the XFEL
pulse to an diffraction limited focal spot of 94 nm [Sch+01]. The CRL stack had a focal
length of 475mm, with a numerical aperture of 2.7× 10−4. For further details on the
experimental parameters see [Ost+21], and [Hag+21] for a detailed characterization
of the illumination.

X-ray detectors: An Andor Zyla camera (Zyla 5.5, Andor, Abingdon, United King-
dom) was used for the holography measurements. The camera had a LuAg:Ce scintil-
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lator (thickness 20 µm), which was coupled to the sCMOS chip with a fiber-optic plate
with a pixel size of 6.5 µm. The sample to detector distance was z12 = 9670mm. An
8m long evacuated flight tube reduced air absorption between sample and detector.

For the diffraction measurements two ePix100 detectors [Dra+14; Kla+19] were used.
The ePix100 is a charge-integrating hybrid pixel detector and consisted of four modules
with 384× 352 pixels each. The pixel size was 50 µm. The distance between the water
jet and the ePix detectors was 250mm and the detectors were arranged in an angle of
∼12.5° towards the X-ray focus.

X-ray holography: For the holographic measurements, the water jet was placed in a
defocus position of z01 = 271.3mm behind the CRL focus, resulting in a geometrical
magnification of M = 36, an effective pixel size of 177 nm, and an effective Fresnel
number of F = 1.71× 10−3. See [Hag+21] for further details.

Laser and laser optics: The pump laser (Nano L 200-10, Litron, Lasers, Rugby,
United Kingdom) had a wavelength of 1064 nm, pulse length of 6 ns, and a maximum
pulse energy of 200mJ. An internal attenuator reduced the pulse energy to 17mJ.
The focusing optics had a numerical aperture of 0.2 The focal spot was expected to
exceed the diffraction limited spot size of 1.7 µm (radius 1/e2-intensity beam waist)
due to aberrations from a through-hole mirror between focusing lens and water jet.
The through-hole mirror was used to get a co-linear alignment of the pump laser and
the X-ray beam.

µ-fluidic water jet: A µ-fluidic jet (Microliquids GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) with
a nozzle diameter of 40 µm was used. The jet nozzle creates a laminar water flow and
is connected to a pump (PU-2080, JASCO GmbH, Pfungstadt, Germany) with a flow
rate of 20mLmin−1. We used de-ionized water.

Timing: The timing scheme and equipment is described in great detail in [Ost+21].
Here, we will only summarize key parameters. A low jitter delay generator (DG535,
Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) controls the pump-probe delay
between the XFELs master clock and the Pockels cells of the pump laser. A second
delay generator (DG535) was used to keep the delay between the laser’s flash lamp and
Pockels cell constant at 160 µs for maximum laser output.
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Data acquisition WAXS: To avoid artefacts from a systematic drift in any optical
component, wemeasured the same time delay∆tmultiple times in a randomized order.
To this end, we acquired 10 measurement blocks for each∆t. One block contained
∼50 frames. In between these blocks, we acquired ∼40 frames of reference signal
without pump-laser output. In total we acquired 210 of these blocks for delays between
−10 ns and 10 ns in steps of 1 ns and 10 blocks for each delay.

4.5.2 Data processing – diffraction data

The WAXS detection geometry was calibrated with a polycrystalline LaB6 sample
(cf. Fig. 4.5). The intensity measurements were first corrected for a dark current by
pedestal subtraction followed by a gain map correction to take gain variations between
individual pixels into account (cf. Fig. 4.6). An X-ray polarization factor was applied
to correct for the polarization dependent scattering amplitude (cf. Fig. 4.9). After
azimuthal averaging, a low-pass filter suppressed high frequency noise (cf. Fig 4.8).
Fig. 4.1a (mainmanuscript) shows the corrected diffraction signal of unperturbedwater
on both detectors. The azimuthal average of the scattered intensity I(q) (Fig. 4.1b) was
normalized to the peak intensity.

Calibration of the detection geometry: The detection geometry was calibrated
with powder diffraction measurements of a polycrystalline LaB6 sample. Fig 4.5a, b
clearly shows the (1 0 0), (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) diffraction ring of the LaB6 sample on the
~qh and ~qv detector, respectively. We fitted three circles with common center position
to the diffraction rings on both detectors to determine the detection geometry with
respect to the diffraction center. The result is shown in Fig. 4.5c. With this diffraction
center, the azimuthal average of the detected intensities yields I(q) (Fig. 4.5d). The
calculated positions of the (1 0 0), (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) diffraction peaks for LaB6 with a
lattice constant of 4.16Å [MAT13] are shown.

Note that the images in Fig 4.5a, b are not background corrected, only the pedestal was
subtracted, such that they give a good impression on the background intensity due to
scattering at optics and other elements. For example, the vertical blue line in Fig 4.5b
results from a shadowing of the background scattering at the nozzle of the µ-fluidic jet.

Detector pedestal and gain-map correction: The pixels of the ePix100 detectors
accumulate charge linear to the photon energy incident during the acquisition. Each
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Fig. 4.5: Calibration of the detection geometry. (a, b) Detected intensity of poly-
crystalline LaB6 sample after pedestal subtraction for the ~qh and ~qv detector, respec-
tively. The powder diffraction rings of the LaB6 structure are clearly visible on both
detectors. In addition, the images give a good impression of the strong background
scattering present in the experiments. (c) Optimized geometry of both detectors. The
circles (black, dashed) correspond to the circles fitted to the diffraction rings, to cali-
brate the detection geometry. (d) Diffracted intensity after azimuthal integration of
(a, b). The vertical lines (gray, dashed) indicate the position of the LaB6 diffraction
peaks from literature [MAT13]. The diamonds mark the experimentally determined
peak positions. Scalebars: 0.2Å−1 in (a, b).
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Fig. 4.6: Gain-map correction of the ePIX100 detectors. The gain map (a) repre-
sents the conversion gain per incident 17.5 keV photon for each individual pixel. Strong
variations appear between adjacent pixel columns and submodules of the detector chip
and in vertical direction towards the intermodular gap. (b, c) Normalized intensity
of water diffraction at the ~qh detector without and with gain correction, respectively.
In (a) the color scales linearly with the gain in a range of 250–350ADUph−1, and in
(b, c) with the normalized intensity in a range of 0.3–1.6 .

pixel has to some extent its own readout electronics, leading to different gain factors gij
and pedestals pij (dark current). The pedestal can easily be corrected by a subtraction
of dark images. The correction of different gain factors requires the calculation of a
gain map.

With monochromatic radiation and low incident flux, the gain map can be calcu-
lated by determination of the single photon charge value from pixel-wise histograms.
Fig. 4.6a shows the gain map of the ~qh detector with gain variations of ∼15%. The
gain-map-corrected intensity measurement shows homogeneous scattering intensity
along the diffuse diffraction ring of water, whereas intensity variations are visible in
the uncorrected image (cf. Fig. 4.6b, c).

Correction of pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations: The SASE process leads to
strong pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations. As the total scattered intensity measured
at the ePix100 detectors was not constant with ∆t, an external intensity reference
was needed. To this end, we corrected each single-pulse diffraction signal by the total
intensity measured with the on-axis Zyla camera.

Background subtraction and signal calculation: The signal of our interest is the
combined signal of the laser-induced perturbation and the unperturbed water jet
Σpertub +Σjet. The easiest way to obtain this combined signal would be to measure the
intensity with pump laser and water jet Ion and the background intensity with neither
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pump laser nor water jet active IBG and simply deduce Σpertub +Σjet = Ion − IBG. We
have to consider, however, that the background intensity is not constant over time due
to drifts, so that IBG would have to be measured directly before or after the pump-probe
experiment. As we lack this direct measurement of the background, we complemented
our overall intensity Ion with the intensity obtained in between pump-probe intervals
Ioff after switching off the pump laser (cf. section 4.5.1), but leaving the water jet
running. In an independent measurement we obtained the intensity with water Ioff
and the background intensity IBG in subsequent measurements. We thus end up with
Σpertub+Σjet = Ion− Ioff+Σjet = [Ion− Ioff]t1 +[Ioff− IBG]t2 , where t1 and t2 indicate
the different points in time of acquisition.

Detector mask: Some regions on the ePix100 detectors experienced strong pulse-
to-pulse fluctuations in the scattering background or pedestal. These areas have been
excluded from the analysis (cf. Fig. 4.7).

Signal filtering: The I(q) intensity measurements are filtered by a Savitzky-Golay
filter (savgol_filter of SciPy’s signal module (v. 1.5.4) [Vir+20], with parameters poly-
order: 0, window_length: 51). The window length of 51 pixels corresponds to a length
in q of ∼0.09Å−1. Fig. 4.8 shows a comparison of filtered and unfiltered I(q) for three
values of ∆t.

Polarization correction: The amplitude of the scattered field depends on the polar-
ization of the incoming X-ray wavefield. For horizontally polarized X-rays, the full
scattering amplitude would only be observed along the vertical axis, i.e. for values
of ~q without any contribution in the horizontal direction ~qh. The polarization factor
and polarization correction for area detectors is well described in [Jia15]. Let 2Θh

and 2Θv be the scattering angle in the horizontal and vertical plane, respectively. The
polarization factor Ph for horizontally polarized X-rays is then given by [Jia15]

Ph = 1− cos2 (2Θv) sin2 (2Θh) .

We assume horizontal polarization of the X-rays generated within the undulator.
Fig. 4.9 shows the polarization factor for the ~qh detector and the influence on the
diffracted intensity I(q).
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Fig. 4.10: Time series of the structure factor. Normalized structure factor of per-
turbed water with pump-laser irradiation (Son, left ordinate) and the difference struc-
ture factor between perturbed and unperturbed water Son − Soff (right ordinate) for
different pump-probe delays∆t. The structure factor is normalized to the maximum
value of unperturbed water.
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Power-law fit for pressure determination from the peak positions of the struc-
ture factor: To relate the position qp of the left-most peak of the structure factor S(q)
to specific pressure values, we used a power-law fit to describe the peak position qp as
a function of the pressure p, which we extracted from the structure factors reported
byWeck et al. [Wec+09] and Katayama et al. [Kat+10]. To this end, we first digitized
S(q) from the manuscripts using [Roh20] and determined the peak position qp. We
fitted the following function to the data in Fig. 4.4b with pressures p ≥ 0.4GPa

log10
(
qp/Å

−1
)
= m · log10 (p/GPa) + b.

The least-square fit converged for the valuesm = 0.059(2) and b = 0.3665(9). With this
fitwe calculated the pressure evolution p(∆t) from the peak positions qp of the structure
factor (cf. Fig 4.4c, d and Fig. 4.10) determined from our intensity measurements. The
error of the pressure values is dominated by the fit errors.

4.5.3 Data processing – holography

The data processing, empty-beam correction and phase retrieval of the X-ray holograms
is described in great detail by Hagemann et al. in [Hag+21]. Here, we will only briefly
sketch the involved steps.

Empty-beam correction: A series of empty-beam images (∼150 images) is acquired
directly before and after the measurement of the holograms with the pump laser
switched on. The empty-beam correction is based on the components of a principal
component analysis (PCA) of the empty-beam series. For each hologram, a refer-
ence image is calculated from the first 30 components of the PCA, which is then
used for empty-beam division. This approach was first described for data acquired at
synchrotrons [Van+15] and was adapted to data from XFELs in [Hag+21].

Phase retrieval: The object’s phase shift, encoded in the empty-beam correctedX-ray
holograms, is retrieved by the iterative phase retrieval algorithm alternating projections
(AP) [LBL02; HTS18]. The algorithm projects the object’s guess alternatingly onto a
measurement constraint, the intensities of the empty-beam corrected hologram, and
a sample constraint, the spatial limitation of the object by a compact support. Two
additional sample constraints are used: The range constraint, limiting the phase shift
to φ̄ ∈ [−10, 0] rad, and the homogeneous object constraint with prior knowledge of
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the δ/β-ratio of water, where δ and β is given by the refracting and absorbing part of
the index of refraction n = 1 − δ + iβ. The phase retrieval is then divided into two
stages: In a first stage, the support for the sample constraint is determined, with a
maximum number of 500 iterations. In a subsequent second stage, this support is used
to calculate the object’s phase shift with a maximum of 4000 iterations.



Conclusion and outlook 5
In the present work we have reported on experiments involving the full range of
available X-ray sources. On the side of table-top experiments, we have presented
a novel approach to substantially improve brightness and lateral coherence when
generating X-rays in a laboratory setting. On the other hand, we have exploited the
tremendous peak brilliance offered by an XFEL to observe the fast dynamics of non-
equilibrium phase transitions in water after dielectric breakdown with single-pulse
X-ray nearfield holography and X-ray diffraction. With this combined approach we
were able to obtain quantitative information from the microscopic length scale to the
molecular level with a time resolution, which was only limited by the pulse duration
of the optical pump laser.

Brightness of the waveguide source: In chapter 2, we have reported on a novel
X-ray source concept to generate spatially coherent X-rays directly inside a planar X-ray
waveguide. The mode densities of the waveguide influenced the angular emission
spectrum of both the characteristic radiation and bremsstrahlung. We estimated the
brightness of such a waveguide source to 5× 1011 phmrad−2mm−2 per characteris-
tic K lines, when operated at optimal conditions. The estimated brightness of our
waveguide source exceeds the gallium K-line brightness of a liquid-metal jet X-ray
tube which was measured to be ∼1× 1010 phmrad−2mm−2 for the Kα line [Ote+08]
and rivals with the brightness of an inverse-Compton-scattering (ICS) X-ray source of
∼4× 1011 phmrad−2mm−2 at a spectral bandwidth of ∆Eph/Eph ≈ 3–5% [Hor+19;
Egg+16]. Note that the latter source is lab-sized as it consists of a compact storage ring
with a circumference of 4.6m, whereas the liquid-metal jet and waveguide source are
very compact and table-top systems.

This comparison is quite remarkable as the estimation of the brightness for the wave-
guide source was based on the current waveguide design and did not include any
further optimization of the structure. An optimization could include the design of
waveguides with higher quality factorQ by an advanced choice of the layer materials
as well as an improved heat management. The heat dissipation is a crucial part in
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X-ray tubes as it limits the maximum power density of the electron beam [Beh16].
The high thermal conductivity of diamond is exploited for X-ray tubes with anodes
in transmission geometry, where a thin metal layer of ∼0.5 µm thickness is deposited
on a diamond substrate (e.g. [Nac+14]), as well as for self-absorption-reduced X-ray
anodes [YKL16]. In the latter case the Heel effect [Beh16], describing self-absorption
inside the anode, is reduced by embedding metal lamellae in a diamond matrix. Our
current waveguide design uses a silicon substrate. The substrate can be replaced with
synthetic diamond without influencing the optical properties of the waveguide. In
addition, with only little changes to the optical properties, the carbon guiding layer can
be replaced by synthetic diamond aswell. This would increase the thermal conductivity
by approximately a factor of 10 for both, the substrate and the guiding layer [Lid+95].
A 10-times better thermal conductivity is directly related to the possibility to increase
the surface power density of the electron beam by a factor of 10, when operated at the
same temperature [GWA86]. Diamond substrate and diamond guiding channel thus
promise a brightness increase by a factor of 10 compared to our estimation.

Pulsed laser-plasma sources for X-ray generation in waveguides: The wave-
guide anode is not restricted to electron beams from simple electron guns. A promising
possibility to generate short X-ray pulses with high lateral coherence and high bright-
ness would be to use the waveguide as a solid target in a laser-plasma X-ray source by
focusing a short laser pulse to the surface of the waveguide. Solid-target laser-plasma
X-ray sources [Rou+94] exploit the acceleration of electrons in a plasma by an ul-
trashort laser pulse when focused onto the surface of the target. In a first step, an
early part of the laser pulse generates a plasma on the surface of the target. The laser
pulse further accelerates the plasma electrons, so that these hot electrons penetrate
the target, leading to the generation of bremsstrahlung and characteristic radiation
[Gib05]. This last step is similar to the processes in anodes of X-ray tubes. Nevertheless,
in contrast to X-ray tubes there is no cut-off energy of the electron spectrum. The
energy distribution of the hot electrons shifts towards higher energies for increasing
laser intensities [Sal+02]. This imposes an optimum intensity Iopt for Kα generation
[Rei+00], as the Kα photons are generated in deeper layers of the solid target for
higher electron energies and thus experience stronger self-absorption [Sal+02]. As a
consequence, an increasing pulse energy of the laser with constant focus size leads
to a saturation of the Kα intensity in reflection geometry and thick targets, and even
to a decreasing intensity in transmission geometry with thin targets [Sal+02]. On
the other hand an increasing pulse energy at constant intensity Iopt and thus with
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increasing focus size leads to an increase in Kα emission. However, the increasing
laser spot and thus the larger X-ray source spot reduces the Kα brightness increase. A
planar waveguide as laser-plasma target can decouple the X-ray source spot and the
laser spot along one dimension (cf. Fig. 2.7). At increasing pulse energies, this could
allow optimization of the laser intensity, by e.g. a line focus, without increasing the
X-ray source spot. This would directly enhance the brightness of the X-ray source. The
target material is ablated in the process of plasma generation, however, so that the
target needs to be replaced in between laser pulses. In the case of planar waveguides
this could be implemented by scanning the waveguide structure through the laser
focus. When using the waveguide beam leaving the structure through the top layer
by resonant beam coupling, a planar waveguide with a wafer size of 20mm× 100mm
could provide on the order of 105 pulses depending on the size of the laser focus1.

The pulse duration of the X-ray flash generated in a laser-plasma source depends
strongly on the thickness of the target. A thick target can produce a long afterglow
of up to several picoseconds even if the laser pulse is much shorter, until all the
electrons have been decelerated to a kinetic energy below the K-shell ionization energy.
For a target thickness of up to ∼3 µm about 90% of the radiation can be emitted
within the first ∼100 fs [Rei+00; Rei+01]. The total thickness of all layers of planar
X-ray waveguides and waveguide arrays is below ∼3 µm. The substrate supporting the
waveguide is however substantially thicker. To obtain short X-ray pulses without a
long afterglow from such a target one has to reduce the contribution of the substrate. A
material with low atomic number leads to a characteristic radiation below the hard X-
ray regime and a less efficient generation of bremsstrahlung in the high photon energy
range [Beh16] and thus reduces the afterglow in the hard X-ray regime. Silicon and
especially diamond as substratematerial are a proper choicewith aKα energy of 1.7 keV
and 0.3 keV [Sch+11], respectively. Furthermore, when using the modes leaving the
waveguide through resonant beam coupling, the grazing observation angle leads to
severe self-absorption inside the substrate and additionally reduces the afterglow from
the substrate. In conclusion, laser-plasma X-ray generation inside waveguides could
improve the brightness of laser-plasma X-ray sources.

Beyond planar structures: So far we have only demonstrated X-ray generation in a
planar (1d) waveguide. The radiation emitted from these structures has high lateral
coherence in one direction only. Depending on the application this is not necessarily a

1Here we estimated the distance between adjacent pulse positions on the target to be 400 µm along the
direction of the line focus and 50 µm in the perpendicular direction
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disadvantage. X-ray diffraction at surfaces or stacks of membranes [Sal+03; NGS06]
for example, only requires coherence along one dimension. Also for X-ray tomography,
we have developed a scheme for acquisitions with anisotropic sources in a previous
work [Vas+16]. Using X-ray generation in a waveguide, there are several possibilities,
how the spatial coherence could be enhanced in the orthogonal direction. Two ap-
proaches easy to implement are (i) to use an electron line focus and observe in the
direction parallel to the line focus or (ii) to use one-dimensional X-ray optics or slits to
narrow the source spot.

As discussed in chapter 2 also the use of channel (2d) waveguides is possible, promising
even higher gains. The technical realization is quite sophisticated, however. Similar
to the planar waveguide case, an additional material needs to be embedded in the
guiding core to generate X-rays directly inside the core of a 2d waveguide. This process
is challenging as 2d waveguides are commonly manufactured by etching channels into
silicon [Neu+14; CHS15]. A possible alternative would be to fill the channel with a
polymer and embed a metal inside this polymer. As for planar waveguides, X-rays can
also be generated in the cladding of a channel waveguide, which seems straightforward
to implement. A challenge arises from the commonly used cladding material silicon,
which has a Kα energy below the hard X-ray regime, so that it needs to be replaced by
a material with higher atomic number but similar properties for etching and bonding.
Candidates are for example germanium [Hof+16] or probably gallium arsenide, due
to the availability of wafers with high surface quality. Another approach to fabricate
channel waveguides, well suited for the generation of X-rays in the cladding, would be
to deposit a thin layer of metal inside the channels etched in silicon. In early designs of
channel waveguides, a thin line of polymer was embedded in a metal cladding [Pfe+02;
Jar+05], a concept that seems very attractive for generating X-rays in the cladding.

Once the technical challenges for channel waveguides are solved, X-ray generation in
waveguides beyond straight channels like tapered channels [CHS15], beamsplitters
[HS16], split-and-delay lines or bent channels [Sal+15a] can provide entirely new
possibilities for source designs. This toolbox of optics on a chip can be especially
interesting for quantum optical experiments with hard X-rays at table-top instruments.
Also the coherent preparation of the incoming electron beam could add an interesting
element to these types of experiments in 1d or 2d waveguides.

Stimulated emission in waveguides: The excitation of X-ray fluorescence inside
a waveguide by an ultrashort and highly intense XFEL pulse could be interesting in
terms of stimulated emission and population inversion. Population inversion has
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been first observed for soft X-rays for the Kα transition in neon [Roh+12]. A recent
work proposed the design of a population inversion hard X-ray laser pumped by an
XFEL [Hal+20], for further reading see [Roh17]. Let us assume a planar waveguide
with a thin ∂-layer of metal in the center of the guiding core and an XFEL pulse
coupled resonantly to the zeroth mode, resulting in a field magnification inside the
waveguide. As we have shown, X-ray fluorescence excited inside the waveguides has
similar properties as characteristic radiation generated inside the same structures.
With a photon energy of the XFEL pulse slightly above the K-edge of the ∂-layer, a high
number of metal atoms can experience K-shell ionization. With a lifetime of ∼1 fs, the
excited atoms will emit a fluorescent photon from which a fraction, as we have shown,
is coupled into the zeroth mode of the waveguide again. The fluorescent photons in the
zeroth mode propagating into the same direction as the XFEL beam will co-propagate
with the XFEL pulse, will hit atoms with excited K-shell, and induce the stimulated
emission of a photon. This means that a pulse with very narrow bandwidth obtained
from stimulated emission builds up behind the XFEL pulse. Population inversion in
such a systemmight require an XFEL intensity increase above the damage threshold of
the waveguide. Following the concept of diffract before destroy from X-ray diffraction
with XFEL radiation [Neu+00], the destruction process, however, is slower than the
build-up of the population inversion and the emission of the stimulated X-ray pulse.

X-ray holography with single XFEL pulses: In chapter 3 and 4 we have exploited
the capabilities of X-ray sources with highest peak brilliance available today to observe
fast dynamics with high temporal and spatial resolution. We have investigated the
dynamics of the transient phase transition after dielectric breakdown in bulk water
with holography and in a µ-fluidic water jet with a combined approach of holography
and X-ray diffraction.

We were able to calculate the density and pressure distribution of the shockwave
surrounding the cavitation bubbles from the X-ray holograms that we obtained with
each individual XFEL pulse. The time resolution was thus only limited by the pulse
length of the nanosecond pump laser.

Spatial resolution: A spatial resolution better than 460(20)nm (HWHM) was ob-
tained in the retrieved phase images (cf. Fig. 3.8) , which is already superior to the
resolution at optical wavelengths withworking distances long enough for the geometric
constraints imposed by the water cuvette. Estimating the achievable resolution from
the largest scattering angle in the holographic intensity yields ∼370 nm (HWHM),
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so that we do not reach the theoretical expectation given by the diffraction-limited
CRL focus of 78 nm (FWHM). The detector provides a modulation transfer function of
∼2 px/half cycle and thus a resolution of∼200 nmafter consideration of the cone-beam
magnification. To be able to create a diffraction limited source spot, the CRLs need to
be illuminated with full lateral coherence over the geometric aperture of 300 µm. With
the given design parameters of the European XFEL [Alt+06] this requirement should
be fulfilled. The machine has been operated, however, for the first time at this high
photon energies so that not all beam parameters might have been fully characterized.
Various optics in the beampath between the instrument and the undulator [Mad+13]
can introduce aberrations to the XFEL beam, which lead to a broadening of the focus
and to a degradation of the resolution.

Nevertheless, we do not expect these aberrations to play a major role. We have to
consider, however, that the SASE radiation consists of different longitudinalmodeswith
different energies [SSY00]. CRLs are chromatic optics, so that different photon energies
are focused with a different focal length. The focal length f is proportional to the
inverse of the decrement δ of the refractive index f ∝ δ−1 [Sch+01] and the decrement
scales with δ ∝ E−2

ph [AM11]. Hence, for small variations∆Eph in the photon energy
we get a deviation∆f of the focal length of approximately∆f/f ≈ 2∆Eph/Eph. With
a spectral bandwidth of the SASE2 undulator of the European XFEL of approximately
∆Eph/Eph ≈ 4×10−3 at the photon energy used in the experiment and a focal length of
298mm, this results in a deviation of the focal length of about∆f ≈ 2.4mm, which is
almost 15-times the Rayleigh length of 160 µm. The beam diameter at∆f/2 ≈ 1.2mm
defocus is already larger than∼600 nm (FWHM), compared to 78 nm at the focal point.
The superposition of the different longitudinalmodes of theXFEL radiation thus results
in a substantial broadening of the X-ray focus and consequently to a degradation of
the holographic resolution.

The use of anX-raywaveguide could help to improve the resolution inX-ray holography
with single XFEL pulses. The secondary source created by a channel waveguide
(∼50 nm diameter) placed in a larger prefocus (∼1 µm focus size) is rather insensitive
to the modal composition and aberrations in the prefocus, as long as the radiation is
coupled into a single waveguide mode. This is the case as long as the angular spread
of the incoming radiation lays well within the angular acceptance of the waveguide
mode of about ∼0.1mrad. This condition on the pointing stability of the X-ray beam
is a prerequisite to perform experiments with such a long undulator-to-experiment
distance. In contrast toCRLs, X-raywaveguides are an achromatic optic so that different
longitudinal modes have the same source spot. With source spot sizes of down to
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sub-10 nm [Krü+12] X-ray waveguides could further improve the numerical aperture
and thus the quality and resolution of nearfield holography with XFEL radiation.

Radially fitted phase: We have presented a new phase-retrieval algorithm, the
radially fitted phase (RFP), for X-ray nearfield holography, that is tailored for radially
symmetric holograms. The algorithm results in a higher resolution compared to the
iterative AP algorithm (cf. Fig. 3.8). This might be a result of the increased signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) after azimuthal averaging of the hologram. The algorithm promises
to be especially robust in low-photon-flux applications with low SNR. Furthermore, the
formulation as a cost-functionminimization provides flexibility to add regularisation or
prior object knowledge. For known symmetry of the objects, e.g. spherical symmetry,
the projection of the 3d phase distribution, i.e. of the 3d electron density, can be
implemented within the algorithm, so that the algorithm retrieves the 3d phase instead
of the projected phase. This has advantages for the application of object constraints,
as a variety of constraints can be applied to the 3d phase only [RS16], such as the dual
material constraint. It is important to notice however, that the algorithm converged
without any regularisation in the case of the cavitation bubbles.

Automatized bulk analysis: The processing chain of the cavitation bubbles used
in this thesis was fully automatized (cf. section 3.4). The flat-field correction was
performed on the bulk dataset, followed by the calculation of the bubble center by an
approach based on the Radon transform. This step already included a classification of
the radial symmetry of the object, rejecting objects with multiple bubbles in the field of
view. With the knowledge of the bubble center the azimuthal average of the intensity
was calculated, followed by the RFP phase retrieval to obtain the projected phase shift
of the object. A second classification step rejected floating gas bubbles by detecting
the missing shockwave. After inversion of the projection the reconstructed 3d phase
distribution gave access to the 3d mass density and the pressure of the shockwave, with
the latter requiring the knowledge of the equation of state. All theses steps involved
only an initial choice of parameters and were subsequently run automatically on the
bulk data.

X-ray diffraction: We have measured spherical cavitation bubbles in bulk water
with well-defined gas-to-shockwave and shockwave-to-equilibrium water interfaces in
chapter 3. In chapter 4, we have measured perturbations after dielectric breakdown in
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a µ-fluidic water jet. Due to the boundary conditions imposed by the water jet, these
perturbations did not form cavitation bubbles with well-defined interfaces, but rather
chaotic perturbations with strong filamentation and without clearly defined bubble
wall and shockwave edge. The same experimental approach for X-ray diffraction, as
presented in chapter 4, can as well be used for measurements of cavitation bubbles in
bulk water with well-defined interfaces, e.g. in a water-filled cuvette as in chapter 3. In
such a configuration it would be possible to probewell-defined positions of a shockwave
with a sub-100 nm X-ray focus in diffraction geometry to study the spatial distribution
of the molecular structure inside the shockwave, inside the cavitation bubble, or at an
interface. To this end, it would be beneficial to acquire the holographic and diffraction
data simultaneously on a single-pulse basis. A possible approach would be to use
optics with multiple foci to, at the same time, measure in focus for WAXS and in the
diverging beam for holography, as it has been demonstrated in [Sch+15].

With the methods of chapter 3 and 4 there are now all tools at hand to study the
interesting states of early cavitation bubble nucleation during and immediately after
the plasma formation, as well as the state of maximum compression during the violent
bubble collapse. The combination of holography and diffraction is especially powerful
for these two bubble states, as it allows to observe both the changes in the molecular
structure as well as the changes in mass density and pressure on the microscopic scale.
Whereas it is sufficient for the observation of the early bubble nucleus to improve the
temporal resolution by using a pump laser with femtosecond pulses, the observation of
the collapse requires either an accurate prediction or an enforcement of the moment of
the collapse. The acoustic stabilisation of a cavitation bubble, for example, can provide
control over the point in time of the collapse [LK10].

In the XFEL experiments we have demonstrated the capabilities of X-ray sources with
highest peak brilliance. Laboratory and table-top X-ray source are multiple orders
of magnitude below the brilliance of synchrotrons and peak brilliance of XFELs.
Nevertheless, due to the high availability and easy accessibility of table-top sources,
X-ray experiments on the laboratory scale are a crucial part of structural analysis with
X-rays. Even though the concept of X-ray generation in waveguides will not be able
to close the gap to large-facility sources, we are confident that the improvements in
brightness can substantially advance experiments on the laboratory scale under static
and time-resolved conditions.
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A.1 Selection of source code for chapter 3

Source code for Python 3.7.

A.1.1 Discrete Hankel transform

Numerical implementation of discrete Hankel transform following [BC15]:

1 import numpy as np
2 import scipy.special
3

4 def hankelMatrix(N, n=0):
5 '''
6 returns a N x N matrix for discrete Hankel transfrom of n-th order.
7

8 N: number of pixels
9 n: order of Hankel transform
10

11 The Hankel matrix is self-inverse! I.e. HH = Id
12 For forward and backward Hankel transfrom different prefactors have to

be considered!
13

14 As in: N.Baddour and U.Chouinard. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 32.4 (2015), pp
–.611622. doi: 10.1364/JOSAA.32.000611.

15 '''
16 jn = np.array(scipy.special.jn_zeros(n, N + 1))
17

18 k = np.expand_dims(np.arange(N), axis=0)
19 m = np.expand_dims(np.arange(N), axis=1)
20

21 jN = jn[-1]
22

23 Y = scipy.special.jn(n, jn[m] * jn[k] / jN) # matrix
24 Y *= 2 / (jN * scipy.special.jn(n + 1, jn[k]) ** 2) # prefactor
25

26 return Y
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27

28 def hankelFreq(N, n=0, kmax=0.5):
29 '''
30 Returns the Hankel space (frequency) sampling grid for the inverse

discrete
31 Hankel transfrom (of order n) of a signal with N pixels.
32 kmax is the maximum sampling frequency in dimensionless units, i.e.
33 minimal sampled realspace oscillation 2px -> max. sampled frequency

1/(2px)
34 -> 0.5 dimensionless
35 '''
36 jn = np.array(scipy.special.jn_zeros(n, N + 1))
37 return jn[:-1] * kmax / jn[N]
38

39 def hankelSamples(N, n=0, kmax=0.5):
40 '''
41 Returns the real space sampling grid for the forward discrete Hankel
42 transfrom (of order n) of a signal with N pixels.
43 kmax is the maximum sampling frequency in dimensionless units, i.e.
44 minimal sampled realspace oscillation 2px -> max. sampled frequency

1/(2px)
45 -> 0.5 dimensionless
46 '''
47 jn = np.array(scipy.special.jn_zeros(n, N))
48 return jn / (kmax*2*np.pi)
49

50 def hankelTransform(f, n, hankelMat=None, kmax=0.5):
51 '''
52 Calculates the discrete Hankel transform of order "n" of the signal "f

".
53 "f" needs to be sampled on a Hankel grid (see function hankelSamples)

and f has to
54 decay to zero when reaching its boundary.
55 If Hankel matrix "hankelMat" is given, the given order "n" has to

match the order of
56 the given Hankel matrix for correct scaling.
57 For multiple calculations providing "hankelMat" results in speedup.
58

59 Example:
60 import numpy as np
61

62 n = 512 # length of signal
63 R = 100 # radius of sphere
64

65 sphere = np.zeros((n,))
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66 r = hankelSamples(R) # samples on Hankel grid
67 sphere[:R] = np.sqrt(R**2-r**2) # projected sphere at hankel grid

positions
68

69 F = hankelTransform(sphere, 0) # calculate Hankel transform.
70 '''
71 if hankelMat is None:
72 hankelMat = hankelMatrix(len(f),n)
73

74 k = kmax*2*np.pi
75 N = hankelMat.shape[0]+1
76 jN = scipy.special.jn_zeros(n, N)[-1]
77

78 R = jN/k
79

80 F = 2*np.pi*R**2/jN * np.matmul(hankelMat, f)
81

82 return F
83

84 def inverseHankelTransform(F, n, hankelMat=None, kmax=0.5):
85 '''
86 Calculates the discrete inverse Hankel transform of order "n" of the

signal "F".
87 "F" needs to be sampled on a Hankel grid (see function hankelFreq) and

"F" has to
88 decay to zero when reaching its boundary.
89 If Hankel matrix "hankelMat" is given, the given order "n" has to

match the order of
90 the given Hankel matrix for correct scaling.
91 For multiple calculations providing "hankelMat" results in speedup.
92 '''
93 if hankelMat is None:
94 hankelMat = hankelMatrix(len(F),n)
95

96 k = kmax*2*np.pi
97 N = hankelMat.shape[0]+1
98 jN = scipy.special.jn_zeros(n, N)[-1]
99

100 R = jN/k
101 f = jN/(R**2*np.pi*2) * np.matmul(hankelMat, F)
102

103 return f
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A.1.2 Fresnel-type propagator for radially symmetric wavefields

Fresnel-type propagator for radially symmetric wavefields using the discrete Hankel
transform (cf. section A.1.1):

1 import sys
2 import irpptb.transforms.hankel as hankel
3 import numpy as np
4

5 def propKernRadialSymmetric(F, n):
6 '''
7 Propagation kernel in Hankel space for radial symmetric
8 propagation.
9 F: Fresnel number
10 n: number of pixels
11 '''
12

13 hFreq = hankel.hankelFreq(n)
14 kern = np.exp(-1j*np.pi/F*(hFreq**2))
15 return kern
16

17 def propMatrixRadialSymmetric(F,n):
18 '''
19 Propagation matrix for radial symmetric propagation.
20 The signal for propagation needs to be sampled on Hankel grid.
21 F: Fresnel number
22 n: number of pixels
23 '''
24 propKern = propKernRadialSymmetric(F,n)
25 hankelMat = hankel.hankelMatrix(n, n=0)
26

27 tmp = propKern[:,None]*hankelMat
28 propMatrix = np.matmul(hankelMat,tmp)
29 return propMatrix
30

31 def propagateHankelFresnel(psi, F, npad=None, propagationMatrix=None):
32 '''
33 Propagates radial symmetric signal "psi" with Fresnel number "F".
34 psi: complex wavefield sampled on Hankel grid. Oszillations of
35 psi has to vanish when reaching its boundary (i.e. psi[-1] = 1)
36 F: Fresnel number
37 npad: number of pixels for padding
38 propagationMatrix: precalculated propagation Matrix for radial
39 symmetric Hankel-Fresnel propagation. if propagationMatrix is provided

the given Fresnel number F is ignored
40 '''
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41 dpsi = psi - 1
42

43 if npad is not None:
44 dpsi = np.pad(dpsi,(0,npad),mode='constant', constant_values=0)
45 npad = -npad
46

47 n = len(dpsi)
48

49 if propagationMatrix is None:
50 propagationMatrix = propMatrixRadialSymmetric(F,n)
51

52 psiDet = np.matmul(propagationMatrix,dpsi)+1
53

54 return psiDet[:npad]

A.1.3 Radially fitted phase

Phase retrieval for radially symmetric objects via Radially fitted phase (cf. section 3.4).
Uses the Fresnel-type propagator of the section A.1.2:

1 import numpy as np
2 from scipy.optimize import minimize
3

4 def sqDifference(projectedPhase, Imeas, kappa, propHankelMat, alphaTV):
5 '''
6 Cost function of radially fitted phase which needs to be minimized.
7 Calculates the L2 difference between the angular intensity of the

propagated projected phase and the given measured intensity Imeas.
8 projectedPhase: projected phase profile sampled on Hankel grid
9 Imeas: measured intensity (angular average) sampled on Hankel grid
10 kappa: beta/delta ratio of the material
11 propHankelMat: Hankel-Fresnel-type propagation matrix
12 alphaTV: regularisation parameter for Total Variation regularisation.
13 '''
14 n =projectedPhase.shape[0]
15 npad = propHankelMat.shape[0]-n
16 ptmp = np.pad(projectedPhase, (0,npad), mode='constant')
17

18 # calculate exit wave in object plane:
19 psiObj = np.exp((kappa+1j)*ptmp) - 1
20

21 # propagate to detector and calculate intensity
22 psiDet = np.matmul(propHankelMat, psiObj) + 1
23 Idet = np.abs(psiDet)**2
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24

25 # add TV norm if alphaTV>0
26 TV = 0
27 if alphaTV!=0:
28 TV = (np.abs(projectedPhase[:-1]-projectedPhase[1:])).sum()
29

30 # calculate L2 difference between propagated intensity and measured
intensity

31 diff = ((Imeas-Idet)**2).sum()
32 return diff + alphaTV*TV
33

34 def radiallyFittedPhase(Ihankel, propHankelMat, kappa, Rguess, TValpha,
initialGuess = None, tolerance=1e-15):

35 '''
36 Phase retrieval radially fitted phase:
37 Ihankel: measured intensity (angular average) sampled on Hankel grid
38 propHankelMat: Hankel-Fresnel-type propagation matrix
39 kappa: beta/delta ratio of the material
40 Rguess: guess for radius of shockwave wall (not used if initialGuess

is given)
41 TValpha: regularisation parameter for Total Variation regularisation.
42 initialGuess: initial guess of projected phase profile
43 tolerance: target tolerance of optimizer
44 returns: optimized projected phase
45 '''
46 # if no initial guess is given, init with exemplary cavitation bubble
47 if initialGuess = None:
48 initialGuess = np.zeros(Rguess)
49 ph_sw = -0.0015
50 ph_bubble = 0.01-ph_sw
51 R = int(0.45*Rguess)
52 R2 = R*2
53 initialGuess[:R] = 2*np.sqrt(R**2-np.arange(R)**2)*ph_bubble
54 initialGuess[:R2] += 2*np.sqrt(R2**2-np.arange(R2)**2)*ph_sw
55

56 # minimize cost function sqDifference
57 rekt = minimize(sqDifference, initialGuess, args=(Ihankel, kappa,

propHankelMat, TValpha), tol=tolerance, options={'maxiter': 3000},
method='BFGS')

58

59 # return result
60 return rekt
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A.1.4 Radon-transform-based center finder

Calculates the center of an object with radial symmetry in an image and gives an esti-
mate of how well radial symmetry is fulfilled. calcCenterShift uses an approach based
on the Radon transform to calculate the center. iterativeRadonShift uses an iterative
approach. This approach iterates between the center calculation by calcCenterShit and
a registration of the shift between image and the reprojection of the aligned sinogram.

1 import numpy as np
2 from numpy.fft import fftfreq
3

4 import sys, os
5 sys.path.append(os.getenv('HOME')+'/lib/ptb')
6

7 from pyfftw.interfaces.numpy_fft import fft, ifft, fftshift, ifftshift,
fft2, ifft2

8

9 from irpptb.imageProcessing.alignment import dftregistration
10 ''' dftregistration:
11 dftregistration registers subpixel shifts between images. Python
12 implementation adapted from Manuel Guizar-Sicairos, Samuel T. Thurman, and

James R. Fienup,
13 Efficient subpixel image registration algorithms, Opt. Lett. 33, 156-158

(2008).
14 '''
15

16 from irpptb.imageProcessing.alignment import circshift
17 ''' circshift:
18 shifts an n-dimensional array with sub-pixel accuracy along a given vector
19 array: n-dimensional numpy array
20 shift: vector with length n, the i-th axis of the input array is shifted

by the i-th element of the vector shift, if shift is an integer
number no interpolation is done.

21 '''
22 from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
23

24 from skimage.transform import radon
25 from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
26

27 def calcCenterShift(img, nAngles=101, upsfac=5):
28 '''
29 calculate shift of image img to center the bubble in the image.
30 This function uses a Radon transform base approach and registers

subpixel
31 shifts between subsequent angles in the sinogram.
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32 The determination of the shifts in the sinogram is used to calculate
the

33 center of the bubble.
34 img: image containing the bubble
35 nAngles: number of angles for Radon transform
36 upsfac: upsampling factor for dftregistration (subpixel accuracy)
37 '''
38 def cosfit(angle, scale, phi_offset, y_offset):
39 return scale*np.cos((angle+phi_offset)/180*np.pi)+y_offset
40 angles = np.linspace(0,360,nAngles)
41

42 # perform radon transform
43 rt = radon(img,theta=angles, circle=True)
44 ftRT = np.expand_dims(fft(fftshift(rt,axes=0), axis=0),axis=0)
45

46 shift = np.zeros((nAngles,))
47

48 # register shifts between subsequent angles in the sinogram
49 for i in range(nAngles):
50 i2 = np.mod(i+1, nAngles) # periodic boundary
51 shift[i] = dftregistration(ftRT[:,:,i], ftRT[:,:,i2], usfac=upsfac

)[1]
52

53 shift_abs = np.array([shift[:i].sum() for i in range(1,nAngles)])
54

55 anglesFit = angles[:-2]+angles[1]/2
56

57 miny = shift_abs.min()
58 maxy = shift_abs.max()
59 indAtMax = np.argmax(shift_abs[:-1])
60

61 # determine initial values for cosine fit to the shifts
62 A0 = (maxy-miny)/2;
63 y0 = (maxy+miny)/2;
64 phi0 = np.mod(anglesFit[indAtMax]+180, 360);
65

66 # fit cosine function to the shifts
67 try:
68 p, pcov = curve_fit(cosfit, anglesFit, shift_abs[:-1], p0=[A0,phi0

,y0], bounds=((0, 0, -np.inf),(np.inf,360,np.inf)))
69 except:
70 p = np.zeros((3,))
71

72 # calcualate the L2 error
73 sumSqError = ((shift_abs[:-1]-cosfit(anglesFit,*p))**2).sum()
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74

75 # prepare to return result
76 fitres = p
77 shiftx = fitres[0]*np.cos(fitres[1]/180*np.pi)
78 shifty = fitres[0]*np.sin(fitres[1]/180*np.pi)
79

80 center_shift = np.array((shifty, shiftx))
81

82 sumShift= shift.sum()
83

84 result = {}
85

86 result['sumShift'] = sumShift
87 result['sumSqError'] = sumSqError
88 result['centerShift'] = center_shift
89 result['radonTransform'] = rt
90 result['shift_abs'] = shift_abs
91 result['fitParams'] = p
92

93 return result
94

95 def iradonFourierInversion(sinoSum, r_fftshifted=None):
96 '''
97 efficient inverse Radon transform based on the Fourier inversion for
98 radial symmetric objects.
99 sinoSum: sinogram for one angle
100 r_fftshifted: precalculated 2d array of radius coordinates
101

102 '''
103 n = sinoSum.shape[0]
104 nh = n/2
105

106 a = fftshift(np.linspace(-nh,nh,n))
107

108 # calculate 2d map of r = sqrt(X^2+Y^2)
109 if r_fftshifted is None:
110 x = np.expand_dims(a,axis=0)
111 y = np.expand_dims(a,axis=1)
112 r_fftshifted = np.sqrt(x**2+y**2)
113 r_fftshifted[r_fftshifted>nh] = nh
114

115 # interpolate 1d sinogram into 2d
116 ftSino = fft(fftshift(sinoSum))
117 ifun = interp1d(a,ftSino)
118
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119 # Fourier inversion of radon transform
120 FimIradon = ifun(r_fftshifted)
121 imIradon = np.real(ifftshift(ifft2(FimIradon)))
122 return imIradon
123

124 #### iterative Radon Center Shift:
125 # img has to decay to 0
126 def iterativeRadonShift(I0, nAngles=101, nIterations=3):
127 '''
128 find center of bubble in an interative approach.
129 This function iterates multiple times over calcCenterShift and a
130 subsequent alignment of the image to the reprojected Radon image.
131 '''
132 def cosfit(angle, scale, phi_offset, y_offset):
133 return scale*np.cos((angle+phi_offset)/180*np.pi)+y_offset
134 n= I0.shape[0]
135

136 if np.mod(n,2)==1:
137 print('dftregistration only accepts input with even dimensions.

skipping')
138 return -1
139

140 # allocate arrays
141 cenShiftRadon = np.zeros((nIterations ,2))
142 cenShiftReproj = np.zeros((nIterations ,2))
143 In_preReproj = np.zeros((nIterations,n,n))
144 In = np.zeros((nIterations,n,n))
145

146 angles = np.linspace(0,360,nAngles)
147

148

149 totalShift = np.zeros((2,))
150

151 # iterate
152 for i in range(nIterations):
153

154 # calculate shift with radon transform based approach
155 resRadon = calcCenterShift(I0,nAngles,upsfac=5)
156

157 rt = resRadon['radonTransform']
158 cenShiftRadon[i,:] = resRadon['centerShift']
159 shift_abs = resRadon['shift_abs']
160

161 # shift each angle of the sinogram by the calculated shift
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162 rt_shifted = np.array([circshift(rt[:,j+1], [shift_abs[j]+
cenShiftRadon[i,1]]) for j in range(shift_abs.shape[0]-1)])

163 # calculate the mean of the shifted sinogram
164 rt_shiftSum = np.flipud(np.rot90(rt_shifted)).mean(1)
165

166 # shift the image
167 IShifted = circshift(I0, cenShiftRadon[i,:])
168

169 totalShift += cenShiftRadon[i,:]
170

171 # reproject the mean sinogram
172 imIradon = iradonFourierInversion(rt_shiftSum)
173

174 # calculate the the shift between image and reprojected mean
sinogram

175 ft1 = fft2(fftshift(imIradon))
176 ft2 = fft2(fftshift(IShifted))
177 cenShiftReproj[i,:] = dftregistration(ft1, ft2, usfac=5)
178 totalShift += cenShiftReproj[i,:]
179

180 In_preReproj[i,:,:] = IShifted
181

182 In[i,:,:] = circshift(IShifted, cenShiftReproj[i,:])
183

184 I0 = In[i,:,:]
185

186 # prepare result
187 rt_shifted = radon(I0, angles[:-1],)
188 rt_shiftSum = rt_shifted.mean(1)
189

190 imIradon = iradonFourierInversion(rt_shiftSum)
191

192 diffL2 = ((I0-imIradon)**2).sum()
193 diffL1 = (np.abs(I0-imIradon)).sum()
194

195 result = {}
196

197 result['sumShift'] = resRadon['sumShift'].copy()
198 result['sumSqError'] = resRadon['sumSqError'].copy()
199 result['centerShift'] = totalShift
200 result['centerShift_nonIterative'] = cenShiftRadon[0,:]
201 result['shiftHistory_reproj'] = cenShiftReproj
202 result['shiftHistory_radon'] = cenShiftRadon
203 result['radonTransform'] = rt_shifted
204 result['shift_abs'] = shift_abs.copy()
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205

206 result['diffCenterSymmL2'] = diffL2
207 result['diffCenterSymmL1'] = diffL1
208

209 return result
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